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GEOLOGY AND VOLCANOLOGY OF LA PALMA AND EL HIERRO,
WESTERN CANARIES
J. C. Carracedo1, E. R. Badiola2, H. Guillou3, J. de la Nuez:t and F. J. Pérez Torrados
Dedicamos este trabajo a la memoria de José María Fúster Casas. El profesor Fúster
dirigió en la década de los 60 del pasado siglo el primer estudio geológico moderno y
detallado de las Islas Canarias, a las que dedicó, hasta su fallecimiento, la mayor parte de
su investigación. Los autores de este artículo, que fuimos inicialmente sus alumnos y
posteriormente sus colaboradores y amigos, intentamos seguir sus pasos y su ejemplo.
SUMMARY
The westem Canaries, relatively little sludied until a few years ago fram the geologi-
cal point of view, have however provided decisive data for understanding many of the
most importanl geological problems of the Archipelago, which would probably have
been dilucidated earlier, had the study begun with the most recent islands, as occurs in
similar chains of oceanic volcanic islands in other parts of the world.
To summarize the main geological features and evolutionary characteristics of both
islands we emphasize the following stages of development:
During the Pliocene, a submarine volcanic edifice or seamount formed in the island
of La Palma, made up of pillow lavas, pillow breccias and hyaloclastites, intruded by
trachytic domes, plugs of gabbros, and a highly dense dyke swarm. The intense magma-
tic and dyke intrusion uplifted the seamount up to 1,500 m, tilting it 45-50° to the SW.
This intrusive phase was followed by a period of quiescence and erosion of the emerged
submarine edifice. The definitive consolidation and progression of the construction of
the island continued fram at least 1.77 ma in angular and erasive discordance over the
submarine basement. The subaerial volcanic reactivation, in which explosive volcanism
predominated during the initial stages, producing abundant volcanoclastic and phreato-
magmatic materials at the base of the subaerial editíce, persisted in a highly continuous
manner until at least 0.41 ma. This initial subaerial stage shaped the northern volcanic
shield, formed by the accumulation of severaI superimposed volcanoes, approximately
concentric in relation to one another and the submarine basement.
The initiaI stage of the northern volcanic shield lasted between 1.77 and 1.20 ma,
during which period the Garafía volcano was built to a height of 2,500-3,000 m, with
steeply sloping flanks, formed predominantiy by alkaline basalts with abundant pahoe-
hoe lavas. The rapid growth and progressive instability of the Garafía volcano culmina-
ted sorne 1.20 ma ago in a gravitationaIlandslide of the south flank of the volcanic edifi-
ce. The eruptive activity that followed the collapse built the Taburiente volcano, that
rests upon a clear angular discordance caused by the landslide. The landslide depression
was filled completely sorne 0.89 ma ago, as shown by the age of the first lavas to over-
flow the collapse embayment. The filling-in of the depression by the Taburiente volcano
lavas finally formed a sequence of horizontal lavas, predominantly aIkaline basalts, that
ponded against the headwall of the landslide scarp forrning a plateau in the centre of the
volcanic shield.
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Coinciding approximately with the Matuyama-Brunhes boundary (0.78 ma) an
important reorganisation of the Taburiente volcano took place, the dispersed emission
centres of which progressively concentrated in three increasingly defined rifts (NW,
NE and N-S) and subsequently in a central edifice situated at the geometrical centre of
the volcanic shield. The abundant emissions of this final stage covered the earlier for-
mations with sequences of lava flows up to 1,000 m thick in places, with the exception
of a part of the alignments of cones of the rifts. The basaltic lavas evolved towards
more differentiated phonolitic and trachytic terms at the terminal phases of construc-
tion of the volcano. One of these rifts, the southem or Cumbre Nueva rift, developed
more than the others, possibly because the volcanism already began to migrate south-
wards, forming a N-S trending dorsal ridge over 2,500 m high. The progressive insta-
bility of the Cumbre Nueva rift, due to overgrowth, triggered the gravitational landsli-
de of the western flank, in a process that took place about 560 ka ago, involving the
detachment of sorne 180-200 km3 and the formation of a wide depression (the Valle de
Aridane) and the beginning of the formation, by incision and retrogressive erosion, of
the Caldera de Taburiente.
The activity subsequent to the collapse in the northem shield was preferentially con-
centrated in the interior of the new collapse basin, quickly building the Bejenado strato-
volcano. This activity was coetaneous with that of other residual centres dispersed over
the flanks of the shield. The initially basanite lavas of Bejenado volcano evolved to
mafic tephrites in differentiated lateral and terminal vents. The activity of the volcanic
shield ceased definitively sorne 0.4 ma ago. After a transition period with a certain
degree of activity associated with Bejenado late peripheral vents, volcanism was definiti-
vely located until the present in the new Cumbre Vieja volcano, at the south of the
island. The oldest Cumbre Vieja lavas have been dated in 123 ka, although the first erup-
tions of the volcano may be considerably older. During this last stage of volcanism in La
Palma a N-S trending rift has been formed, with predominantly basanitic, tephritic and
tephri-phonolitic lavas, and intrusions of domes of tephri-phonolites and phonolites, fre-
quently associated with eruptive vents. Numerous submarine eruptive vents, several of
which are apparently very recent, have recently been observed and sampled at the pro-
longation of the Cumbre Vieja rift southwards in the ocean.
The foreseeable geological evolution of this rift is similar to that of its Cumbre
Nueva predecessor, towards a progressive development and increasing instability, al-
though changes may take place that may modify it towards more stable configurations,
fundamentally the submarine progression of the southern tip of the rift, that could
redistribute the volume of emitted materials, reduce the aspect ratio of the volcano
and, consequently, its instability. The en echelon faults generated during the 1949
eruption have been interpreted as a possib1e detachment of the western flank of the
volcano, although a more favourable hypothesis would be that such faults are surficial
and contribute to accommodating the volcano by reducing its instability. A noteworthy
aspect is the important role played by the mobility of the general feeding system of the
volcanism in shaping the form and structure of the island. If the volcanism had not
continually migrated southward since the final stages of construction of the northern
shield, the island of La Palma would probably have taken on a similar configuration to
that of the islands of El Hierro or Tenerife, in the shape of a triangular pyramid, with
triple-armed rifts and landslide lobes between the rifts. The southward migration of
volcanism in La Palma left the northern shield extinct, the rifts incomplete and finally
configured an island lengthened in a N-S direction. Another point of interest is that the
islands of La Palma and El Hierro are the first of the Canaries to form simultaneously,
with possib1y alternating eruptive activity, at least in the most recent periodo This sepa-
ration in a «dualline» of islands and the greater depth of its oceanic basement account
for the long time they have required to emerge since the formation of the prior island
of La Gomera.
The island of El Hierro is geologically somewhat younger than La Palma and, becau-
se it formed over a stationary source of magma, it presents, in comparison, a perfect,
concentric development, with superimposed volcanoes and a regular three-armed rift
geometry. The activity of the subaerial volcanism began in El Hierro with the develop-
ment of Tiñor volcano on the NE flank of the island (approximately from 1.12 to 0.88
ma), with the emission of massive typical basalts. The volcano developed quick1y, with
different stages of growth, the eruption of Ventejís volcano being the terminal explosive
stage, and probably the precursor of the collapse of the NW flank of the edifice sorne
882 ka ago. The emissions of the new volcano -El Golfo, approximately 545 to
176.000 ka- totally filled the depression of the lateral collapse of Tiñor volcano, the
lava flows of which then spilled over the flanks of the earlier volcano. The beginning of
the construction of the El Golfo volcano seems to have taken place after a relatively long
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period of activity, probably coinciding with the maximum development of the Cumbre
Nueva rift on La Palma. The initial subaerial activity at El Golfo was characterised by
basaltic lavas that evolved to trachybasalts and trachytes, and finally towards more diffe-
rentiated eruptive episodes indicative of the terminal state of the volcanic activity of the
El Golfo volcano. The excessive growth of this volcano triggered the failure of its north
f1ank, generating the spectacular scarp and present El Golfo depression. Subsequent vol-
canism, from emission vents arranged in a three-armed rift system (rift volcanism, with
ages ranging from 145 ka to 2,500 years, with probably prehistoric eruptions), implies
the much more moderate continuation of the earlier predominantly basanitic-tephritic
volcanic activity. This period may correspond to that of maximum development of the
Cumbre Vieja rift, in the island ofLa Palma.
RESUMEN
Las Canarias occidentales, relativamente poco estudiadas hasta hace unos años desde
el punto de vista geológico, han aportado sin embargo datos decisivos para la compren-
sión de muchos de los problemas geológicos más importantes del archipiélago, que posi-
blemente se hubieran dilucidado más prontamente si su estudio se hubiese comenzado,
como en la mayoría de las cadenas de islas volcánicas oceánicas, por su extremo más
reciente.
Como resumen de sus principales rasgos geológicos evolutivos de ambas islas desta-
camos las siguientes etapas de desarrollo:
Durante el Plioceno se levanta en el extremo occidental del Archipiélago, en la isla
de La Palma, un edificio o monte submarino constituido por pillow lavas, pillow bre-
chas e hialoclastitas de composición basáltica, intruido por domos traquíticos, plutones
de gabros y una densísima red de diques. Por el efecto de la intensa intrusión magmáti-
ca y filoniana el edificio submarino sufrió un levantamiento hasta cotas de 1.500 m y
basculamiento de 45-50° al SO, seguido de un período de quiescencia y erosión del edi-
ficio submarino emergido. La consolidación definitiva y progresión de la construcción
de la isla se hace en discordancia angular y erosiva sobre el basamento submarino a
partir de al menos unos 1,77 millones de años. La reactivación volcánica subaérea, con
predominio de volcanismo explosivo en las fases iniciales con producción de abundan-
tes materiales volcanoclásticos y freatomagmáticos en la base del edificio subaéreo,
persistió de forma muy continua hasta al menos 0,41 millones de años. Esta fase subaé-
rea inicial configura el Escudo Volcánico Norte, formado por la superposición de varios
edificios volcánicos superpuestos y aproximadamente concéntricos entre sí y con el
basamento submarino.
El Escudo Volcánico Norte tiene una primera etapa, desde 1,77 a 1,20 ma, en la que
se construye el edificio volcánico Garafía, formado por lavas predominantemente basál-
ticas alcalinas poco diferenciadas y abundancia de lavas «pahoe-hoe», que alcanza una
altura de 2.500-3.000 m, con flancos de acusadas pendientes. El rápido crecimiento y
progresiva inestabilidad del edificio Garafía culminó hace unos 1,20 millones de años en
un deslizamiento gravitatorio del flanco meridional del edificio. La actividad eruptiva
que siguió al colapso comienza rellenando la depresión de deslizamiento, levantando un
nuevo edificio volcánico -el edificio volcánico Taburiente-, que se apoya sobre una
clara discordancia angular producto del deslizamiento. La depresión se rellenó completa-
mente hace unos 0,89 ma, edad de las primeras lavas en desbordarla. El relleno de la
depresión por las lavas del Taburiente acaba conformando un apilamiento de coladas
horizontales -predominantemente basaltos alcalinos- que se remansan contra la cabe-
cera del escarpe de deslizamiento formando una meseta colgada en el centro del escudo
volcánico. Coincidiendo aproximadamente con el límite Matuyama/Brunhes (0,78 ma)
se produce una importante reorganización del edificio volcánico Taburiente, cuyos cen-
tros de emisión se concentran progresivamente en tres rifts (NO, NE y N-S) cada vez
más definidos, y posteriormente en un aparato central situado en el centro geométrico del
escudo volcánico. Las abundantes emisiones de esta etapa final recubren las formaciones
anteriores, excepto parte de las alineaciones de conos de los rifts. Las lavas se diferen-
cian hacia términos fonolíticos y traquíticos.
El rift meridional (Cumbre Nueva) se desarrolla más que los otros, posiblemente por
el comienzo de la migración hacia el sur del volcanismo, formando una dorsal con más
de 2.500 m de altura y con el eje mayor en dirección N-S. La progresiva inestabilidad del
rift de Cumbre Nueva, por un crecimiento excesivo, provoca el deslizamiento gravitato-
rio del flanco occidental, proceso que ocurrió hace unos 560 ka y supuso el desgarro de
unos 180-200 km3 y la formación de una amplia depresión (el Valle de Aridane) y el ini-
cio de la formación -por encajamiento y erosión remontante- de la Caldera de Tabu-
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riente. La actividad posterior al colapso en el escudo norte se concentra preferentemente
en el interior de la cuenca de deslizamiento, construyendo rápidamente el estratovo1cán
Bejenado. Esta actividad es coetánea con la de otros centros residuales y dispersos en los
flancos del escudo. Las lavas inicialmente basaníticas del edificio Bejenado evoluciona-
ron hacia tefritas máficas en centros laterales y terminales diferenciados. La actividad
del escudo volcánico terminó definitivamente hace unos 0,4 millones de años. Tras un
periodo de transición en que hay cierta actividad asociada a centros periféricos del Beje-
nado, el volcanismo se localiza de forma definitiva y hasta el presente en un nuevo edifi-
cio -Cumbre Vieja-, que prolonga la isla hacia el sur. Las lavas más antiguas han sido
datadas en 123 Ka, aunque las primeras erupciones del edificio volcánico Cumbre Vieja
deben ser bastante más antiguas. En esta última fase del volcanismo de La Palma se ha
configurado un rift progresivamente estructurado en la dirección N-S, con lavas predo-
minantemente basaníticas, tefritas y tefri-fonolitas, e intrusiones en forma de domos y
coladas de tefri-fonolitas y fonolitas, asociados a episodios eruptivos que se continúan
hasta la actualidad. Recientemente se han observado y muestreado numerosos centros
eruptivos submarinos que prolongan el rift de Cumbre Vieja hacia el sur en el océano,
algunos de éstos aparentemente muy recientes.
La previsible evolución geológica de este rift es similar a la de su antecesor de Cum-
bre Nueva, hacia un progresivo desarrollo y creciente inestabilidad, aunque pueden ori-
ginarse cambios que la modifiquen hacia configuraciones más estables, fundamental-
mente la progresión submarina del extremo sur del rift, que podría redistribuir el volu-
men de productos emitidos, rebajar la relación de aspecto del edificio volcánico y, en
consecuencia, su inestabilidad. Las fallas escalonadas generadas en la erupción de 1949
han sido interpretadas como un posible desgarre del flanco occidental del edificio volcá-
nico, aunque una hipótesis más favorable sería la de que tales fallas son superficiales y
contribuyen a acomodar el edificio volcánico reduciendo su inestabilidad. Un aspecto a
destacar es el importante papel que ha jugado la movilidad del sistema general de ali-
mentación del volcanismo en la forma y estructura de la isla. De no haberse producido
una emigración continua del volcanismo desde las fases finales de construcción del escu-
do norte, la isla de La Palma posiblemente hubiera adquirido una configuración similar a
la de las islas de El Hierro o Tenerife, con forma de pirámide triangular, dorsales triples
y lóbulos de deslizamiento entre las dorsales. La emigración del volcanismo hacia el sur
en La Palma dejó el escudo norte extinguido, los rifts inacabados y configuró finalmente
una isla alargada en dirección N-S. Otro interesante aspecto es que las islas de La Palma
y El Hierro son las primeras de las Canarias que se están formando de forma simultánea,
con una posible alternancia de la actividad eruptiva entre ambas islas, al menos en el
período más reciente. Esta «doble» alineación de islas y la mayor profundidad de su
asentamiento explican el largo tiempo que han necesitado para emerger desde la emer-
sión de La Gomera, la anterior isla en formarse.
La Isla de El Hierro es geológicamente algo más joven que La Palma y, por haberse
formado sobre una fuente magmática estacionaria, ofrece en comparación un perfecto
desarrollo concéntrico, con edificios superpuestos y un sistema regular de dorsales tri-
ples. La actividad del volcanismo subaéreo se inicia en El Hierro con el desarrollo del
edificio Tiñor en la zona NE de la isla desde aproximadamente 1,12 a 0,88 Ma, con
emisión de típicos basaltos masivos poco diferenciados. El edificio se desarrolla rápida-
mente con diferentes estadios de crecimiento, siendo la erupción del centro eruptivo del
Ventejís del estadio explosivo terminal, probablemente precursor del colapso del flanco
NO del edificio volcánico hace unos 0,88 Ma. Las emisiones del nuevo edificio volcánico
-El Golfo, aproximadamente 545 a 176 Ka- rellenan totalmente la depresión originada
por el colapso lateral del edificio Tiñor, con coladas que acaban vertiendo por los flancos
del edificio anterior. El comienzo de la construcción del edificio volcánico de El Golfo
parece haberse producido tras un periodo relativamente largo de inactividad, probable-
mente coincidente con el máximo desarrollo del rift de Cumbre Nueva en la isla de La
Palma. La actividad subaérea inicial de El Golfo se caracteriza por la emisión de lavas
basálticas, que evolucionan hacia traquibasaltos y traquitas hacia la parte alta del edifi-
cio, y finalmente hacia episodios eruptivos más diferenciados e indicativos del estadio
terminal de la actividad volcánica del edificio El Golfo. El excesivo crecimiento de este
edificio volcánico provocó el deslizamiento de su flanco norte, generando el espectacular
escarpe y depresión actual de El Golfo, proceso que tuvo lugar entre 21 y 133 Ka. El vol-
canismo posterior, a partir de centros agrupados formando un rift triple (volcanismo de
Rift, con edades comprendidas entre los 145 Ka y 2.500 años, con probables erupciones
prehistóricas), supone la continuación, mucho más moderada, de la actividad volcánica,
predominantemente de basanitas y tefritas. Este periodo de menor actividad eruptiva
relativa podría corresponderse con el máximo desarrollo del rift de Cumbre Vieja, en la
isla de La Palma.
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LA PALMA AND EL HIERRO
IN THE GEOLOGICAL CONTEXT
OF THE CANARIAN ARCHIPELAGO
Regional geological framework
La Palma and El Hierro, located at the western
edge of the 450-km-long Canarian archipelago, are
the last islands to form and the most active in the
Quaternary.
The Canaries rest on old (Jurassic) oceanic lit-
hosphere, La Palma and El Hierro lying along the
magnetic anomaly M25 (about 156 ma, according
to Klitgord and Schouten, 1986). Each island forms
an independent edifice, except Fuerteventura and
Lanzarote (Fig. 1 B and C). These edifices develo-
ped on increasingly deep ocean floor, reaching a
maximum of -4 km in La Palma and El Hierro (Fig.
1 A). Their relative topographic heights and subma-
rine/subaerial volume ratios reflect their stage of
development. The island of Tenerife is clearly at its
peak of volcanic growth, whereas La Palma and El
Hierro are still in the juvenile stage of development,
while La Gomera and the eastern islands of Gran
Canaria and Fuerteventura-Lanzarote are already
deeply eroded (Fig. 1).
The magmatic processes that generated the
Canaries are related to a hotspot either spreading
westward beneath the lithosphere or fixed under a
plate slowly progressing eastward (Carracedo,
1979, 1999; Hoernle and Schmincke, 1993; Carra-
cedo et al., 1998). According to sorne authors, the
Canarian hotspot would be a part of a superplume
responsible for the volcanism extending from the
Cape Verde islands to eastern Europe (Hoernle et
al., 1995; Oyarzun et aL, 1997).
Geldmacher et al. (2001) dated the Madeira and
Selvagem Islands and modelled three parallel
hotspot pathways in the eastern North Atlantic,
the Madeira, Canaries and Sahara tracks. The
Canarian hotspot track extended from the Lars
Seamount, to the north, to the island of El Hierro,
in about 70 ma. Any relationship of the Canaries
with the Atlas tectonics seems, therefore, out of
place, since these tracks are parallel and con-
gruent with the rotation of the African plate defi-
ned by Morgan (1983). Only the Canaries are
located in the prolongation of the Atlas system,
which may merely represent a geographical coin-
cidence.
Radiometric dating of the oldest subaerial volca-
nism (Guillou et al., 1996, 1998, and 2001) and new
ages from La Gomera and Tenerife (work in pro-
gress) show that the islands have developed in agre-
ement with the continuous westward progression
expected from the hotspot activity. La Palma and El
Hierro are the only islands of the archipelago at pre-
sent in the juvenile shield stage and the remainder
of the Canaries are already in the posterosional
stage (Fig. 2).
An important change occurred after the forma-
tion of La Gomera, apparentIy splitting the E-W
trending, single line, Canarian volcanic belt into a
N-S trending dualline, perpendicular to the gene-
ral trend of the archipelago (see Fig. 3). Large-
scale distribution and age progression in most
oceanic island chains are well explained by the
steady movement of lithospheric pIates over fixed
mantle plumes, yielding chains of consecutive
discrete volcanoes. In this model, a new island
starts to form when the bulk of the previous one
has already developed, the inter-island distance
governed by lithospheric thickness and rigidity
(Voght, 1974; ten Brink, 1991). In the Canaries,
however, the western islands have developed con-
temporaneously (Fig. 3). This important change in
style may also account for the time interval of
about 7-8 ma between the emergence of La
Gomera and the western Canaries. This is consi-
derably longer than the time gap between the for-
mation of the single-line islands, decreasing from
about 5 ma between Fuerteventura and Gran
Canaria, to <3 ma between Tenerife and La
Gomera (Figs. 2 and 3).
Dual-line volcanoes, such as the Kea and Loa
trends in the Hawaiian Islands, have been associa-
ted with changes in plate motion, resulting in the
location of a volcanic load off the hotspot axis. In
this model of Hieronymus and Bercovici (1999)
compressive stresses related to the off-axis volca-
no block the formation of the next island and split
the single line of volcanoes into a dual line of
alternating positions of volcanoes. However, the
association of the dual line in the Canarian chain
with a change in direction of the African plate is
not clear (Carracedo et al., 1998; Carracedo,
1999).
This feature may finalIy explain the distribution
of recent (Quaternary) volcanism in the western
Canaries. Extensive radiometric dating and mag-
netic stratigraphy indicate that main phases of
eruptive activity alternate in both islands, at least
in the last 500 ka, as discussed later (see section
m.l and Fig. 72). This feature may be related to
changes in the regional stress fields associated
with giant gravitational collapses of the unstable
volcanoes at their peak of development. This may
also account for the lack of historical eruptions
(last 500 years) in El Hierro while most of the his-
torical vo1canism of the Canarian archipelago has
been located in La Palma.
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Fig. J .-Compuler-gcllcr.lted 3-D imagcs of the Canal)' Islands (blllhymclry from Hunter el al.. 1983) A) Cross section showing
age \'s. height of tbe diffcrent islands. B) Vicws from the E and W of lhe archipelago. The prosrcssive decrcasc in volumc of the
island towards lhe contincnt duc lo mass wasling is c1carly observe<!, as well as the change from smg[c lO dualline after 1..:1 Gomera.
Development of concepts of the geological
hislory of the westcrn Canaries
Fúster and coworkers (1968 a-d) initiated ¡he first
modcm and comprehcnsive geological study of Ihe
Canaries in Ihe island of Lanzarole. This apparemly
irrelevanl fact may have imposed importam difficul-
l¡es on underslanding key geological features of Ihe
Canary Islands. The volcanostratigraphic units defi-
ned in the eastern, postcrosional islands, proved
unfcasible in the weslem Canaries. The definition of
'Old' and 'Recent' Series led to considerable confu-
sion, since the 'Old' Series of La Palma or El Hierro
were found to be considerably younger than the
'Recent' Series of Fuerteventura, Llnzarote or Gran
Canaria. This circumstance may explain why the
knowledge of lhe geology of the weSlern Canaries
was al besl scant until a few years ago, lacking even
•1 basic geological map. Concurrently, lhe insufficienl
geological knowledge of Ihe juvenile islands hinde·
red lhe earlier understanding of lhe role of rift zones,
gravitalional collapses, etc .. as key features in the
evolulion of the Canaries and oceanic islands in
general. as well as the definilion of volcanostrati-
graphic unils applicable to Ihe entirc archipclago.
Funhennore, Ihis approach accounled for !he diffi-
cullies in defining a model for lhe genesis and evolu-
tion of Ihe Canal)' lslands Ihat would mosl probably
have been avoided. had Ihe study of Ihc Canaries
slartcd, as in the Hawaiian Islands. in the youngesl
part of Ihe volcanic belt. The persistence of concepts
such as the connection of the Canarian magmatism lO
fractures associated with the Alias tectonics, or lhe
apparently contrasting structural fealures in the eas~
tem and westem Canaries, would probably have been
identified much earlier as lacking geological suppon
or reflecting lhe differenl slages of evolution of the
islands (Carracedo el al., 1998; Carracedo, 1999).



































Fig. 2.-Revised oldest ages obtained for the emerged volcanism (work in progress). One of the main inconsistencies of the Cana-
fian hotspot mode] disappears as the island of Tenerife and La Gomera fit in the general age progression scheme (new ages of
Tenerife and La Gomera in work in progress). Note the extended period of time elapsed between the emergence of La Gomera and
La Palma-El Hierro dual-line islands.
Several important concepts have been revised
following the work carried out in the western Cana-
ries. The structure and composition of the submari-
ne part of the islands was poorly understood prior to
the study carried out in La Palma by Staudigel
(1981) and Staudigel and Schmincke (1984). In the
islands of Fuerteventura, La Gomera and La Palma,
the products of shield volcanism rest upon variably
deformed and uplifted sequences of submarine sedi-
ments, vo1canic rocks, dyke swarms and plutonic
intrusions which form the cores of these islands.
These formations, named 'Basal Complex' by
Bravo in 1964, are consistentIy separated from the
subaerial volcanism by a major unconformity. Early
interpretations relating these formations to uplifted
blocks of 'oceanic basement' in the pre-plate tecto-
nic sense (Hausen, 1958; Fúster et al., 1968 a, b)
proved to be inconsistent since the igneous rocks
are younger than the oceanic sedimentary sequences
(Robertson and StilIman, 1979 a, b). The studies by
Staudigel (1981) and Staudigel and Schmincke
(1984) demonstrated that the majority of the forma-
tions of the 'basal complexes' represent the sea-
mount stage of the growth of these islands. Similar
conclusions had been reached for the 'basal com-
plex' of Fuerteventura (Stillman, 1987). Detailed
geological mapping inside the Caldera de Taburien-
te (Carracedo et al., 2001 a, b) showed that several
formations previously included in the 'basal com-
plex' of La Palma could be assigned to younger
subaerial stratigraphic units. When these units were
excluded, the remaining formations conformed to
the seamount described by Staudigel (1981) and
Staudigel and Schmincke (1984), making the use of
the term 'basal complex' unnecessary and confu-
sing, except probably in the island of Fuerteventura,
where this formation ineludes uplifted oceanic sedi-
ments.
Caldera-type depressions in the Canaries were
incorrectIy believed to be originated by erosive,
collapse or explosive processes (Fúster et al., 1968
d; Araña, 1971). Sorne authors had tentatively rela-
ted these depressions to slumps or gravitational
coll apses (Hausen, 1956, ] 961; Bravo, 1962;
Machado, 1963; Navarro and Coello, 1989; Hol-
comb and Searle, 1991). On-shore and off-shore
studies in the western Canaries provided clear evi-
dence that many of these features were initiated by
gravitational flank failures of steep, unstable vo1ca-
noes, including the prototypical erosion Caldera de
Taburiente (Machado, 1963; Ancochea et al., 1994;
Carracedo, 1994; Masson, 1996; Urgeles et al.,



















Fig. 3.-Sequential surfacing ofthe Canary Islands. New ages ofTenerife and La Gomera (work in progress).
1997, 1999; Carracedo et al., 1999 a, b; Masson et
al., 2002).
The geological and geochronological study of the
westem Canaries evidenced the advantages of using
the volcano-stratigraphic units defined in the
Hawaiian Islands (MacDonald and Abbot, 1970;
Walker 1990): the shield stage and the posterosio-
nal or rejuvenated stage. These units were applied
to the Canaries (Carracedo et al., 1998; Carracedo,
1999) instead of volcanic series or cycles (Fúster et
al., 1968 a-d; Schmincke, 1982). The studies carried
out in the westem Canaries and in the Madeira and
Selvagem islands greatly contributed to show the
Canaries not as a singular volcanic archipelago rela-
ted to the Atlas tectonics, but as a part of the nume-
rous hotspot island chains in the eastern North
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Atlantic, strikingly similar to the Hawaiian group
and, in general, to oceanic volcanic islands (Carra-
cedo, 1979, 1999 a; Carracedo et al., 1998; Geld-
macher et al., 2001). However, the Canaries preser-
ve important peculiarities, such as the lack of signi-
ficant subsidence (Schmincke et al., 1997; Carrace-
do et al., 1998; Carracedo, 1999 a) and other featu-
res summarized by Schmincke (1994).
GEOLOGY AND VOLCANOLOGY
OF THE ISLAND OF LA PALMA
Geomorphological features
The island of La Palma is the fifth in extension
(706 km2) of the Canaries and the second in eleva-
tion (2.423 m asl), after Tenerife. The island is elon-
gated in a N-S trend and is made up of two main
polygenetic stratovolcanoes separated by a saddle
(the Valle de Aridane depression): the conical nor-
them shield and the elongated Cumbre Vieja volca-
no at the southem part of the island (Fig. 4). Both
volcanoes reach considerable heights (2.430 and
1.990 m asl, respectively).
Rainfall is relatively high (up to 900 mm in the
summit areas) because of the altitude and the
island's location within the Atlantic. High erosion
rates have originated deep, Oahu-type barrancos in
the northem shield, whereas the younger Cumbre
Vieja volcano is barely incised. Perched ice sheets
seem to have formed on the summit of the northern
shield, particularly during glaciations, accounting
for the periglacial features observed. Rainfall is,
however, much lower than in most tropical oceanic
islands (Hawaii, Réunion, etc.). Consequently, the
island is less vegetated and rock outcrops are abun-
dant and fresh. The demand for water by farming
prompted the perforation of several hundred kilo-
metres of horizontal wells or galerías to mine
groundwater, providing a unique mode of access to
the deep structure of the island volcanoes.
Steep slopes are frequent in the island, being
mainly structural in the flanks of the Cumbre Vieja
volcano, and structural and erosive in the northem
shield. The main depressions of the island, the Valle
de Aridane and the Caldera de Taburiente, the latter
formerly considered to be the prototypical erosion
caldera after Lyell's report in 1864, were initiated
by gravitational landslides (Machado, 1963; Anco-
chea et al., 1994; Carracedo, 1994; Carracedo et al.,
1999 a, b).
High coastal cliffs are frequent in the northern
shield, where rockfalls favour the rapid regression
of the coastline. Conversely, the cliffs of the Cum-
bre Vieja volcano are lower and the verticality fre-
quently smoothed by lava flows and coastal plat-
forms that fossilize the cliffs and retard the progres-
sion of coastal erosiono Beaches are sparse and
made up of basaltic blocks, pebbles and sand.
Beachrocks have formed and are in progress in
several beaches of the westem coast of the Cumbre
Vieja volcano (Calvet et al., in press).
Swath bathymetry coverage around La Palma
(Masson et al., 2002) shows important features rela-
ted to the constructional and destructive events of
the submarine part of the island. The shaded relief
images obtained by these authors (Fig. 5) clearly
outline the debris avalanche deposits originated in
gravitational slope failures (DAD in Fig. 5) and the
submarine extension of the main rift zones (SSR in
Fig.5).
Age of volcanism
About 118 radiometric ages (KIAr, 40Ar_39Ar and
14C) of volcanics of La Palma have been published
since the first ages obtained by Abdel Monem and
co-workers in 1972. However, the increase in the
nurnber of ages can hinder rather than contribute to
the precise reconstruction of the geochronology and
volcanic history of the islands, because of the
absence in sorne cases of stringent controls in the
selection of rock samples and inter-laboratory
cross-checking. Contrarily to geochemical analyses,
dating methods lack precise controls of the accu-
racy and reliability of the results (ages). Argon loss
or excess in rock samples can result in erroneous
ages that nevertheless are usually published and
generally accepted. As the number of ages increases
the errors also increase and, if all the ages are
equally considered, the stages of volcanic history of
the islands tend to be artificially enlarged and con-
fusing, as illustrated in Fig. 6.
The precision of these ages has been greatly
improved by: 1) using both KlAr and 40Ar_ 39Ar
methods, 2) using replicate age determinations, 3)
collecting samples in stratigraphic sequences, 4)
separating out microcrystalline groundmass for K
and Ar analysis, 5) using an unspiked K-Ar techni-
que (Cassignol et al., 1978) to determine the isoto-
pie composition of Ar and Ar content with a preci-
sion of 0.4% (± 2s), 6) cross-correlating the ages
and their polarities with the rnagnetostratigraphy
defined by field and laboratory measurements and
with the established geomagnetic and astronomic
polarity time scales (GPTS and APTS) (Carracedo,
1975; Carracedo and Soler, 1995; Guillou et al.,
1996, 1998,2001).
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Fig. 4.-Shadcd rcticf image of La Palma showing the main geornorphological features (imagc GRAFCAN).
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The island of La Palma is probably a prime sce-
nario lO sludy me duration of each volcanic stage of
an oceanic volcano and lO check lhe consislency of
me radiometric ages obLained. The rapid and conli-
nued growlh of Ihe island and me homogeneilY of
Ihe volcanic fonnalions make the combination of
geological mapping. magneloslratigraphy and
radiomctric dating extremely useful lO individualize
each unil straligraphically and leOlporally. This pro-
vides a framework for rurther control of the reliabi-
litY of lhe ages and lO cross-examine the results
obtained by lhe difrcrent OlClhods. Preliminary
works in La Palma by Abdel MoneOl el al. (1972).
Staudigel el al. (1986) and Ancochea el al. (1994)
eSlablished an age inlerval from aboUI 2 Ola lO prc-
sent for the volcanic activilY of La Palma (B, C and
O in Fig. 6). AnOlher 85 unspiked KlAr and 4OAr_
39Ar ages from La Palma (Fig. 7 and Table 1) have
been published by Guillou and co-workers (1998.
2001) and Carracedo and co-workers (2001 a, b).
Moreover. some of lhese nows recorded reversals
of me eaTlh's magnelic field andlor magnetic evenls
(Abdcl-MoneOl el aL, 1972: Carracedo, 1979: Qui-
delleur and Valel. 1994: Guillou el al., 1998.2001;
Carracedo et al.. 2001 a. b; Singer et al.. 2002).
NeveTlheless, only recently has an exlensive com-
parison been anempled belween Ihe radiomelric
llges and Ihe geomagnelic and astronomical polarity
lime scales (GPTS and APTS) in order lO test the
geological significance of ¡he published K-Ar ages
ror the weslern Canaries (Guillou et al.. 200 1;
Carracedo et al.. 200 I a, b).
Detailed geological and palaeomagnctic polarity
rnapping of the islands of Tcnerife, La Palma and El
Hierro allowed the sampling of rocks for daling
after defining their relative straligraphic position
and geolllagnetic polarilY (Carracedo, 1979; Gui-
lIou el aL, 1996.2001; Carracedo et aL, 2001 a. b).
In L:.l Palma. two daling Icchniques from difTerent
laboratories. lhe unspiked K-Ar (Guillou et aL,
1996) and 4OAr~39Ar (Guillou et aL, 2001) melhods.
were combined to ensure the overall geological sig-
nificance of the ages. Samples of the sanIe volcanic
unils were dated using bolh techniques for compari-
son purposes. The magnelic polarilY of each unit
was established on me ficld using a portable mag-
netometer (nuxgale) and confinned by laboratory
measuremenls. Radiometric ages were confronled
lO polarilY ages ando when possible. dated samples
were collected within well-established stratigraphic
sections in lava sequences. and at the lower and
upper limits of the main voicanic sequences and
geomagnetic polarily units. The resuhs of Ihis rcs·
triclive multidisciplinary approach for daling lhe
island of La Palma are shown in Figs. 7 and 8 and
Table l. These ages show mat IWO separate volcu-
Fig. 5.-Shudcd rclicf image of La Palma and El Hicrro with
indication of lhe main featurcs of lhe submarine flanks: subma-
rine rifts (SSR in Ihe figure) and debris avalanche dCpOsils
fmm gravitntional flank collapses (DAD). lmages fmm Masson
el aL. 2002.
noes. corresponding lO lhe northcm shield and the
Cumbre Vieja volcano. fonn the subaerial part of
the island. The apparent gap separating me develop-
ment of these volcanoes (see Figs. 6 and 8) may
correspond eimer to a period of volcanic quiescen-
ce, or lO incomplele sampling of me earlier. inac-
cessib1e sequences of the iniLial slages of Cumbre
Vieja volcano.
Several features of Fig. 6 are worthy of analysis.
Since Ihe ages reported by lhe different groups are
taken from the same volcanic formalions they
should be consistent within sorne error margino
However. as indicatcd in Fig. 6, mere is a clear dis·
parilY in the agcs and duration of me Cumbre Vieja
and Bejcnado volcanoes. New (25) radiometric ages
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Table 1.-Location, type of rock, geomagnetic polarity and age of volcanics from La Palma
(Ages from Guillou et al., 1998, 2001)
Samplc Locality Type ofrock UTM Poi Method Age mean value
CILP 62 Galería Cuevitas, 2,600 m Basalt 2245/31906 R KlAr 1.72 ± 0.02 ma
LPD-159 Galería Los Hombres, 1,500 m Basalt 2197/31882 R 4°ArP9Ar 1.65 ± 0.08 ma
LPD-155 Galería Los Hombres, 2,100 m Basalt 2197/31882 R 4°ArP9Ar 1.61 ± 0.12 rna
LPD-1I9 Bco. El Agua, 1,365 m Basalt 2235/31856 R 4°ArP9Ar 1.52 ± 0.10 ma
CITB-21 Bco. Las Grajas, 1,630 m Basalt 2165/31865 R KlAr 1.49 ± 0.22 ma
CITB -06 Bco. Gallegos, 455 m Basalt 2236/31907 R KlAr 1.44 ± 0.02 rna
CITB -05 Bco. El Agua, 485 m Basalt 2262131879 R KlAr 1.44 ± 0.03 ma
LPD-1I8 Bco. El Agua, 1,465 m Basalt 2235/31854 R 4°ArP9Ar 1.38 ± 0.14 ma
CITB-22 Bco. Franceses, 415 m Basalt 2222131910 R KlAr 1.37 ± 0.02 ma
CILP-63 Galería Cuevitas, 1,600 m Basalt 2245/31906 N KlAr 1.27 ± 0.01 ma
LPD-376 Bco. Los Hombres, 115 m Basalt 2195/31923 R 4OArp9Ar 1.23 ± 0.09 ma
CITB-19 Bco. Gallegos, 470 m Basalt 2238/31909 R KlAr 1.20 ± 0.02 ma
LPD-372 Bco. Jieque, 1,400 m Basalt 2146/31809 N 4OAr/39Ar 1.20 ± 0.05 ma
LPD-I60 Galería Los Hombres, 1,400 m Basalt 2197/31882 N 4OArp9Ar 1.12 ± 0.20 ma
LPD-l00 Tamagantera traiJ, 2,160 m Basalt 2204/31854 LI 4oArP9Ar 1.08 ± 0.04 ma
LPD-I06 Tamagantera trail, 1,920 m Basalt 2204/31859 N 4oAr/39Ar 1.02 ± 0.08 ma
LPD-366 La Cumbrecita, 1,400 m Basalt 2213/31781 N 4oArP9Ar 1.02 ± 0.04 ma
CITB-09 Bco. de Los Hombres, 245 m Basalt 2201/31925 N KlAr 948 ± 14 ka
CITB-23 Bco. Franceses, ruad east of barranco, 440 m Basalt 2219/31912 R KlAr 936 ± 14 ka
CITB-08 Bco. de Los Hombres, 15 m Basalt 2207/31931 R KlAr 932 ± 14 ka
LPD-93 Lomo del Caballo, 1,860 m Basalt 2220/31877 R 4°Ar/39Ar 890± 160 ka
CITB-38 Bco. Gallegos, road east of barranco, 515 m Basalt 2238/31908 R KlAr 886 ± 14 ka
LP-05 Bco. Las Angustias, 45 m Basalt 2126/31735 R KlAr 853 ± 10 ka
CITB-31 Hacienda del Cura, 1,080 m Basalt 2160/31793 R KlAr 836 ± 14 ka
CITB-35 Barranco de Los Hombres, 60 m Basalt 2196/31927 R KlAr 833 ± 14 ka
LP-18 Road to Los Llanos-Sta. Cruz, Km 18.5 Basalt 2232131721 R KlAr 834 ± 12 ka
LP06 Bco. Las Angustias, 445 m Basalt 2127/31776 R KlAr 833 ± 11 ka
LPD-87 Bco. El Agua, traíl to Marcos-Cordero, 360 m Basalt 2248/31851 N 4OArP9Ar 770 ±90ka
LPD-I64 Galería Los Hombres, 675 m Basalt 2197/31882 N 4oAr/39Ar 770 ±40 ka
LP-19 Road to Los Llanos-Sta. Cruz, Km 18.3 Basalt 2233/31722 N KlAr 770 ± 11 ka
CITB-15 Bco. Seco, 270 m Basalt 2309/31805 N KlAr 737 ± 12 ka
LP-07 El Time, 465 m Basalt 2127/31747 N KlAr 734 ± 8 ka
CITB-36 Road to La Fajana Los Hombres, 280 m Basalt 2202131992 R KlAr 731 ± 11 ka
CITB-30 La Cumbrecita, dyke, 1,395 m Basalt 2213/31781 LI KlAr 726± 12ka
BEJ-02 Borehole S-OI 315 m Basalt 2168/31738 N KlAr 710 ± 11 ka
CITB-20 Bco. del Cedro, 1,850 m (sobre discordancia) Basalt 2179/31861 N KlAr 681 ± lO ka
CITB-32 Barranco Jieque, 1,460 m Basalt 2151/31812 N KlAr 660 ± 11 ka
LP-22 Camino Ermita La Peña, 1,247 m Basalt 2233/31745 N KlAr 659 ± 11 ka
LP-21 Camino Ermita La Peña, 1,310 m Basalt 2234/31745 N KlAr 647 ± 10 ka
LP-20 Camino Ermita La Peña, 1,370 m Basalt 2236/31746 N KlAr 621±9ka
CITB-39 Bco. Franceses, ruad east of barranco, 470 m Basalt 2219/31913 N KlAr 620 ±9 ka
LPD-91 Lava from Mña. de La Yedra Basalt 2197/31735 N 4OArP9Ar 590 ± 40 ka
CITB-27 Road El Roque to the coast, 635 m Basalt 2085/31846 N KlAr 585 ± 10 ka
LPD-91B Lava frum Mña. de La Yedra Tephrite 2197/31735 N 4OArP9Ar 580± 30 ka
CITB-37 Road to La Fajana de Los Hombres, 330 m Basalt 2202/31926 N KlAr 575±9ka
CITB-07 Bco. Gallegos, 520 ID Basalt 2238/31913 N KlAr 567 ± 8 ka
LP-04 Ennita de La Peña trail, 1,400 m Basalt 2238/31744 N KlAr 566± 8 ka
CITB-03 Punta Gorda harbour c1iff, 125 m Basalt 2066/31847 N KlAr 563 ± 8 ka
CITB-28 Bco. del Roque, 560 m Basalt 2089/31841 N KlAr 560 ± 9 ka
CITB-12 Coast of Puntallana (Pta. Salinas), 90 m Basalt 2334/31822 N KlAr 560±8ka
CITB-17 Coast of La Fajana de Barlovento, Om Basalt 2276/31938 N KlAr 549 ± 8 ka
BEJ-OlB Lava fram Bejenado, borehole S-OI, 73 m Basalt 2168/31738 N KlAr 549 ± 12 ka
BEJ-Ol Lava fram Bejenado, borehole S-Ol, 73 m Basalt 2168/31738 N KlAr 537 ± 8 ka
CITB-ll Bco. El Jurado, 500 m Basalt 2116/31789 N KlAr 533 ± 8 ka
CITB-Ol Lava Mña. Negra, Pta. Gutiérrez, 360 m Basalt 2085/31884 N KlAr 531 ± 9 ka
LPD-165 Galería Los Hombres, 220 m Basalt 2197/31882 N 4OArp9Ar 530± 70ka
MLP-358 Morro Pinos Gachos (westem rim of the Caldera) Phonolite 2166/31817 N KlAr 525 ± 8 ka
CITB-24 Coast of Juan Adalid, 250 m Basalt 2168/31942 N KlAr 507 ± 8 ka
MLP-419 Piedra Llana (NE. Caldera) Phonolite 2229/31828 N KlAr 499 ± 7 ka
LPD-137 Top of Bejenado, 1,580 m Basalt 2206/31773 N 4°ArP9Ar 490 ± 60 ka
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Table 1.-Location, type of rock, geomagnetic polarity and age of volcanics from La Palma
(Ages from Guillou et al., 1998, 2001) (continued)
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Sample Localily Type ofrock UTM PoI Method Age mean value
CITB-33 Tamagantera, trail 2,210 m Basalt 2206f31853 N KlAr 440±8ka
LPD-42 Cliff of Playa de La Veta, 250 m Basalt 2092f31843 N 4oArP9Ar 41O± 80 ka
LP 10 Cliff of Playa Nueva Basalt 216lf31683 N KlAr 123 ± 3 ka
LP 12 Cliff of Puerto Naos Basalt 2158f31658 N KlAr 121 ± 2 ka
LP 183 Cliff of Puerto Tazacorte Basalt 2124f31723 N KlAr 120±3ka
LP 11 Cliff of Puerto Naos Basalt 2157f31661 N KlAr 95 ± 4 ka
LP08 Cliff of Playa Nueva Basalt 2164f31679 N KlAr 100±4ka
LP 13 Cliff of Puerto Naos Basalt 2172f31636 N KlAr 90± 3 ka
LP25 Roque Teneguía Phonolite 2203f31537 N KlAr 56 ± 2 ka
CV 154 La Fajana., Lava fram V. Fuego (W) Tephrite 2209f31555 N KlAr 36 ± 1 ka
LPl4 C-832 Km 39. Dome ofDña. María Phonolite 2187f31642 N KlAr 34 ± 1 ka
CV 151 Cliff of Puerto Tigalate Tephri-Phonolite 2265f31590 N KlAr 27 ± 1 ka
LP 16 Lava dome of Mendo Traqui-Phonolite 2195f31622 N KlAr 26 ± 1 ka
CV 150 Tiguerarte. Bco. La Lava Tephrile 2274f31629 N KlAr 25 ± 2 ka
CV 163 Las Salineras Basanita 2297f31635 N KlAr 21 ± 2 ka
CV 152 Cliff of Puerto Tigalate (80 m) Tephrile-Trachybas 2262f31586 N KlAr 20 ±2 ka
LP01 C-832 Km 39 Km 34 Tephri-Phonolite 2196f31596 N KlAr 18 ± 2 ka
LP02 C-832 Km 39 Km 35.5 Tephri-Phonolite 2194f31613 N KlAr 15 ± 2 ka
LP09 Cliff of Playa Nueva Basalt 2164f31678 N KlAr 8 ±2 ka
CV 165 Road lo airport, Km 1.2 Basalt 230lf31718 N KlAr 8 ± 1 ka
LP95SD14 Charcoal in phrealomag. ash,
Bco. Llanos del Agua Charcoal 2212f31656 N C14 7.99 ± 0.08 ka
LP95SD11 Barranco Los Llanos del Agua Charcoal 2206/31657 N CI4 6.85 ± 0.06 ka
LP03 Birigoyo. northem flank Tephrite 2216f31678 N KlAr 6±2ka
CV 156 C-832 Km 25.5. Lava fram V. Fuego (E) Tephri-Phono1ite 2234f31569 N KlAr 4 ±2 ka
CV 155 Las Indias. Lava fram V. La Fajana Tephrite 2197f31561 N KlAr 3 ±2ka
LPC14-01 La Fajana Charcoal 2234f31569 N C14 3.2 ± 0.01 ka
LP94SD7 Crater of El Fraile cone Charcoal 2227f31655 N CI4 2.31 ± 0.05 ka
LPC14-03 Nambraque, SE flank. Charcoal 2246f31643 N CI4 1.04 ± 0.09 ka
LPCI4-04 Lava fram Mña. Goteras volcano Human bones 2298f31657 N C14 1.09 ± 0.05 ka
obtained by Guillou et al. (1998, 2001 and this
work) from these volcanoes, many of them in strati-
graphic sections, show the lava outcrops of the
Cumbre Vieja constrained to the last 123 ka. Con-
trarily, the ages of Abdel Monem et al. (1972) and
Ancochea et al. (1994) for the same volcanic
sequences are significantiY older, many of tbem
from intrusions that are dated as older than the lavas
they intrude. As discussed below, the Bejenado vol-
cano developed unconformably on the debris ava-
lanche deposits of the Cumbre Nueva flank collapse
at about 560 ka (Carracedo et al., 1999 a, b) and
should, therefore, be younger than this age, Howe-
ver, most of the ages reported by Ancochea et al.
(1994) predate the collapse and, accordingly, this
volcano should be anterior and not the filling of the
collapse embayment. Finally, the apparendy impor-
tant gap between the Taburiente and Garafía volca-
noes (Lower and Upper Old Series of Ancochea et
al., 1994) merely reflects incomplete sampling, as
in the ages from Abdel Monem et al. (1972) and
Staudigel et al. (1986).
These differences are relevant to the definition of
the volcanic stratigraphy and history of La Palma,
and stress the convenience of interlaboratory cross-
checking.
Main stratigraphic units and voIcanoes
The two main stages of the development of ocea-
nic volcanoes, the submarine and subaerial stages,
outcrop in La Palma, after the forroer was uplifted
to about 1 km asl.
The main volcanic stratigraphy units of La Palma
were defined from the ages and the magnetic strati-
graphy shown in Fig. 8. Two different overlapping
volcanoes, the Garafía and Taburiente volcanoes,
were defined in the northem shield, notwithstanding
the fact that the eruptive activity has been substan-
tially uninterrupted. This separation was feasible
because of the presence a regional angular discordan-
ce, the result of the lateral collapse of the Garafía vol-
cano at about 1.2 ma, as already pointed out by Anco-
chea et al. (1994). As discussed below in detail, a
change in eruptive style allowed the definition of
two phases -Lower and Upper- in the Taburiente
volcano. Another general discordance related to a
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CUMBRE VIEJA BEJENADO TABURIENTE GARAFíA
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Fig. 6.-Comparison of the ages published from volcanics and intrusives of La Palma.
major gravitationa1 coHapse made the separation of
the Bejenado volcano possible. AH these volcanoes
overlap to form the northern shie1d of La Palma,
whereas the Cumbre Vieja forros a clearly indepen-
dent feature (see Figs. 4, 6, 7 and 8).
Sections in different localities of the Taburiente
and Garafía volcanoes, shown in Fig. 9, give a clear
indication of the consistency of the ages obtained
and their correlation with the established geomag-
netic time scale. Similar agreement was attained
with the palaeomagnetic and vo1canostratigraphic
units defined in water tunnels or galerías of the
northem shield (Fig. 10). These stratigraphic units
were, therefore, used in volcanostratigraphic corre-
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Fig. 7.-Ages and magnetozones of La Palma (ages from Guillou et al., 1998,2001 and Carracedo et al., 2001 a, b).
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The Pliocene Seamount
lation and geological mapping in the island of La
Palma, as described below.
- Uplifted and strongly deformed sequences of
oceanic sediments, substantia11y older than other
parts of the «basal comp1exes» as shown by palae-
ontological and radiometric evidence.
- Thick sequences of submarine volcanic rock
(mainly pillow basalts, with sha11ow-water and lit-
toral hyaloclastites present in the higher parts of the
sections, indicating emergence).
- Intense basaltic dyke swarms, attaining, for
example, over 80% of the outcrop in parts of Fuer-
teventura (Stillman, 1987).
- Substantial plutonic intrusive complexes, cut-
ting and cut by different components of the dyke
swarms.
- Moderately intense deformation of the dyke
swarms and intrusive complexes, involving,
variously, tilting (Staudigel and Schmincke, 1984),
block faulting (Stillman, 1987), and radial thrusting
(Stillman et al., 1982). This is genera11y related to
emplacement of the plutonic intrusive complexes.
- Hydrothermal metamorphism, rising from
zeolite to albite --epidote- hornfels facies, affec-
ting a11 of the aboye components (Staudige1 and
Schmincke, 1984; Schiffman and Staudigel, 1994,
1995); localized high-grade thermal contact meta-
morphism and anatexis may be present around
several of the plutonic complexes (Sti11man, 1987).
- Late intrusive complexes (dykes, plugs, occa-
sional ring complexes and other large plutons,
which are inferred to be feeders to overlying rocks
of the subaerial volcanic complexes).
Plutonic intrusions and a large number of dykes,
which represent feeders to the subaerial volcanic
sequence, cut Seamount Series rocks deep inside
the Caldera.
As described in detail by Staudigel (1981) and
Staudigel and Schmincke (1984), the Seamount
Series outcropping in the bottom of the Barranco de
Las Angustias represents a complete, 3.6-km-thick
cross-section through a seamount. Similar forma-
tions are exposed in La Gomera (Bravo, 1964; Cen-
drero, 1971) and Fuerteventura (Fúster et al., 1968
b; Stillman and Robertson, 1977; Stillman, 1987).
A comparable suite of rocks a1so occurs in Maio in
the Cape Verde archipelago (Stillman et al., 1982).
The original interpretation of these (Fúster et al.,
1968 b), daríng back to the pre-Plate Tectonic era,
was that they represent uplifted b10cks of a region-
wide basement complex; a later modificarían was to
interpret them as uplifted blocks of ophiolitic ocea-
nic crust although palaeontological and radiometric
work showed them to be much younger than the
adjacent sections of the Atlantic ocean lithosphere.
These «basal complexes» have most or a11 of the
fo11owing features in their exposed sections:
I
• Normal polarrty
Unspiked KJAr O Reverse polarity






































Staudigel (1981) and Staudigel and Schmincke
(1984) interpreted the submarine and plutonic com-
plex exposed in the walls and floor of the Caldera
de Taburiente as an uplifted seamount. The Sea-
mount Series of La Palma is a sequence of subma-
rine vo1canic and associated intrusive rocks out-
cropping to a maximum altitude of about 1 km
aboye sea level, and separated from the overlying
subaerial volcanic rocks of the Taburiente volcano
by a distinct angular and erosive unconformity.
Geological and volcanological description
oC the stratigraphic units and volcanoes
Fig. 8.-Definition of the main volcanostratigraphic units and
constructive and destructive events 01' La Palma from the ages
(GuilIou et al., 1998,2001 and Carracedo et al., 2001 a, b) and
magnetostratigraphy. N: Normal polarity, R: Reverse polarity.
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BARRANCO FRANCESES BARRANCO LOS HOMBRES
Fig. 9.-Representative cross sections in lhe northern shield showing lhe main volcanostratigraphic and magnetostratigraphic units.
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GALERíA LOS HOMBRES, GARAFíA, LA PALMA (1125 m asl)
TABURIENTE VOLCANOI-------I--GARAFíA VOLCANO-I-SEAMOUNT
Dykes 90-1000 (N,R) Dykes 3400 (R)
N2 disc~rdance R3 discordance
0.53 ma 0.77 ma 1.12 ma 1.65 ma 1.61 ma








Fig. 1O.-Disposition and extension of the main magnetozones defined in the northem shield in the Los Hombres and Cuevitas
galerías. N: Normal polarity, R: Reverse polarity.
- Substantial terrestria! unconformities, with
significant topography, which mark erosion down to
the leve! of the dyke swarms and, in sorne cases, the
p!utonic complexes. In other places, however, tran-
sitiona! sequences with only moderate dyke swarm
densities and, typically, littoral volcanic facies are
present.
Radiometric data for the «basal complexes» are
commonly in contradiction to field evidence, parti-
cularly in regard to their relationships to the overl-
ying subaerial volcanic rocks. This most probably
reflects the widespread use of dating techniques on
unsuited, altered rocks. The Seamount Series of La
Palma has been approximately dated as Pliocene (3-
4 ma) using foraminifera (Globoratalia crassafor-
mis, Neogloboquadrina humerosa, Globoquadrina
altispira and Globorotalia puncticulata) found in
hyaloclastites interbedded in the submarine lavas
(Staudigel, 1981, 1997).




Fig. II.---Cblique ocrial vie..... of lhe northem s.hiekl aOO lhe Caldera de Taburienle. 1ñe Bejenado \'olcano forms lhe Iefl·h:md wall
of lhe Caldera.
The Scamount Series of La Palma only outcrops
inside the Caldera de Taburienle (Fig. 11). exposed by
lhe deep incision originalcd by a 1arge gravilational
collapse and subsequenl erosiono However. il fonns
the dccp core of the northem shield, where ils exten-
sion and disposition have been determined by Cocllo
(1987) through observalion in galerías (Fig. 12). It
consiSIS of IwO main unils, Jn cxtrusive sequence of
layered luvas and an intrusive (plutonic) seqllencc.
Howevcr. according to Staudigel (1981). bolh series
grade progressively from shallow water lavas (see
Fig. 13 A. B) lO a plutonic eore (Fig. 13 C).
The exlrusive Seamount Series
Slaudigel (1981, 1997) and Staudigel and Sch-
mincke (1984) have described Ihis Series in dctail.
The outcrop of lhe Barranco de Las Angustias
consists of a layered sequence of pillow lavas and
volcanielastics grading lO a sheeled dyke swarm
(Figs. 13 and 14). Two sections have been scpara+
ted by Ihese authors (Fig. 14): a shallow-water and
a deep-water facies. the deepesl outcropping inside
the Caldera al El Carbón (365 m asl). and the sha-
llowest al La Viña (145 III asl). These represenl a
I.S-km section al lhe Oank of the seamOllnt. The
layered sequence of lhe NW-SE-lrending submari-
oe lavas aod volcanielastics are lilted 50° lO ihe
SW. parallel to lhe axis of Ihe barranco, caused by
endogenous growth and intrusion. The shallow-
water facies ioelude a large fraction of volcani-
claslics. whereas the deep-water facies are prcdo+
minantly made of lhick pillow lavas. similar lO
deep abyssal hills on the ocean floor (Slaudigel,
1981. 1997).






Fig. 12.-Disposition and approximatc extensioll (from Coclla,
1987) of lhe scamOUIlI. Conlours of Ihe subaerial vo1canoes and
Ihe undcrlying scmnount are indicalcd for comparison.
An illlcrcsling fcaluTe of the extrusive Seamount
Series is ¡he continuous prograde hydrothermal
mClamorphism. First dcscribed by Hernández.
Pacheco and Samío (1974) and later by Staudigel
(1981). mClamorphism grades from low «JO oC) alte-
ratioo al lhe lap of lhe fonnalian lo medium-gradc
metamorphism (greenschist facies melamorphism)
near Ihe base (Hernández Pacheco and Femández
Sanlín. 1974: SI3udigel and Schmincke, 1984;
Schiffman and Sl3udigel. 1994, 1995). For lhese
lasl aUlhors. the paragenesis and mineralogical
zonal ion observed imply a mctamorphic gradienl or
200-300 oC/km and Ihe circulalion or a high role or
nuids over a long periodo Ibal has almOSI comple-
Icly allered the original igneous minerals or these
rocks. Hydrothcnnal alteration has likewise contri-
butcd lo erase the original magnetization or the
rocks (Gee el al.. 1993) and has loo lO significant
variations in Ibe concentration or cenain elements
such as Re and Os (Marcantonio el al .. 1995).
A
e
Fig. 13.-Vicw o( increasingl)' deeper facies of lile seamoonl
in lhe bcd o( 800. de Las Anguslias. A) Shallow pillow lavas.
B) HyaloclaslÍlc brccci:los. C) Dyke SW:lonn intruding !he su-
marine formalions.
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Fig. 14.-Submarine extrusive sequence in the Caldera de Taburiente (modified from Staudigel and Schmincke, 1984). 1 lo 4 indicate
different facies of increasing water depth.
The intrusive Seamount Series
Intrusions inside the Caldera correspond to the
seamount and the subsequent subaerial volcanism,
and can be separated into three main groups:
l. Trachytic-phonolitic domes of Dos Aguas.
This unit outcrops in an arc between the Barranco
de Taburiente, Dos Aguas, El Carbón and Los Bre-
citos and extends approximately over sorne 2 km2.
These materials have previously been interpreted as
salic rocks (Hemández Pacheco and Femández San-
tín, 1974), and keratophyres or metatrachytes (Stau-
digel and Schmincke, 1984). In any case, they
remain considerably indeterminate, due, on the one
part, to the fact that they appear as metric-sized
fragments between the dense dyke swarm and, on
the other, to their high degree of compositional and
textural alteration.
De la Nuez recognized two main types of facies
(1984), a coarse-to-medium-grain breccia and a
massive facies. The breccias are preferentially loca-
lized close to the contact with the submarine volca-
nic formation, while the massive facies are located
towards the centre of the formation. Clasts of pillow
lavas of a trachytic composition are observed in the
breccias, indicating that they were probably formed
in a marine environment. Relict flow structures and
sorne fragments that seem to correspond to pyro-
clastic products have been detected in the massive
facies. This trachytic and phonolitic formation, pro-
bably corresponding to one or several domes intru-
ding the basaltic submarine formation in the deepest
sequences, appear crossed by a dense dyke swarm
and by several plutonic bodies several tens to hun-
dreds of metres thick.
2. Intrusive plutonic mcks. Numerous plutonic
bodies, tens to hundreds of metres thick, outcrop at
the bottom of the Caldera de Taburiente over an area
of several km2 , They correspond to multiple intru-
sions associated to submarine and subaerial eruptions,







Fig. 15.-Percentage of dykes and sills in the Caldera de
Taburiente.
reaching, in places 75% of the rock (Fig. 15). Howe-
ver, it is very difficult to individualize plutonic
bodies or separate those belonging to the seamount
from those corresponding to the subaerial Garafía,
Taburiente and Bejenado volcanoes.
Three main groups of gabbros have been separa-
ted (see geological map), the first two correspon-
ding to the submarine edifice, and the third to intru-
sions related to the subaerial volcanism (Carracedo
et al., 2001 a, b). The oldest gabbros outcrop in the
northern half of the Caldera, the most probable
location of the submarine emission centres. The
most recent gabbro intrusives are located to the
south, probably related to the emission centres of
the Taburiente and Bejenado volcanoes.
3. Dyke swarms. The dyke network is highly
developed throughout the submarine edifice, with a
maximum density at the centre of the Caldera de
Taburiente and along the Barranco de Las Angus-
tias, decreasing gradually towards the edges and
downwards. The maximum intrusion can make up
as much as 100% of the rock (always more than
75%) in the barrancos of Taburiente, Verduras de
Alfonso and Los Cantos, whi1e down at La Viña
dykes constitute less than 10% of the rock (Fig. 15).
Staudigel and coworkers (1986) separated three
groups of dykes with different ages and general
orientation. The two older groups are rotated due
to the tectonic uplift of the seamount prior to the
emergence of the island and, therefore, feed the
submarine formation. The third group, more
recent and unrotated, is related to the subaerial
volcanoes.
Garafía Volcano
This first subaerial volcanism formed the Gara-
fía volcano overlying in clear angular and erosive
discordance and entirely mantling the uplifted and
tilted Pliocene seamount. Outcrops of the Garafia
volcano are limited to erosive windows at the
headwalls and beds of the deepest barrancos of the
north and southwest flanks of the northem shield
(Fig. 16). These outcrops were interpreted as
corresponding to the Basal Complex (Hernández
Pacheco, 1974), Taburiente 1 (Navarro and Coello,
1994), or as Lower Old Series (Coello, 1987;
Ancochea and coworkers, 1994). However, there
are reasons for separating this volcano as an inde-
pendent unit. The radiometric and palaeomagnetic
data indicate that this volcano formed between
1.722 and 1.208 ma, the period corresponding to
the Matuyama post-Olduvai and the Cobb Mt
event (see Figs. 7, 8 and 16 and Table 1). The
lower limit of this volcano can be set at 1.77 ma,
since the normal polarity lavas of the Olduvai
event (see Fig. 8) have not been found at the basal
sequences of the volcano, even at the discordant
contact with the underlying seamount formations,
as occurs in the galerías Los Hombres and Cuevi-
tas (Fig. 10).
The volcanic activity in the northem shield con-
tinued without significant interruptions until
about 0.4 ma (see Fig. 8). The separation of the
Garafía and the subsequent Taburiente volcanoes
has been feasible because in many areas their con-
tact is an angular and/or erosive discordance, ori-
ginated by the afore-mentioned gravitational
collapse of the south flank of the former volcano
approximate1y 1.2 ma ago. The large coHapsed
portion of the volcano, and the superposition of
about 1.000 m of lavas of the subsequent Tabu-
riente volcano made the approximate reconstruc-
tion of the extension and configuration of the
Garafía volcano difficult. However, its distribu-
tion in the subsoil has been approximately defined
by means of the numerous galerías excavated for
groundwater mining in the northern shield (Coe-
Ho, 1987; Carracedo et al., 2001 a, b). These
observations indicate that the Garafia volcano
developed as a steep cone, with lava flows consis-
tently exceeding 20°, frequently 30-35°, and clo-
sely centred over the seamount (see Fig. 16). The
mean thickness of the formation (sorne 400 m)
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Ag. 16.-0Ulcrops of the Garaffa volcano. The approximate extension of Ihis voleano aOO lhe underlying scamount are indicaled
for comparison.
points lO a volcanic edifice al leasl 2.000 m high and
around 25 kms in diamclcr, wi[h a volume 01" abouI
160 kmJ (after sublracling Ihe volume of lhe sea·
moun!, of aboul 166 kmJ). The corresponding erup·
live and growth mies near 0.3 km3/ka and 0.8 mm/y,
respeclively.
Seaimellts. lIgglomerates 01/(I breccias in lIJe ülfe·
rior oll/¡e Caldera de Taburiente. A several hun·
dred melres-lhick sequence of sedimems, agglome·
mies and breccias outcrops in lhe Caldera de Tabu-
rienl'e (Fig. 16 and gcological map), al [he base of
Ihe Taburienle volcano and is separated from Ihis
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and the underlying seamount by a marked erosive
discordance. In the interior of several galerías (Los
Hombres, for example) this formation outcrops at
the base of Garafía volcano.
The characteristics of this formation suggest that
it may derive from colluvial and landslide deposits
and from the erosion of the seamount and the Gara-
fía volcanoes. However, outcrops at the eastern half
of La Caldera (Fig. 16) appear as tectonised and
recrystallised breccias, interpreted as debris avalan-
che deposits, probably relicts from the collapse of
the Garafía volcano.
Taburiente Volcano
The Taburiente volcano comprises de volcanic
activity located in the northern shield from the
collapse of the Garafía volcano (at about 1.2 ma)
until eruptions ceased at about 0.4 ma. The first
post-collapse eruptive activity, originated from
vents dispersed on the flanks of the Garafía volcano
and inside the collapse embayment, filled the tecto-
nic depression and piled on the flanks of the shield.
As the eruptions ceased at the end of the Taburiente
volcano activity, three concentrically overlapping
volcanoes have coalesced to form the northern
shield of La Palma, their geometric centre situated
approximately at the vertical of the present head-
wall of the Caldera de Taburiente.
The Taburiente volcano occupies practica11y a11
the northern shield, covering the underlying volca-
noes with more than 1000 m of lavas. Complete
volcanic sequences can be observed at the head-
walls and walls of the deepest northern barrancos
and in the wall of the Caldera de Taburiente.
The volcanic activity of the Taburiente volcano
was so continuous (see Fig. 8) and its products so
homogeneous that it did not give place to generali-
zed discordances or other features sustaining clear
stratigraphic subdivisions. However, earlier authors
had already separated stratigraphic units in this vol-
cano, either as volcanic Series (Coello, 1987; Anco-
chea et aL, 1994), or volcanic edifices (Navarro and
Coello, 1994; Carracedo et al., 1997 b, 2001 a, b;
Guillou et al., 2001). The only geological feature
we have observed to support the separation of units
in this volcano is based on a change in eruptive
style. The 10wer volcanic sequences outcropping at
the headwalls and beds of the deepest barrancos are
characterized by the predominance of pyroclastic
deposits densely crossed by dykes. These features
suggest a wide dispersion of the initial, predomi-
nantly explosive eruptive centres. In the advanced
stages of the Taburiente volcano the eruptions chan-
ged to more effusive, with ernission of large volu-
mes of lavas. The eruptive vents progressively
grouped a10ng preferred lineaments to conform
radial rifts, as evidenced by the presence of zones of
lavas separated by groups of cinder cones. This
change in explosiveness and vent organization
seems to be a common feature in the juvenile
shields in the western Canaries, and has been obser-
ved as well in the Tiñor and El Golfo volcanoes, in
El Hierro.
The general change in eruptive style, giving place
to volcanic forrnations with distinct features within
the Taburiente volcano, occurred at about 0.8 ma,
approximate1y coinciding with the MatuyamaIBrun-
hes change of polarity, providing an isochrone
easily detected and mapped with portable fluxgate
magnetometers.
Lower Taburiente
Figure 17 shows the outcrops of the Lower Tabu-
riente, mainly constrained, as mentioned, to the
deep N and NE barrancos and at the foot of the Cal-
dera de Taburiente wal1.
The contact of the Lower Taburiente formations
with the substratum is frequently occupied by depo-
sits of agglomerates, breccias, phreatomagmatic
pyroclasts and lahars, which seems to indicate that
the beginning of the Taburiente volcano was mar-
ked by explosive eruptions, ranging from strombo-
lian to surtseyan, depending on the degree of water-
magma interaction. The oldest visible Lower Tabu-
riente unit is a plateau formed by a succession of
horizontal lava flows (at times with a small inclina-
tion against the slope), about 400 m thick, with
sparse pyroclastic intercalations and relatively few
dykes, perched at the summit of the northern shield
(Fig. 18). This formation encircles the entire head-
wall of the Caldera de Taburiente, but the best out-
crops are located at the erosional windows of the
headwalls of the barrancos of Las Grajas, Los Hom-
bres, Franceses, Gallegos and El Agua. In these out-
crops the horizontal lava sequence appears resting
in angular and erosive discordance over the Garafía
volcano (see Figs. 9 and 10).
The lava flows of the plateau always present nor-
mal polarity and have been dated in 1.02 to 1.08
ma. They therefore seem to correspond to the Jara-
millo normal polarity event (0.996-1.053 ma) and
have been apparently emitted at extremely fast rates
(>6 mm/y), apparently a common characteristic of
post-collapse volcanism, such as the Bejenado, El
Golfo, Post-Cañadas, etc. This plateau was first
explained by Coello (1987) and Navarro and Coello
(1994) as the filling-up with lavas of two large ravi-
nes excavated at the contact between Garafía volca-
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Fig. 17.-0utcrops of the Lower Taburiente volcano.
no (Taburiente 1 for these authors) and the submari-
ne basement. However, the lack of significant inte-
rruptions in the eruptive activity shown by the
radiometric ages seems incompatible with the suc-
cessive incision of several hundreds of metres deep,
steep barrancos, their subsequent filling with lavas,
and the erosion required to generate the lava plateau
by relief inversion. A more plausible explanation,
consistent with the geochronological and stratigrap-
hical data, is the filling with lavas of the depression
formed in the lateral collapse of the south flank of
Garafía volcano already described.
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A
B
Fig. 18.-Views oflne LowerTaburiente horironlalla ...as overl·
ying unconfomlably (he Gamfía VOlc:IOO. A) The Tama~antera
section. B) View fmm lhe NW (from Beo. de Las Grajas).
Uppcr Taburicnte
The Upper Tnburientc unil complclcly mandes
the northcm shield (Fig. 19), except in lhe erosional
windows al Ihe headwalls of the dccp northern
barrancos and al lhe Caldera de Taburiente. Inslead
of enlarging significantly ¡he extension of ¡he oor-
them shield. Ihis volcanic phase built a progressi-
vely higher and sleeper volcano. The Upper Tabu-
riente fomlalion corresponds lO the culminalion of
Ihe construction of the nonhern shield. involving
lhe emission of a sequencc of lavas aboul IOCIO-m
thick, eruptcd from about 0.8 ma lo sorne 0.4 ma
(see Fig. 8).
The Uppcr Taburicntc lavas present great slruclU-
ral and morphologieal uniformity. appearing in
Ihiek seclions of basaltie lava tlows with sparse
pyroclaslie beds and dykes. excepl in me rifl zones.
where cinder eones are predominaDI and dykes are
abundanl (see Figs. 19 and 35). Coasta! hydromag-
malic cones are relatively abundant. such as the
spectacular tuff cone of La Galga, north of Puntalla·
na. witb phrcalomagmalic eruplions of slighl1y dif-
ferentiated magmas thal emiued very lhick ignim-
brites, and Ihe tuff cone of La Caldereta. near Santa
Cruz de La Palma.
The final slages of activity of the Upper Tabu-
riente may have fonned a central voleano. possibly
reaching 2.500-3.000 m asl, wilh late stages of ter-
minal differentiated lavas and explosive cruptions.
Ahhough salic materials have nol previously bcen
described from Taburienle volcano. f10ws of mufle
phonolilcs and trachYles oUlerop al Ihe ril11 of lhe
Caldera de Taburienle. as well as severaJ metres-
lhid block and ash tlow deposits. possibly associa-
led with eruplions lhat cmillcd juvenile phonolites
(see geological map).
Eruplive activity scems lO have slarted a constant
soulhward migration at lhe tinal srages of the Uppcr
Taburiclltc, flnaJly leaving Ihe northem shield ¡nac-
tive. Eruptions eoneenlnltcd in the soulhern parto
dcveloping lhe Cumbre Nueva rin mal bccame pro-
gressively steepcr and unst:.lble. The collapse of the
weslcm nank of tbe rin fomled Ihe southem dcpres-
sion that inilialed lhe Caldera de Taburiente (see
Fig. 19). Post-collapse aClivily in lhe northern
shield mainly concenlrated inside lhe callapse
embayment lO fonn lhe nesled Bejenado volcano.
although disperse eruplions on the tlanks of the
shield posldalcd tbe Bejenado voleano unliJ 0.4 mOl.
Tlle 8ejetUuJo volcollo
111C Bcjenado volcano is lhe continuation of Ihe
Uppcr Taburiente volcanism immcdiately afler the
above-mcntioned Cumbre Nueva gravilalional
collapse (see Fig. 8). The separation of Ihis volcano
from tbe remainder of Taburienlc is based. similarly
to tbe Gumfía volcano. on lhe occurrence of a gmvi-
talional eollapse gencrating a general discordance.
over which tbe Bejenado volcano developcd. This
volcano illustrates speclacularly lhe struclUral and
magmatic evolution of post-collapse volcanism.
with paralJelisms in the cases of Las Cañadas in
Tenerife and El Golfo in El Hierro (Ancochea et al..
1990; Guillou et al.. 1996).
The conslruction of this slratovolcano was exlrC-
mely fast, as shown by Ihe radiomclric ages (Figs.
6-8 and Table 1), possibly only a few tens of thou-
sands of years. In this short time lhe lavas built n
very sleep volcano. panially dismanlled al present
by Ihe progression of erosion in lhe Cólldera de
Taburiente. The summit of Bejcnado reaches 1.864 In
asl. but only tbe 10p 600 m bclong lO lhis volcano.
which appears fonning me SE waU of lhe Bco. de
Las Anguslias. at me exit of Ihe Caldem de Tabu·
riente (see Fig. 11). Thcre is a c1ear lack of corres-
pondence in Ihe wcstem and eaSlem walls of Ihe
Caldera de TaburienlC. as poinled out by Sappcr in













Ag. 19.-0UlcropS of lhe Upper Taburienle nnd Bejenado VO!c¡IOOCS.
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TABURIENTE VOL CANO
Debris avalanche deposits related to the Cumbre
Nueva collapse form a small outcrop at the eastem
wall of Barranco de Las Angustias in the area of La
Viña. Approximately 100 m-thick sedimentary and
avalanche deposits appear intercalated between the
Bejenado volcanics and the underlying seamount,
as shown by boreholes drilled in Valle de Aridane.
A large block included in the sediments and dated
in 710 ± 11 ka obviously corresponds to the collap-
sed Taburiente volcano, whereas the oldest age of
Bejenado lavas, in the same borehole, is 537 ± 8 ka.
The Bejenado lavas evolved from basanites, at
the lower part of the sequence, to mafic tephrites
(with several phonolite dykes) at the summit of the
volcano and lateral vents. Their total volume can be
estimated at around 50 km3, and the eruptive and
growth rates would be as high as 1 km3/ka and 12
mm/y, respectively.
A good number of volcanic cones that have been
attributed to the Cumbre Vieja rift are topped by
lavas of the Bejenado and correspond to the late,
adventive activity of this volcano. Lava f10ws inter-
bedded in the sedimentary deposits of El Time in
the walls of Bco. de Las Angustias have been dated
from 200 to 400 ka (Vegas et al., 1999), ages cohe-
rent with the formation of Bejenado volcano and
the incision of Bco. de Las Angustias. Ancochea et
al. (1994) obtained an age for the same intracanyon
Bejenado lavas of 0.71 ± 0.05 ma, clearly inconsis-
tent with the geological and geochronological data
described.
The Cumbre Vieja volcano
Eruptive activity has taken place exclusively in
the last 123 ka in the southem part of La Palma, in
the Cumbre Vieja volcano (see Fig. 8). This last
building stage of La Palma formed a 20 km long,
1950 m high and 220 km2, N-S-trending volcano
(Fig. 21). The summit of the volcano is an align-
ment of eruptive vents and fissures, forming a cha-
racteristic rift zone, locally known as dorsales
(Fig. 21). Most of the emission centres are concen-
trated on the rift axis, which continues at the sou-
thero tip of the rift with a chain of recent submarine
volcanoes (see Figs. 5 and 36).
The Cumbre Vieja lavas are from the alkali series
(aIkaline basalts, basanites, trachybasalts, tephrites
and phonolites) and most of the eruptions are
strombolian and phreato-strombolian. Phonolitic
domes and lava domes of different ages outcrop at
the summit and tlanks of the rift. The bulk of the
sequence is formed of basalts of extreme homoge-
neity. This feature and the absence of discordances
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Fig. 20.-Cartoon explaining !he geological and geochronolo-
gical differences at both walls of the Caldera de Taburiente and
the incision of the Bco. de Las Angustias
1906. As shown in the sketch of Fig. 20, the wes-
tern wall is made of basaltic lava flows of the
Lower and Upper Taburiente (ages from 0.85 to
0.73 ma, see Fig. 7), predating the Cumbre Nueva
collapse. In contrast, the eastem wall is formed by
post-collapse basaltic and differentiated lava flows
of Bejenado (from 0.58 to 0.49 ma) overlying the
seamount. This disposition can only be coherently
explained, as shown in Fig. 20, by the successive
occurrence of: 1) a gravitational collapse (1 and 2 in
Fig. 20), 2) the development of the nested, post-
collapse Bejenado volcano (3 in Fig. 20), and 3) the
progressive incision of the Barranco de Las Angus-
tias in the westem boundary of the tectonic depres-
sion, to form the initial Caldera de Taburiente (4 in
Fig. 20). The westem and eastem walls of the Cal-
dera correspond to the boundary of a tectonic
depression and to its subsequent volcanic filling,
respectively, as first described by Machado (1963),
and later by Ancochea et al. (1994), Carracedo
(1994) and Carracedo et al. (1997 b, 1999 a, b).
Volcanic agglomerates very similar to those des-
cribed for the base of the Taburiente volcano out-
crop at the base of the Bejenado (area of Lomo de
Los Caballos and along the road to La Cumbrecita).
Norher~ shield
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Fig. 21.---Qblique aerial Yiew of the Cumbre Vieja rift \'okano
(phOlograph S. Socorro).
lO separale volcanoslraligraphic unilS in mis volca·
no. The slratigraphy defined has. Iherefore. been
based significanlly on radiomelric daLing (K/Ar and
C14 ) wilh a highly reslriclive sampling system and a
daling lechnique Ihal has proven useful in lavas
onlya few lhousand years old (Guillou el al.. 1996,
1998.2001). A lotal of 25 new radiometric ages
have been obtained. as indieated in Fig. 7 and Table l.
As discussed above, earlier ages reponed for this
relatively recent volcano lack the necessary accu-
r:ICY (sce Fig, 6) and only lhe ages delemlined by
Guillou IInd co-workers (1998) and Carracedo and
co-workers (2001 b) were used lO define Ihe volea-
noslraligraphie units of this volcano. The nanks of
Cumbre Vieja, especially lhe western onc. havc
undcrgonc important marine erosion, giving placc
to considcrably high constal c1iffs. Lava flows from
recenl eruplions slreamed over mese cliffs lO forol
coastal platfonns (Fig. 22 A). The correlation of lhe
radiometric ages oblained from lavas forming diffs
and those forming coaslal platforms indicates mal
they form distinct chronostratigraphic sequences,
Ihe former systcmalically presenling ages greater
Ihan about 20 ka. while me lauer yield consistemly
more recent ages. This feature can be used as an
isochrone lO define the volcanostraligraphy of me
volcano. that coincides wilh Ihe peak of me lasl gla-
ciation (Fig. 22 A). The lavas emiued before and
during Ihe glacial maximum were eroded to fonn
coaslal diffs, while Ihose emiued subsequcntly fos-
silized Ihe cliffs lO form coastaJ lava platforms
(Fig. 22 O).
These dala and gcochronological criteria have
aJlowed me definition in Cumbre Vieja (and in me
island of El Hierro, as discussed laler) of me volca-
nostratigraphic unils described below. used in me
elaboration of me geological map of me island.
A
B
Fig. 22.-A) Corrclution of ages of Cumbre Vieja lavas with
the low seu level stand in lltC last glacial maKimUlIl nod sepam-
lioo of eliff· and plutfonn.fomling cruptions. 8) View of the
westem diff ofCumbrc Vieja nnd the eoastnl plntfomls fomlcd
by historienl (1585. 1712 nod 1949) eruptions.
Cliff-forming eruptions
Although lhese cruplions form lhc bulk of the
Cumbre Vieja volcano. Ihey oUlcrop mainly in me
northwcsl and eastern nanks, me remainder of me
volcano bcing resurfaeed by more recen! eruplions.
They foml a cliff over 100 m high al me NW. decrea·
sing lowards the soulh end of lhe island and III the
eastern nank, correlalively wilh Ihe progressive
decrease in age of me lavas (see Figs. 7 and 21).
The eruptive centres corresponding to Ihis unil
are dislribuled over Ihe enlire volcano. forming a
scarcely defined mulliple rifl. with a slight predo-
minance of NW and NE direclions from the cen-
Ire of lhe rift (Fig. 23). Tbe greal part of Ihe
emission cenlres form strombolian cones, bul
lhere are relalively abundant phrealo-slrombolian
venlS inlerbedded in lhe lava sequences al the
coaslal cliffs, such as lhe luff cone of Puerto
aos. on lhe WCSl coas!, and those of Mña. Venlo












Fig. 24.-Distribulion of plalfonn-fonning eruptive venlS and lava
flows in the Cumbre VIeja volcano. Note the reorganization














Fig. 23.-Distribution of c1iff-fonning eruptive vcnts and la\'(\
flows in Ihe Cumbre Vieja \'olcano.
and Roque de Guerra to the east. The lavas are
basaltic, frcquenlly wilh high conlents al' lurge
mane xcnoliths.
Phonolitic domes and lava domes are relatively
abundant in Cumbre Vieja, their age ranging from
Ihe 56 ka af Roque Teneguía lO lhe 26 ka af Menda,
although others mus! be considerably older. such as
Mña. Enrique, which could nol be dated due (O !.he
extreme wealhering af Ihe rock. Thc Icphri-phonoli-
tic and phonolilic composition of lhese domes was
delermined by Hausen (1969) and by Hernández
Pacheco and de La Nuez (1983). These lasl aulilors
intcrpreted Ihese inlrUsions lO be a single salic Mid-
Plcislocene unit fonning the basemenl of lile Cum-
bre Vieja rifl. However. me differenl ages yielded
by Ihe inlrusions show Ihat lhey correspond lo
younger inlrusive episodes spread along me wholc
volcanic hislory of Ihe Cumbre Vieja rifl (see
Table 1). Their abundance may ref1ccL as in Beje·
nado. the rapid evolution of me magmas of Cumbre
Vieja. parallel lO their equally fast conslruclion.
These salic domes are frequeotly associaled lo
recent basaltic erupt.ions. probably because liley are
highly fractured and provide a pathway for magma
lO reach lile surface.
Plalform-fonning eruptions
This unit comprises eruptions younger (han aboul
20 ka and was emilled by eruplive centres fonning
an increasingly concentralcd alignment aloog !.he N-
S axis of Cumbre Vieja (Fig. 24). This reorganiza-
tion of volcanism in Cumbre Vieja, with a progres-
sive concenlralion of emission centres in a progres-
sively beuer-defined rift. is a characterislic fculure
oC the volcanism of La Palma and oceanic volcanic
islands in general (Carracedo. 1979. 1984. 1994.
1996. 1999: Walker. 1992). and wiU be discussed in
grealcr delail in seclion 1"1.6.
The lava flows oC this unil huye resurfaced most
of Ihe Cumbre Vieja volcano (Fig. 24). frequently
fonning wide coastal plalfonns (see Figs. 4 and 22
B). Thcy are predominamly basahic in compasition.
ahhough lephrites and phonolitic tcphritcs abound_
Sorne groups of volcanoes are notewoTlhy. 5uch
as the lephrilic and basalt.ic-tephrilic Moa_ Cabrera
and Mña. Faro volcanoes buih 00 the summit of Ihe
rih 15 and 18 ka ago. respectively. Other interesting
volcanoes are Ihe lephritic and phonolilic-Iephrilic
Birigoyo-La Barquila volcanic group, dated in 6±2
ka and fonning a pair oC volcanoes situated on the





Fig. 25.-Views of me prehisll'lJicaJ erupUon of San Antonio.
A) Crater of lhe prehistorical San Antonio volcano mantlfit
wilh pyroclasts of the 1677 Fuencalienle eruption. B) Oblique
aeriaJ view of prchislorical lavas older than 3.2 ka encirchng
!he San Anlonio volcano.
northem edge of the riFt. An especially inleresling
group is thal of Ihe San Anlonio*La Caldereta vol*
canoes. both phrealoslromboljan venlS located c10se
to the town of Fuencalicnlc. The San Amonio vol-
cano has been relate<! to the 1677 eruption. ahhough
evidence that this cruplive cenlre. wilh c1ear indicól-
tions of relatively high-cncrgy phreato-slrombolian
stages, is much earlicr Ihan lhe 1677 eruplion, has
already been published (Carracedo el al.. 1996; Day
et al.. 2()(X). This can be sYnlhesized as follows: 1)
Thc cone is surrounded by c1early prehislorieal
lavas (Fig. 25) dated in 3±2, 4±2 and 3.3:±O.1 ka
(Guillou el al., 1998); 2} The phrealic stages. with
the generation of lateral explosions, must ha ve
extended explosive deposits over a wide arca
around the cone, as can be observed in the La Cal-
derela vent. However, in t.hc access roadcul lO the
San Antonio volcano, scarcely 100 m from the
cone, the pyroclasts of the 1677 eruption overlie the
afore-mentioned prehislOrical lavas wilh no inlerca-
lalcd explosive deposils; 3) Despile ¡he explosivilY
of the volcano, no important damage lO Ihe lown.
only a few hundred melres dislanl, is reported in lhe
eye-witness aecounts: 4) Remains of an aboriginal
seulement have been localed on the flanks of the
San Antonio volcano (Pais Pais. personal communi*
calion); 5) The San Antonio cone appears on a map
drawn by Torriani in 1586.
As described later. the true !677 eruption consisls
of a smaJl vent resling upon the northem flank of
lhe San Antonio volcano, and several eruptive fis·
sures al the soulhem base of this volcano, from
which abundanl lavas were emined (Carracedo el
al.. 1996). Pyroclasts fmm thc 1677 and 1971 eru¡r
lions rovered the San Antonio cone and give it the
appearance of a recent volcano. On the other hand.
confusion in the idemifieation of eruptions is relali·
ve!y frcquent. even where eye-witness accounts are
available (Day el al.. 2000). A similar misidenlifica-
tion occurred in La Palma with lhe 1585 and 1646
eruplions (Hemándcz Paeheco and Vals. 1982). and
part of lhe 1646 cruplion (Carracedo el al.. 2001 b).
Daled prehistotical eruptions
Include daled eruptions older Ihan Ihe coloniza~
tion of the island in 1492 ando therefore. withoul
eye-wilness repons. as well as those initially consi-
dercd lO be historica! and lalcr found to be earlier
(see TabJe 1).
Malforada-Nambroqll~. This group of cones and
emission centres is shuated at the summil of lhe rift,
overlying a large and fraclured saBe lava dome
(Fig. 26 A). 80lh Ihe Malforada and Nambroque
groups are apparently sintilar in age and composi·
tion. although only lhe amb«X(ue lavas have been
daled. with C l .., giving an age of 1045±95 years
(Carracedo el al.. 1999 a). The lavas of bolh erupli·
ve centres vary from phonolilic lephritcs to phonoli~
tes, with very thick, short~reaching lava flows
(Fig. 26 B).
An interesting aspecl of this eruplion is Ihe disco~
very of a butial site comuining human and archaeo-
logical remains eonsisting of pollery and partially
carbonized human bone fragmenls, dated by C l4 in
1090±50 years, embedded in spaners. An analysis
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Fig. 26.-Views of Ihe prchislorica) Nambroque-Malforada
volcanic group. A) Main eruptive centre of lhe Nambroque
emplion (9J6 AD) showing Ihe pre-cl\isting phonolitic plug
and lhe prehiSlorical vcnl and ]¡¡vas. B) ObJique aerial view of
lhe 1949 basal tic I:lVllS cascading over lhe Mlllforada and
Nambroquc phonolilc lavas.
of lhe recent eruptions of Cumbre Vieja pointed lO
lhe Nambroque eruplioo*.
Mi/a. Qllemada-Martín Vo/cano. The eruption
Ihal gave place to the volcanic cane of Mña. Que-
mada (Fig. 27). very recent in appearance and loca-
led al (he nOllhem end of lhe Cumbre Vieja fin. has












Fig. 27.-Vicw oC the prehislorical (circo 1480) M"n. Quemada
\lolcallo.
prelalion by Santiago (1960) and Machado (1963)
of Torriani's accounl of Ihis eruplion (Torriani.
1592). Thc eorreet identification of Ihis eruption.
also known as Tacande, was earried OUI by Hemán-
dez Paehcco and Vals (1982), who dated il by C14 at
between 1470 and 1492. The lavas are basaJLic in
composition and flow lowards the north and wesl
inside the Vallc de Aridane, slopping aboul 2 km
from Ihe westcm coasl.
A similar confusion scems lO have ariscn wilh lhe
1646 cruplion, in whieh lhe inlerpretation of eye-wil-
ncss aceounts Icd 10 lhe inelusion in lhis eruption of a
group of eones and lava 110ws, lhe Martín voleano
group. Ihal seem to correspond to a prehislorical
evenl. This group of volcanic cones, tighlly cluslered
on Ihe axis of Ihe rili, is topped wilh phrcalostrombo-
Iian ash, providing evidence of explosive cruptive
cpisodes. Auached lO [he soulh flank of lhe Martín
voleanic group is a lineament of vents and homilos
issuing abundan[ lavas towards the coast, unambi-
guously assigncd lO lhe 1646 eruption. The rcasons
for sep:uuling the Martín group, as prehislorical,
from thc 1646 eruplion, are bascd on lhe fael lhal
only those Ihal are beJieved lo be prchistorieal are
eovercd wilh phrcalomagmalie ash relaled lO Ihe
final explosive slages of the Martín vents. The lavas
are colonised by a relalively well-developed planl
association, absent from any of the historieal crup·
lions of La Palma. and prchislorieal arehaeological
rcmains werc found inside lava rubes of Ihis volcanic
group (Pais Pais. personal eommunication).
• Sludics in progress indica!c Ihe phrC:llG-Strombolian c.ruplion
oC Montaña GOIC.rJ.~. c10se lO Ihe buriul site and an importanl
prehistorical dwelling. lO be of similar composilion lO Ihe
spalter englobing lhe human booes daled al 866 AO. and lhe·
refore lhc most prob:Jblc :Jg!: Cor Ihis prehistorical cruplion.
Hislorieal cruplions
This un.it eomprises Ihe eruplions Ihal oceurrcd in
lhe lasl 500 years, Ihe historienl period of thc
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Canary Islands, and all are documented by eye~wit~
ness accounts. They frcqucmly presenl a numbcr of
cammon features, such as the above-menlianed
association wi!.h fractured phonolitic domes. lhal act
as favoured paths for the magma. and !.he presence
of multiple eruplive vents in a single eruption. fre-
quently along several kilometres long fissures.
several of them oblique to the axis of the riCI. These
vents are predominantly explosive al the summit
area (While and Schmincke, 1999) and efTusive at
!.he flanks (Klügel et al.. 1999).
The duration and olher characteristics of lhe his-
torical eruptions of La Palma have bcen summar-
izcd in Hcmández Pacheco and Vals (1982).
XVltI, Cetlluf)' Erllf)fiol/s. Only one eruption. lhe
Tahuya. Tajuya or Jedcy eruption. look place in La
Palma during Ihis century. It is described in an
accounl by Torriani (1592). who witnessed it. A
detailed study of this eruplion appeared in the work
of Hernández Pacheco (1990) and Hernández
Pachcco and Vals (1982).
The 1585 eruption includes several cones and
emission centres situated over an old phonolitic
dome (Fig. 28), located aboye the village oC Jedey,
on !.he westem flank of Cumbre Vieja rift. The lava
flows cascade down the coastal clifTs towards the
sea, fonning wide coastal platfonns at !.he shoreline
(see Fig. 22 B). An interesting fealure of this crup-
lion is Ihat juvenile phonolite lavas were emitled
along with basahic flows, the former intruded as
domes and cryptodomes because of their extreme
viscosity. These phonolites differ [ram those corres-
ponding to the older dome over which !.he eruplion
took place. The pressurc oC the lava seems to have
lifted the old phonolites to foml spines, in a process
reponed by Torriani (1592) as accompanied wim
strong seismicity. Falling phonolite blocks appear
englobed in the 1585 basaltic nows and show mag-
matic assimilation and dissolution features.
XVI/II, Cenll1ry Eruplio/Js. Two eruptions took
place in La Palma in this century, in 1646 and 1677.
The 1646. TIgalate or Martín eruption has eye-wit-
ness accounts (Santiago. 1960) reporting two erupti-
ve centres: the uppcr one :ti the flank of the prehisto-
rical Martín volcano and the lower venl at the coast
(see geological map). 80th formed conelcts and hor-
nitos and emiued very fluid basallic lavas.
The 1677 eruption, erroneously associatcd to the
older San Antonio volcano. as already discussed,
has beco described by Carracedo and co~workers
(1996) as having two eruptive vents: the upper.
strombolian vent, located al the nonhcrn nank of
the San Antonio vo1canic cone (Fig. 29 A). and me
lower vento which comprises several spatlcr homi-
lOS along a NW-SE eruptive fissure at lhe southem
0kI phcN oltUc
...- --
Fig. 28.-Thc Mña. Jedey. rormed by an old phonolilic plug
mantled by me venlS and lavas arthe 1585 erupciono
flank of the San Antonio cone (Fig. 29 B). Thc 131-
ter vent emiued several lava flaws !.hat formed an
extcnsive coastal platform. A contemporary picture
depiclS a recumbent human figure and somc live-
stock Iying on the ground (circle in Fig. 29 C). pos-
sibly asphyxiatcd by volcanic gases during the
eruption. a rare document iIlustrating human casual-
ties in relation 1'0 volcanic events.
XVllllh Century Empliolls. Only !.he 1712 or El
Charco eruption occurred in !.his cenrury. This erup-
tion. poorly documented with eye-witness accounts
(Santiago, 1960). compriscs a large cinder cone
(Moa. Lajiones, Fig. 30 A) and several eruptive
vents aligned in a NW~SE. 2.5-km-Iong eruplivc fis~
sure fmm which several luva nows cascaded down
!.he weslem diff to fonn a wide platfoml (Fig. 30 B).
XXI,II Cenwry Erupliolls. The las! two eruplive
episodes of La Palma. in 1949 and 1971, are the
best studied and documentcd. The 1949 evem,
which occurred after a very long quiescence periad
(237 years), has been described by Bonelli Rubio
(1950). Romero Orliz (1950), 8enilez Padilla
(1951). San Miguel et al. (1952). and Manel San
Gil (1960). Recent detailed studies inelude mose of
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Fig. 29.-Vicw arme soUlhcm end orlhe Cumbre Vieja rifl Wilh
me up~r slrombolian vent of lhe 1677 Fucncaliente volcano
mantling ¡he prehislorical San Antonio volcano. the ¡alter sho-
wing phrcatic surge dcposiLS. B) Lowcr fissure vents and lava
plalfonn of the 1677 eruption. e) Contempomry painting of me
1677 Fucncalicntc cruptlon. Note Ihe rccumbent human figure
and livestock. indicating casuallies (apparently asphyxiatcd by
volcanic gases) in [his eruptive evento
A
B
Fig. 30.-Aerial views of the 1712 cruplion. A) 1llc maio strom·
bolinn and phreUlostrombolinn vent of Mñ3. Lajiones and lhe
eruptive fissures of 1712. B) Aows fmm lhe wCSlcm eruptive
fissures cascading over me cJiff al El Remo-Puerto Naos.





Fig. 31.-Views of the differenl vents of the 1949 enlptioll. A) Obliquc (from the south) acrial view of the Duraznero and Hoyo Negro
1949 vcnts. B) Acrial vicw (from thc WCS!) of thc Llano del Bam.'o venl and lava flows. e) Phre'ltomagmatic dcposíts of Ihe 1949 Hoyo
Negro ven! malltling a prehistorical strombolian rone. D) Eruptive tissure and lava lakc or the 1949 Duraznero emission centre.
Klügel (1998), Klügel el al. (1997, 1999), White
and Schmincke (1999), and Day et al. (1999).
Three eruptive venrs opened in different phases
oC this erupLion along a 2-km lineation (Klügel el
al., 1999). The upper ones, Hoyo Negro and El
Duraznero, are localed al Ihe summil oC the rifl in a
N-S trend (Fig. 31 A), while rhe lower ooe, the
Llano del Banco veot opened al 1300 m asl al the
western flan k (Fig. 31 B). The Hoyo Negro vent
was essentially explosive (Fig. 31 C), wilh several
phreatomagmatic phases (White aod Schrnincke.
1999). Contrarily. the El Duraznero und Llano del
Banco vents were predominantly effusive. the Cor-
mer emitting basaltic lavas lhal Conned a lava lake
(Fig. 31 D) and descended the eastem flank to a Cew
metres Crom the coasL The lower ven! discharged
large volumes oC very fluid basaltic lavas Ihal Cor-
med a 6 x 3.5-km coastal platform (Fig. 22 B).
The 1971 eruption, the Jasl to occur in La Palma
and in Ihe Canarles. has beeo described in delail io
a special volume oC Estudios Geológicos (Tenegufa
volcano. Estudios Geológicos Spec. va!., 1974)
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Fig. 32.-Views of!he 1971 Tcneguía volcano eruptioo. A) Iniual
eru¡xive fissure activily. 8) Suool!xllian venlS. C) OhIique acrial
view (froro the SE) of thc group of strombolian cinder C()IleS and
lava f10ws oribe 1971 Teneguía ...olcano cruption. 1be 1949 coas-
ud platfonn fomx."d over lhe pn::vious 1677 coaslallava phllfonn.
PíJcgel (1986). The cmpt'ion started as an eruptivc
fissure (Fig. 32 A). which progressed lO (orm a group
oC cindcr eones located c10se lO the lower eruplivc
vents of lhe 1677 eruplion, and bolh. to lhe fraclUred
Fig. 33.-Vicw of the La Mat3 sedimentaIy fonnalion.
phonolitic plug of Roque Tencguía (Fig. 32 B). Thesc
vents emiued basalLic lavas mal cascaded down lhe
c1iff lO foon a coostal platfonn overlying me one for4
med in me 1677 cruplion (Fig. 32 B and C).
Sedime1llaryJomllltiollS
Sedimentary formalions. such as alJuvial and
bcach deposils. aeolian sands, etc., relatively abun~
dant in lhe older, poslcrosional easlem islands. are
of littlc significance in the juvcnile islands of La
Palma and El Hierro. Inlcresling cxceplions. howe~
ver, are the l.hick and exlensive sedimentary fonna~
lions of El Time and La Mala. at the moulh of (he
Caldera de Taburicntc and in lhe NW Oank of Lhe
nonhem shield. respcclively.
Sedimellls oJ Ln Mata. This fonnalion outcrops
in a 3.5 x 1.5 km band bctwecn 950 and 1200 m asl
(sce geological map) ovcrlying the Upper Taburien~
le lavas, ahhough sorne of these Oows appear inter~
bedded and capping the sedimcnts which. thercfore.
can be located in the Pleistocene.
This deposito which can be observed in cuts of the
northem road aboye La M3La. shows different facies
with gradual lateral changes. The most common is a
several mctres thick maLrix supported conglomcrme
of rounded lO subangular c1asLs, sometimes excee~
ding I m in diameter and predominantly basaILic
(Fig. 33). The structure is predominamly massive
with poor reverse gmding in places and imerbcddcd
alJuvial layers. The matrix is clay withou( traces of
volcanic ash. Thesc fentures suggest a complex mix
of massive debris~Oows and alluvial deposits.
Sedimenls oJ El Time. This sedimentary fonnation
is localcd al me moulh of the Barranco de Las Angus~
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Lias and eXlends upriver lO lhe area of La Viña (sce
geological map). This thick (up to 300 m) succession
of poorly sorted conglomerates (Fig. 34 A and B)
appears attachcd discordanlly to lhe Upper and Lower
Taburiente lava sequences. and intcrbcdded wilh the
Bejenado volcanics. lt was first reponed by Lycll
(1855) and many olher authors lhereafter, but lhe lirsl
detailcd analysis was carried out by Vegas and co-
workers in 1999 and Carrucedo und eo-workcrs in
2001. The fonner aulhors defincd two main unils: a
voleanie Pyroclastie Unit and a sedimentary Epiclas-
tic Unit. This intcrpret'Ulion has becn qucstioned by
Ihe lalter authors. who constrain the volcanie pyro-
c1asts lO a parasitic vent of lhe Bejenado volcano. the
El lime fonnation being exclusively mude of sedi-
ments, as previously generally interpreted.
The genesis of lhe epiclaslic unil is related lO ftm
delta deposition (Vegas el al.. 1999). prograding in
only a few kilometres fmm the coast to depths of
about 4000 m. Subscquenl coastal regression favou-
red the progressive incision of lhe Bco. de Las
Angustias. This process explains why the c1aslS of
!he lower part of the sedimenlS are predominantl)'
voleanics of !he Taburiente and Bejenado volcano-
es. 3nd why c1asts corresponding to the submarine
lavas and associated intrusives only appcar in the
upper pan of the sequence.
Beachrocks. Beachrocks have been located along
the SW coast of La Palma. from Punta Naos to
Fuencaliente (Calvct et aL, in press). They are
fonned by sand lO gravel size sediments in differclll
stages of carbonate cemenwlion, on the bcachcs of
Punta Naos. Charco Verde. Las Zamoras. Chica and
EchenLive. developcd on plalfonn-fonning lavas of
lhe Cumbre Vieja volcano (see geological map).
Pelrology and geochemistry
S"bmarille )'oICaffO
The petrogmphic charncterisLics of thc pillow lavas_
pillow breccias and hyaloclaslitcs that form lhe sub-
marine volcano have becn analysed by Hemandez-
Pacheco and Femandez Santín (1974). Slaudigel
(1981). Staudigel y Schmincke (1984), and in lhe
MAGNA of Northern La Palma (Carracedo et al..
2oola). Thesc lavas comprise different types of
basalts. grading (mm plagioclasc basalts lO doleritic
basalts (oceaniles-ankammites). in relation lO the rela-
tive conlent of plagioclase and olivine-pyroxenc and
textural charaeteristics (Hcmandez-Pacheco and Fcr-
nandezSantín, 1974: Staudigel and Schmincke, 1984).
These basalls arc strongly altcred by metasoma-
lisJ11. giving place to new paragenelie scquences (albi-
te. c1orite. cpidole. actinolite. andrddite. zeolites and
B
Fig. 34.-SedimenlS of El Time. A) Epiclasli(: formations of El
Time wim interbedded lava flows of the Bejenado vokano OUI-
cropping in the .....estem wall of lhe Caldern de Taburiente. B)
Close-up of the sedimenls of El Time. altoched unconfoonably
tO the Lo.....er Taburienlc volcanic sequence al lhe westcm wall
of thc Caldcrn de Taburicnte.
calcite). as well as by pmpylilization, possibly as a
result of lhe different intnlsions (Hemandez-Pacheco
and Femandez Sumín, 1974; Staudigel, 1981; Sl'audi-
gel and Sehmincke. 1984: De La Iglesia el aL, 1996).
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35A. However, they show important elemental varia-
tions, as shown in Fig. 35B, probab1y due to metaso-
matism. Staudigel and Schmincke (1984) emphasized
the significant enrichment in incompatible elements,
as shown by the low content in Rb and Ba. Another
interesting feature is the high positive anomalies (Th,
U, Nb, Ta, Zr and Hf), negative anomalies (K, Sr, Eu),
and enrichment in heavy rare earth elements (HREE).
Gabbros. De La Nuez (1984) and Carracedo et al.
(2001) confirmed the petrological and geochemical
variabi1ity of the p1utonic intrusions inside the Cal-
dera de Taburiente. The former author separated two
different groups: «Gabbros» and «Olivine gabbros»
(De La Nuez, 1984, Tab1e 7 and Fig. 85). The com-
position and a1teration processes of representative
plutonic samples obtained inside the Caldera in the
MAGNA of Northern La Palma by Carracedo and
co-workers (2001) are shown simp1ified in Eg. 36.
Gabbro plutonics outcropping inside the Caldera,
clearly independent of the seamount and most pro-
bably re1ated to the feeding of the subaeria1 volca-
noes (Table 2-1, Samples 103-104-108), have been
separated in the MAGNA (Carracedo et al., 2001)
and in the geo1ogical map from those intruding the
seamount (Tab1e 2-1, Samp1es 96,59,98,109). As
shown in the plots of Fig. 37A and 37B, the petro-
logical characteristics are less discriminating than
field observations, mainly because of the wide
range of compositiona1 variation of the rocks.
However, these younger gabbros clearly differ in
the 1ack of significant hydrothermal alteration.
Dyke swarms. The significant petrological and geo-
chemical diversity of the different dyke swarms has
been quoted by many authors (Hernández Pacheco,
1975; Staudigel, 1981; Staudigel and Schmincke, 1984,
Staudigel et al., 1986; De La Nuez, 1984, 1991; Carra-
Fig. 36.-Modal composition of intrusive gabbros inside the







Trachytic domes and lava domes. Main1y made
of breccia fragments with flowage textures (Her-
nandez-Pacheco and Fernandez Santín, 1974), they
were termed as metatrachytes by Staudige1 and Sch-
mincke (1984) because they frequently appear alte-
red to albite, biotite, clorite and epidote.
These intrusives (Tab1e 2-1, Samp1e 105) are grou-
ped in the trachyte field in the TAS diagram of Fig.
Intrusive formations
The pyroxene-p1agioclase basalts fonning the pillow
lavas in the Barranco de Las Angustias (Table 2-1,
Sample-95) plot in the TAS diagram of Fig. 35A in the
basalt-trachybasalt fie1d, clearly separated from the oce-
anitic-picritic terms (Hernandez-Pacheco and Feman-
dez Santín, 1974). Their primitive mantle normalized
values are close to the mean values of many other ocea-
nic volcanoes (OIB) and St. Helena HIMU basalt, as
proposed by Sun and McDonough, 1989 (Fig. 35B).
Fig. 35.-A) Total Alkali VS. Silica (TAS) diagram for submari-
ne lavas and trachytic domes. The limits are from Hemández
Pacheco and Femandez Santín (1974), Staudigel and Schmincke
(1984). The boundaries are from Le Bas et al. (1986). B) Primiti-
ye mantle normalized diagram (Sun and McDonough, 1989), for
mcompattble trace elements of seamount basalts and trachytes.
The OlB data and primitive basalt from St. Helena, are taken
from Sun and McDonough (1989).
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Fig. 37.-A) Primitive manlle normalized diagram (Sun and
McDonough, 1989) of incompatible trace elements of intrusi-
ve gabbros intruding the seamount. B) Idem fram gabbros
postdating tbe seamount and feeding the subaerial volcanoes.
The primitive manlle element concentrations are fram Sun and
McDonough (1989). Symbols as in Fig. 36A.
cedo et al., 2001). As shown in the TAS diagram of.
38A, basaltic dykes are predofiÚnant with respect to
trachytic and phonolitic, with fewer syenite and dunite
intrusives (Hemández Pacheco, 1974, 1975).
The geochemical characteristics of representative
samples of the different types of dykes are shown in
Table 2-1 (samples 102 a 181) and Fig. 38B, where
the dunite dykes separate because of the lower ele-
mental content from the other groups of more diffe-
rentiated intrusives. The latter show significant
enrichment in REE and incompatible e1ements, with
Zr and Hf positive anomalies and negative Ti, Sm
and Sr, the latter absent in the phonolitic dykes.
The Northem Shield
The Garafia Volcano. Lavas from this volcano are
mainly olivine-pyroxene and olivine-pyroxene-pla-
gioclase alkali basalts, the former presenting fre-
Rb Bo Th U NbTa K La Ce Sr Ndsm'U Hf Eu n Gdlb Dy Y 'lb Lu
Fig. 38.-A) TAS diagram for intrusive dykes inside tbe Caldera
de Taburiente. The limits are from Hernández Pacheeo and Fer-
nández Santín (1974), and Staudigel and Schmincke (1984). The
boundaries are from Le Bas el al. (1986). B) Primitive manlle nor-
malized diagram (Sun and McDonough, 1989) for incompatible
trace elements fram dykes inside tbe Caldera de Taburiente.
quentIy porphyritic to aphyric (trachytoid) textures
and subophitic the latero The olivine-pyroxene-plagio-
clase basalts form the bulk of the earlier stages of the
volcano and outcrop in the headwal1 of the deep nort-
hem barrancos and inside the galería Los Hombres.
Many of the samples (Table 2-2, samples 77, 80,
157, 172) with primary characteristics (Mg#> 60 and
Ni> 200-300 ppm) plot in the basaltic field, whereas
the more evolved samples plot in the trachybasaltic
fie1d (Fig. 39A). The elemental variation diagram of
Fig. 39B evidences a progressive increase in elemen-
tal content, from the less enriched olivine-pyroxene-
plagioclase basalts to the trachybasalts, but with clear
subparalle trends. Sorne significant differences can
be observed when the normalized values (Sun and
McDonough, 1989) of the primitive basal fram
St. Helena (Mg# - 65) are shown for comparison.
The highly incompatible elements presenting uni-
form subparallel trends, with progressive increments
and marked positive (Rb, Ba, Th and U) anomalies
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observed as the volcano developed, culminating in the
terminal stages of the Upper Taburiente with the emis-
sion of more differentiated tephri-phonolitic lavas.
The Lower Taburiente sequences outcropping in
the lower part of the Caldera de Taburiente show a
remarkable petrographic uniformity, predominantly
olivine-pyroxene basalts. Outcrops in the slopes and
deep barrancos of the northern shield are frequently
aphasic trachytoid basalts.
The Upper Taburiente volcano lava sequences are
more complex, with abundant ol-cpx, ol-cpx-plg and
amphibole basalts. Phonolitic tephrites and phono-
tephrites are the typical terms in the differentiated
lavas of the terminal stages of the Upper Taburiente
volcano. A representative lithologic section is the
northem wall of the Bco. Jurado, where the volcanic
sequence is made from bottom to top of ol-px
basalts-ol-px-plg basalts-amphibolic basalts-
mafic haüyne tephrites. The latter outcrop as well
along the Caldera de Taburiente rim (see geological
map), with diverse mineralogical and textural charac-
teristics giving place to different typologies (mafic
tephrites, phono-tephrites and trachyphonolites) .
An interesting type of rock is related to the hydro-
magmatic eruptive vent of La Galga, north of Punta-
llana, a welded-tuff type of ignimbrite, with abundant
subrounded clasts of basalts; fragments of inc1usions
of pyroxene and clinopyroxene crystals, oxidized oli-
vine and opaque minerals; and juvenile crystals of
biotite and amphibole. The ensemble is cemented by
a hypo-microcrystalline groundmass with abundant
vesicles filled with zeolite and carbonates.
70 7550 55 60 65
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Fig. 39.-A) TAS diagram from basaltic lavas of the Garafía
volcano. Boundaries from Le Bas et al. (1986). B) Primitive
mantle nonnalized diagram (Sun and McDonough, 1989), for
incompatible trace elements from basaltic lavas of the Garafía
volcano. The data of a primitive basalt from Sl. Helena, are
taken from Sun and McDonough (1989).
towards the more differentiated terms. Similarly,
light rare earth element (LREE) and Zr enrichment is
progressive from the ol-px basalts to trachybasalts,
with K and Sm showing negative anomalies. The les-
ser importance of feldspars is evidenced by the nor-
mal values of Eu. Analogous HREE progressive
enrichment can be observed, trends with similar sub-
parallel coinciding with St. Helena values.
Elemental variations are shown in the plots of
Fig. 40. Variations of major elements in the Garafía
volcano lavas are constrained by MgO content, with
minor increment of Si02, Fe203t, Ti02 y P20 S' and
a better definition of decrements in CaO/Al20 3
towards the more differentiated terms (MgO < 8%).
Decrement pattems in compatible elements Ni, Cr,
Co and Sc may be in relation lO the fractionation of
ferromagnesian components.
The Taburiente volcano. The entire Taburiente vol-
cano presents similar compositional trends, with pre-
valent alkali basalt to trachybasalt lavas. However, a
clear diversification towards basanites-tephrites can be
Geochemicalleatures 01 the Taburiente volcano.
The analytical data from representative lavas of the
Taburiente volcano, shown in Tables 2-3 to 2-5, indi-
cate the nearly primary character (Mg# > 60, Ni
(>200 ppm) of the Lower Taburiente lavas, in contrast
with the consistently more evolved and differentiated
characteristics of the Upper Taburiente ones. These
features are consistent with the uniform trends obser-
vable for the entice sequence in the elemental varia-
tion vs. MgO% plots of Fig. 40, with the only excep-
tion of an interruption in the range of - 8% MgO,
very similar lO that described for the Garafía volcano.
The evident drop in Cr and Ni content in the range of
MgO < 6% may reflect the important role of olivine
and clinopyroxene fractionation. The major elements
show a general decrease in these diagrams in Si02
vs. MgO%, in contrast with the general positive
trends in the remaining major elements (CaO/Al20 3),
F~03t, Ti02 and pp, even for MgO < 6%. These fea-
tures suggest fractionation of c1inopyroxene and Fe-Ti
oxides in the entice sequence for MgO < 6%. possibly
associated to apatite segregation in the more differen-
tiated tephri-phonolite lavas.
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Fig. 4O.-Variation diagrams formajor, trace and REE elements forthe Garafía and Taburiente volcano. Symbols as in Figs. 39 A and 41.
The TAS diagrams of Fig. 41A evidence these
compositional variations in the entire Taburiente vol-
cano. The Lower Taburiente volcano lavas plot
mainly in the basalt field, with deviations towards the
subsaturated basanitic terms in the sequences of the
lower part of the Caldera de Taburiente wal1 and les-
ser representation of more differentiated trachybasalt
and phono-tephrite lavas. The Upper Taburiente
lavas overlap this succession, with a distinct ten-
dency towards the basanite-tephrite fie1ds. The more
differentiated samples group in the phono-tephrite
and tephri-phonolite fields, corresponding, as men-
tioned, with the terminal differentiated eruptions of
the northem shield. Similar tendencies towards pro-
gressive differentiation in the Taburiente volcano can
be concluded from the sequential overlapping of the
normalized diagrams in Fig. 41B. The Lower Tabu-
riente lavas show normalized values, Sun and McDo-
nough (1989), with similar subparal1el trends to the
Sto Helena and significantly higher than those corres-
ponding to the Garafía volcano (see Fig. 39B).
The terminal eruptions of the late stages of deve-
lopment of the Taburiente volcano seem to be, there-
fore, the culmination of the differentiation process of
a period of continued magmatism along the entire
construction of the northem shield. This conclusion
is consistent with the homogeneity of the geochemi-
cal features and the geological observations. Initial
01 ± cpx ± mt-ti crystal fractionation and apatite
segregation, in the more differentiated lavas, seem
the main processes involved, resulting in a progres-
sive increment in the more incompatible elements.
The Bejenado volcano. As described before, this
stratovolcano developed extremely rapidly, nested
in the embayment originated in the collapse of the
Taburiente volcano. The pattems of differentiation
observed during the entire construction of the nor-
them shield are presented here in a very short time,
probably less than about 50 ka. In this period the
sequence evolved from initial basanitic rocks to dif-
ferentiated lavas in the latest stages.
The bulk of the stratovolcano is made of olivine-
pyroxene and pyroxene-amphibole basalts, with
typical porphyritic textures. In contrast, the terminal
differentiated vents erupted mainly tephrites and
mafic haüyne phonolites, with subordinate haüyne-
nepheline foidites. Textures are typical1y porphyri-
tic, with dominant mafic minerals and less abundant
feldspar -feldspathoids in a hypo-- to microcrystalli-
ne groundmass with flowage pattems. The tephrites
with foiditic trends are scant, and show an association
of large nepheline phenocrystals, microcrystals of
haüyne and abundant inclusions, in a hypocrystalline
groundmass of clinopyroxene, opaque minerals and
subidiomorfic feldspathoids.
The dykes and sills outcropping in the summit of
the Bejenado volcano show the most evolved rocks
of the entire volcano, typically mafic phonolites
with predominant fe1dspar phenocrysts and subordi-
216 J. C. CARRACEDO, E. R. BADIOLA, H. GUILLOU, J. DE LA NUEZ, F. J. PEREZ TORRADO
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Fig. 41.-A) Total alkali vs. silica (TAS) diagram for the Tabu-
riente volcano. Boundaries fram Le Bas et al. (1986). B) Primi-
tive mantle normalized diagram (Sun and McDonough, 1989),
for incompatible trace elements for the Taburiente volcano. The
data of a primitive basalt fram Sto Helena are taken fram Sun
and McDonough (1989).
Fig. 42.-A) TAS diagram from lavas and dykes of the Beje-
nado volcano and adventive vents. Boundaries from Le Bas et
al. (1986). B) Variation diagrams for major, trace and REE
elements from lavas and dykes of the Bejenado volcano and
adventive vents. The boreho1e S-Ol 1imit for major, trace and
REE e1ements is from Drury et al. (in pragress). Symbols as
in Fig. 42 A.
nate mafic minerals, including accessory apatite
microcrystals. The hypocrystalline groundmass is
made of needlelike microlites of feldspar with flow
patterns embedded in a hyalopilitic glass.
Adventive vents of the Bejenado volcano emitted
the lava flows that outcrop at both sides in the walls
of the Bco. de Las Angustias interbedded in the El
Time sediments. These lavas are primarily olivine-
pyroxene and pyroxene-amphibole basalts.
The most significant geochemical feature of the
Bejenado volcano is the absence of aIkali basalts in
comparison with the pre- and post-collapse Taburien-
te volcanics. Most Bejenado lavas are basanites and
tephri-phonolites, as reported by Drury et al. (in pro-
gress). The plotting of the analytical data (Table 2-6)
in the diagram of Fig. 42A shows a distinct separation
of the basanites of the main stratovolcano from the
more differentiated lavas of the terminal vents and
sills. Representative samples of borehole S-Ol, loca-
ted in the tlank of the Bejenado and crossing the enti-
re volcano to the seamount basement (Carracedo et
al., 1999 a; Drury et al., in progress) show a greater
petrological dispersion, from tephri-phonolites at the
upper part, to tephrites and basanites at the bottom.
Similar evidence is indicated by the variation diagram
of Fig. 42B), where the content in SiOz vS. MgO%
show inverse relations, a tendency clearly illustrated in
the sequence of borehole S-ol by Drury et al. (in pro-
gress). The CaO/Alz0 3 , Fez03t and TiOz vs. MgO%
provide evidence of the role of mineral fractionation
in the evolution of the Bejenado volcano. The positi-
ve correlation of CaOIAh03 vs. MgO% in the range
of MgO < 6 % indicates significant clinopyroxene and
ferromagnesian fractionation. Subparallel variation
trends shown by Fez03t and TiOz and positive corre-
lations of Ni, Cr, Co, Sc and V vs. MgO% confirm
the increasing fractionation of Fe-Ti oxides in the
more differentiated lavas. In contrast, incompatible
elements such as Zr, Nb, Sr, Ba and Th present incre-
asingly negative correlations towards the more evol-
ved tephri-phonolitic terms, with an end-point in the
sills at the top of the volcano.
The normalized plots of Fig. 43A show a positive
anomaly for the Ba, Nb and Ta in the basanites of the
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Fig. 43.-A) Primitive mantle normalized diagram for incompa-
tible trace elements from lavas and dykes of the Bejenado Edi-
fice. The borehole S-DI limit is fmm Drury et al. (in pmgress).
B) Primitive mantle normalized diagram (Sun and MeDo·
nough, 1989), for incompatible trace elements of adventive
vents of the Bejenado volcano. The data of a primitive basalt
fmm St. Helena are taken fmm Sun and McDonough (1989).
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authors is consistent with the diverse composition
of the different domes. The phonolitic tephrites of
the Los Campanarios, El Cabrito and Mendo domes
are the more basic and frequent terms, but mafic
phonolites also abound, as in the Roque de la Fuen-
te, Pino de La Virgen, Dña. María and Roque
Niquiamo. Finally, the Roque Teneguía and other
domes, cryptodomes and lava domes in the cliff
near the Teneguía volcano are formed by phonoli-
tes, more alkaline and differentiated than the for-
mero Trachytic phonolites are rare, the only outcrop
being the dome of Mña Enrique, a rock made of
subidiomorphic sanidine phenocrystals, euhedral
microcrystals of haüyne and scant mafic minerals in
a feldspatic groundmass. The rock is deeply wea-
thered and dating has been unfeasib1e.
The petrological characteristics of the lava
sequences of the eliff-forming unit correspond pre-
dominantly to olivine-elinopyroxene and elinopyro-














The Cumbre Vieja volcano
Cliff- and Plaifonnjonning eruptions. The last acti-
vity in La Palma, located exclusively in the Cumbre
Vieja rift volcano (Carracedo, 1994; Carracedo et al.,
1997, 1998, 1999a,b, 2001b; Guillou et al., 1998,
2001), shows an ample petrologic diversity (Klügel
et al., 1999), with predominance of basanitic, tephritic
and phono-tephritic lavas and phonolitic and tephri-
phonolitic intrusives (domes and lava domes). The
most significant feature is the existence of repetitive
cycles in which basaltic (principally basanitic) lavas
are largely predominant, with minor derivations to
tephritic and phono-tephritic eruptions (Carracedo et
al., 1977a,b). In general, the petrological characteris-
tics of the Cumbre Vieja volcano are distinctly diffe-
rent from those of the preceding subaerial volcanoes
(the Garafía, Taburiente and Bejenado volcanoes).
As described in Section 11.3, two main stratigra-
phic units -cliff-forming and platform-forming
eruptions- have been defined in the Cumbre Vieja
volcano, separated by the isochrone of about 20 ka,
the approximate time of occurrence of the last
maximum glacial (Carracedo et al., 1997a,b, 1998).
The eliff-forming eruptions inelude a sequence of
lava flows and intrusive rocks in the form of phono-
litic domes and lava domes. Hausen (1969) and
Hernández Pacheco and De La Nuez (1983) have
defined the petrologic characteristics of the phonoli-
tic intrusions. As already mentioned, these authors
believed all the phonolitic intrusions in the Cumbre
Vieja volcano being of the same age (Mid-Pleisto-
cene) and forming the basement of the Cumbre
Vieja rift. However, radiometric dating of these
rocks shows them to form independent intrusive
events along the entire volcanic history of the Cum-
bre Vieja volcano (Carracedo et al., 1997a,b; Gui-
llou et al., 1998,2001). The conelusion of the latter
main stratovolcano (Sun and McDonough, 1989). The
differentiated lavas appear clearly enriched in all the
elements except Ti, with positive anomalies Nb, Ta, Zr
and LREE. Lavas fram the adventive vents show simi-
lar trends, as shown in the diagrams of Fig. 43B.
In general, the main geochemical features of the
Bejenado volcano suggest a distinct crystal fractio-
nation of olivine, elinopyroxene and spinel, and the
crystallization of amphibole in the more differentia-
ted terminal phases. Contrarily, significant fractio-
nation of plagioclase seems absent, as evidenced by
the lack of Eu anoma1y, with the probable exception
of the sills crassing the top of the volcano.
Modelling and characterization of the isotopic
heterogeneity of the original mantle source is detai-
led in Drury et al. (in progress).


















Fig. 44.-A) TAS diagram for basaltic lavas and phonolitic
domes of the Cumbre Vieja volcano (c1iff-forming eruptions).
Boundaries fram Le Bas et al. (1986). B) Variation diagrams for
major, trace and REE elements from basaltic lavas and phonolitic
domes of the Cumbre Vieja volcano (c1iff-forming eruptions).
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features described, as well as in the normalized plots
of Fig. 45A, where the enrichment in highly incompa-
tible elements (Rb, Ba, Th and U) and LREE reaches
a peak in the tephri-phonolitic and phonolitic domes
and lava domes, with the clear exception of the
trachytic phonolite dome of Mña Enrique. The basal-
tic cliff-forming lavas elemental trends (Fig. 45B)
show basanite normalized values similar to those of
St. Helena (Sun and McDonough, 1989), clearly
separated from the values of the differentiated tephri-
phonolitic lavas. The most noticeable feature is the
marked Th-U positive anomaly, not observed in the
lavas of the Taburiente and Bejenado volcanoes (see
Figs. 41B and 43A). In contrast, the Nb-Ta anomalies
are present in these northem shield volcanoes and in
the basanite cliff lavas of the Cumbre Vieja volcano.
In summary, the distinct compositional divergences
of the cliff-forming lavas of Cumbre Vieja and the
associated intrusives evidence a significant geochemi-
cal break. A possible explanation, as suggested by
Fig. 45.-A) Primitive mantle normalized diagram (Sun and
McDonough, 1989), for incompatible trace elements of tephri-
phonolitic and phonolitic domes and lavas of the Cumbre Vieja
volcano (cliff-forming eruptions). B) Idem of basaltic lavas of
the Cumbre Vieja volcano (c1iff-forming eruptions). The data



























constrained to the pahoe-hoe lava field near Tigala-
te, in the SE flank of the rift.
The geochemical data and main characteristics of
this unit are shown in Tables 2-7 and 2-8, and
Fig. 44A. As shown in the TAS plot of Fig. 44A, most
cliff-forrning basaltic lavas are basanites and tephri-
tes, with a secondary trend towards picritic basalts,
probably in relation to accumulative processes, while
the more differentiated lavas are phono-tephrites.
The phonolitic domes show a wider dispersion, ran-
ging from phono-tephrites similar to the more diffe-
rentiated lavas, to phonolites s.s. The majar element
vs. MgO% diagram of Fig. 44B confirms the overlap
of the more evolved basaltic lavas and the less evol-
ved intrusions evidenced in the TAS plot. These
trends are suggested in the negative correlation of
SiOz and the positive correlation of CaO/AlzÜz vs.
MgO%, possibly in response to clinopyroxene frac-
tionation. The FeZ03t and TiOz vs. MgO% correla-
tions suggest a significant fractionation in the range of
MgO < 6% in the more differentiated lavas. A similar
tendency is observed in the PzOs possibly in relation
to apatite fractionation in the phono-tephrite lavas.
The minar element variations of Fig. 44B confmn the
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Fig. 46.-A) TAS diagram for lavas of the Cumbre Vieja volcano
(platform-forming eruptions), Boundaries from Le Bas et al.
(1986), B) Variation diagram for major, trace and REE e1ements
for lavas of the Cumbre Vieja volcano (platform-forming erup-
tions) , Symbols as in Fig. 46A. C) Primitive mande normalized
diagram (Sun and McDonough, 1989), of incompatible trace ele-
ments for lavas of the Cumbre Vieja volcano (platform-forming
eruptions). Symbols as in Fig, 46A. The data of a primitive basalt
from Sto Helena are taken from Sun and McDonough (1989).
Klügel et al. (1999), is the role offractionation/crysta-
llization of mafic minerals (01 ± cpx ± amphib), feIds-
par, oxides and apatite in the magmatic evolution of
this stage of growth of the Cumbre Vieja volcano.
The separation of the platform-forming eruptions
has been useful in the definition of the volcanostra-
tigray and in the geological maps of the Cumbre
Vieja volcano, as already mentioned and described
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Fig. 47.-A) TAS diagram of lavas of the Cumbre Vieja volcano
(dated prehistorical eruptions). The limits are from Yllescas
(1977), Hernández Pacheco and Vals (1982), and De Vicente
Mingarro (1986). The boundaries from Le Bas et al. (1986).
B) Variation diagram for major, trace and REE elements of lavas
of the Cumbre Vieja volcano (dated prehistorical eruptions).
Symbols as in Fig. 47A. C) Primitive mantle normalized diagram
(Sun and McDonough, 1989), of incompatible trace elements for
lavas of the Cumbre Vieja volcano (dated prehistorical eruptions).
Symbols as in Fig. 47A. The data of a primitive basalt from
Sto Helena are taken from Sun and McDonough (1989),
division does not have a correlation in the petrologi-
calor geochemical characteristics (Table 2-9 and
Fig. 46), that appear to be very similar to those of the
cliff-forming eruptions. Similar trends are observed in
the prehistoricallavas and intrusives dated (Table 2-10
and Fig. 47), analysed separately for comparison.
The petrological characteristics of the platform-for-
ming lava sequences correspond predominantly to oli-
vine-clinopyroxene and clinopyroxene-amphibole
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Jedey phonoltte -----.
Historical eruptions. Although the separation of
the eruptive activity of the island in the last 500 years
has no stratigraphical, petrological or geochemical
meaning, these historical eruptions have been tradi-
tionaHy analysed separately from the remaining
eruptions of Cumbre Vieja volcano, because they have
detailed eye-witness accounts and are easily separa-
ted in the geological maps. Petrological and geoche-
mical data of the different historical eruptions of La
Palma have been described and analysed by Hemán-
dez Pacheco and Valls (1982), De Vicente Mingarro
(1986), Praegel (1986), Elliot (1919), K1ügel, et al.
(1999) and Carracedo et al. (200lb).
The historicallavas are consistently basaltic, with
the only mentioned exception of the juvenile haüy-
ne tephri-phonolite lavas and intrusives of the 1585
(Jedey) eruption. The predominant lithologies are
01-cpx basalts and ol-cpx basalts with amphibole.
Klügel et al. (1999) quotes three typologies (basani-
tes, tephrites and phono-tephrites) in the 1949 erup-
tion. The last eruption (Teneguía vokano, 1971)
emitted clinopyroxene-amphibole basalts, with
subordinate olivine in the initial stages, while at the
end of the eruption the composition changed to 01-
cpx basalts with subordinate amphibole.
The geochemical characteristics of the historical
eruptions shown in Table 2-11 and Fig. 48 confirm
the general features described for the Cumbre Vieja
volcano and evidence the homogeneity of volca-
nism along the entire volcanic history of the volcano,
with the afore-mentioned preponderant role of frac-
tionation/crystallization of mafic minerals (01 ± cpx
± amphib), feldspars, oxides and apatite, similar to
the process proposed by Klügel et al. (1999) for the
1949 eruption.
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Fig. 48.-A) TAS diagram of lavas of the Cumbre Vieja volcano
(historical eruptions). The limits are from Hemández Pacheco
and Vals (1982), De Vicente Mingarro (1986) and K1ügel et al.
(1999). The boundaries from Le Bas et al. (1986). B) Variation
diagrarns for major, trace and REE elements of lavas of the Cum-
bre Vieja volcano (historical eruptions). Symbols as in Fig. 48A.
C) Primitive manlle normalized diagram (Sun and McDonough,
1989), of incompatible trace elements of lavas of the Cumbre
Vieja volcano (historical eruptions). The shadowed area corres-
ponds to the 1949 eruption (K1ügel et al., 1999). Symbols as in
Fig. 48A. The data of a primitive basalt from SI. Helena are
taken from Sun and McDonough (1989).
basalts, with phono-tephrites in the more differentiated
lavas (Mña Cabrera-Faro and Fuego volcano). The
domes and lava domes are characteristically tephri-
phonolitic (Malforada-Nambroque), their geochemical
characteristics showing similar trends to the cliff-for-
ming eruptions. The normalized plots (Figs. 46, 47),
show significantly higher values than those correspon-
ding to Sto Helena (Sun and McDonough, 1989).
Structural geology
The island of La Palma is an excellent scenario to
analyse the main structural features developed in
the shield stage of oceanic islands: dyke swarms,
rift zones and gravitationallandslides.
Dyke swarms
The majority of dykes in La Palma outcrop inside
the Caldera de Taburiente, the Cumbre Nueva collap-
se scarp and the erosional windows at the headwalls
of the deepest northem barrancos. In the remainder
of the northem shield and the Cumbre Vieja volcano
dykes are scarce (black hnes in Fig. 49). However,
the abundant galerías excavated in the northern
shield (SPA-15, 1975; CoeHo, 1987) aHowed the
observation in the subsoil of the number and direc-
tion of dykes (grey in Fig. 49).
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Cinder eones
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Fig. 49.-Distribution of zones where eruptive vents predominate (incipient, incompletely defined rift zones) and zones with
predominance of lava flows (R and L, respectively). Dykes crossed in galerías are shown in grey, outcropping dykes in black.
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A detailed geochronological study combining
geomagnetic polarity and radiometric determina-
tions in the dykes would allow the correlation of
these intrusions with the corresponding volcanostra-
tigraphic units. Until this work is carried out, only
three main groups of dykes can be defined in the
northem shield of La Palma:
l. Dykes and sills associated to the seamount.
They are rotated about 50° and do not cross the
subaerial forrnations.
2. Dykes associated to the Garafía volcano,
with radial directions in general and NW to NE in
the outcrops, as reported by Coello in 1987.
3. Dykes associated to the Taburiente volcano,
also with a general radial distribution but with three,
poorIy defined, predominant trends (see Fig. 49):
NW (Punta Gorda to Garafía), NE (Barlovento to
Puntallana) and N-S (El Time to the Cumbre Nueva
collapse scarp).
There are no galerías in Cumbre Vieja, because
of the poor quality of volcanic gas-contaminated
groundwater. Therefore, only a few, E-W trending
dykes have been observed in the cliffs of this volca-
no. However, a densely packed dyke swarrn can be
expected to cluster along the axis of the Cumbre
Vieja rift in a N-S trend.
Rift zones
Dyke directions and vent alignments are not the
only features to define voIcanic rifts. Vents can
show considerable dispersion even in well-defined
rifts, as clearly evidenced in Cumbre Vieja, where
historical vents frequentIy align in directions obli-
que to the main axis of the fift, probably due to
slope effects. The rift zones are best defined by the
grouping of eruptive centres in preferred trends and
zones, to form ridges or dorsals (Walker, 1992;
Carracedo, 1994, 1996; Carracedo et al., 1998).
The volcanic evolution of La Palma offers a unique
opportunity to analyse the development of a juvenile
shield volcano from the seamount stage, as well as the
structural changes giving place to development of
rifts. As mentioned before, a reorganization of the
eruptive centres took place during the construction of
the northem shield. The initially dispersed eruptions
in the Garafía and Lower Taburiente volcanoes, pro-
gressively grouped from about 0.8 ma in three areas
of predominant cinder eones, separated by zones of
predominant lava flows (R and L, respectively, in
Fig. 49). The areas of concentration of emission cen-
tres forro an incipient rift or dorsal, manifested by the
protuberance they fmm in the coast, where abundant
subvertical dykes outcrop at the coastal cliffs. Contra-
rily, cinder cones, interbedded pyroclast layers and
dykes are very few or absent in the areas of predomi-
nant lavas (L), even in the deeply incised barrancos.
The relatively poor definition of rifts in the nor-
them shield of La Palma in comparison with Cum-
bre Vieja, El Hierro or central Tenerife may simply
reflect the fact that volcanism ceased in La Palma
before the rifts were completed. Contrarily, volcanic
activity remained essentially stationary in El Hierro
and Tenerife for long periods and with high eruptive
rates and volumes, giving place to successive over-
lapping volcanoes and allowing the development of
well-defined rift zones. Conversely, in the northem
shield, volcanism initiated a continuous southward
migration in the late stages of the Upper Taburiente.
Most of the volcanism was located in this period in
the southem Cumbre Nueva rift, which grew steep
and unstable and collapsed. The remainder of the
shield had only residual activity since the Cumbre
Nueva collapse and finally became extinct at about
0.4 ma. We can speculate with the hypothesis that if
the abundant volcanism involved in the building of
the Cumbre Nueva and Cumbre Vieja rifts had
remained focused and capped the northem shield, as
occurred in El Hierro or central Tenerife, well-defi-
ned rifts might have developed to completion.
Although only a fraction of the southem Cumbre
Nueva rift remains, the major part collapsed, eroded
or capped by the Cumbre Vieja volcano. Its appro-
ximate geometry can be inferred from the dyke
swarms outcropping in the westem wall of the Cal-
dera at El Time and the Cumbre Nueva colIapse
scarp, trending NE-SW and N-S, respectively (see
Fig. 49). The axis of the southern rift may have
been located between both directions, fossilized at
present by the Bejenado and Cumbre Vieja lavas
(Carracedo et al., 1999 a, b).
The Cumbre Vieja rift is an interesting example of
the evolution of a rift from the initial stages to a
well-defined, progressively steep and unstable confi-
guration. This rapid structural change has been
modelled by Walker (1992) and Carracedo (1994,
1996), as reflecting the continuous increase in aniso-
tropy and thermal memory in the rifts in response to
dyke intrusion, favouring concentration of emission
centres along the axis of the rifts. The evolution of
the Cumbre Vieja volcano, from the initial stages of
significantIy disperse eruptive vents (see Fig. 23) to
a steep, N-S trending dorsal (Fig. 24), has been
explained by Carracedo and co-workers (1997 a, b,
1998, 1999 a, b) and Day and co-workers (1999) as
reflecting the development of the Cumbre Vieja vol-
cano attached to the flank of the northern shield,
which acted as an effective supporting buttress and
forced the southward growth of the volcano and the
progressive predominance ofthe N-S trending rift.
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Fig. SO.--shaded relier image o( lhe debris avalancbe deposits
(rom differcnt gravilational landslides in ¡he submarine flanks
o( l...3 Palma. In13ge (rom Masson et al.. 2002.
eorreslxmd lO lhe debris avalanche reponed by Urge-
lés el al.. (1999) and Masson el al. (2002). nonh of
Sanla Cruz de Ln Palma, which lhese aulhors associa-
tc to nnolher collupse older lhan 0.9 Ola, of which
lhere is no geological evidence onshore.
The Cumbre Nueva giant landslide has becn anli-
cipaled by Machado (1963) and described by Anco-
chea el al. (1994), Carracedo (1994) and Carracedo
el al. (1999 a. b). This evcnt is an imponanl fcature
in (he geology 01' La Palma, initiating Ihe Caldera
de Taburienle and the Valle de Aridane depressions.
a gcomorphologic divide between (he northern
shield and the SOUlhem Cumbre Vieja volcano.
Thc southwards migralion of volcanism in the late
stages of devclopment of lhe Taburiente volcano
favoured the growth of the soulhem Cumbre Nueva
rift towards instability (1 in Fig. SI A). The weslem
nank of lhe rift collapsed at about 530-566 ka (2 in
37 A). As dcscribed aboye, lhe growth of Ihe Bejena·
do volcano neslOO in lhe collapse embayment foreed
lhe progrcssive incision of the Bco. de Las Angus·
tias, and rclrOgressive erosion al the headwall of !he
barranco originalcd the present Caldera de Taburien·
le (2 and 3 in Fig. 51 A). Subsequently, lhe Cumbre
Vieja volcano panially filled the embaymenl over-
Iying the Bejenado lavas, and developed souLhwards
attachcd to lhe remainder of lhe Cumbre Nueva rifl.
The geometry and extcosion of lhe eollapsed block
can be estimaled from lhe observalion of the eores of
boreholes driJled in lhe Valle de Aridane for hydro-
goological rescarch. From these data aOO other obser-
valions lhe pre-collapse elevalion of lhe Cumbre
Nueva rift can be eslimalOO in aboul 2.500 m as!. and
The swath balhymetry eoverage around the island
of La Palma showoo the presence of a group of sea-
mounts fonning thc offshore prolongation of the Cum-
bre Vieja rift (Urgelés el al., 1999: Masson el al..
2002). A dredging campaign of the Gennan oceano-
graphie vessel Poseidon in 2001 found mal most of
these are recent eruptive venLS. several of Ihem
corresponding lo very recenl submarine eruplions
(Haslings el al., 2001: Gce el al .. 2(01).
Grm'itatiollal fltmk cQl/apses
Although severa! gravitational flank collapses in
Ihe northem shield have beco reponed (Ancochea el
al.. 1994: Masson el al., 2(02), we have only found
gcological evidence for me IWO main events mentio-
ned. Ihe Garafía and Cumbre Nueva giant landslides.
The available geochronologieal, stratigraph..ic and
struetural data construin the occurrenee of the Gara-
fía collapse al abouI 1.2 Ola (Fig. 8). as rltSt descri-
bed by Ancochea and co-workers (1994). A several
hundred-metrcs-lhick brcccia overlying the seamount
in Ihe E and SE of lhe Caldcra de Taburiente has
been inlerprelcd by Carrncedo and co-workers (2001
a) as debris avalanche deposits, and may eorrespond
to (he Garafía collapse. The geometry of lhe collap-
sed block and embaymem of thc Garafía landslide
has been approximately rcconslructed from these
dala nnd observations inside thc numerous galer(as
excavaled for groundwater in (he northern shield.
TIlesc data agrce rcmarkably wcU with the extension
offshore of lhe cOlTCspondillg dcbris avalanche depo-
sil's shown in Fig. 50 (Urgelés el al.. 1999: Masson
el aL, 2(02). with some significam discrepancies.
Masson el al. (2002) dated me GaraITa landslide.
which they namOO Playa de La Veta debris avalanchc
complex. al bctween 1-0.8 Ola. However. lhere is no
geochronological or stratigraphical evidence of any
major landslide raking place in the nonhem shield
bclwecn 1.2 and aboul 0.5 Ola. These aulhors locate
lhe westem limit of their Playa de La Veta dcbris ava-
lanche complex north of this bcach. supponing mis
assumption in a personal communication of a suppo-
sed major leclonic discordance observOO fmm Lhe sea
in lhe c1iff behind tbis bcach. However, onshore
observalion showed this feature to be a local uneon·
fonnity. possibly !he fiHing of a palaeobarranco. since
Ihe enlire c1iff sequence corresponds lo lhe Upper
Taburienle. !he lop lavas being dated at 0.4 Ola (Gui-
1100 el al.. 2001). 1ñe actual border is localed casi of
Beo. de Jieque. very close lO the presenl westem c1iff
of lhe Caldera In fact. lavas of me pre.coUapse Gara·
fía volcano outerop in lhis barranco at aboul 1500 m
asl. Thc eastem limil of this landslidc is more difficult













Fig. 51.-A) Canoon iIIlWr.1ling ¡he ~'th and coIl:lpSC of!he
Cumbre Nueva rift. B) Inferred disposltioo of!he ~Iidc: planes of
!he successive grnvilational nank coIlapscs in !he northem shield.
me volume oC (he eollapsed block or blocks in about
180-200 km' (Carracedo el al.. 1999 a, b).
Surprisingly, nei!her!he earlicr Garafía landslide nor
mis lale eoJ1apse, nor Ihe erosive enlargemcnt of the
Caldera dc Taburiente sccms to have cxhurned lava
sequcnecs oC Ihe Gararía volcano. which oUlcrops
1000 rn above Ihe Caldera noor on1y a few kilometres
to me north (see Fig. 16). A plausible explanation is
skelchecl in Fig. 51 B, which shows !he approximatc
djsposition oC the sueeessive Garafía and Cumbre
ueva giant landsljdes. !he latter cutting al a steeper
angle the lava sequence filling the embayment oC the
fonner. The oceurrence oC Ihese recurrent. nested
gianl landslides may reOect me process dcscribcd by
Sicbert (1984) and quoted by Ancochea el al. (1994).
Wca!hered debris avalanchc and post-collapsc sedi·
mcnts fonn a plastie layer favouring subsequcnl land·
sliding of (he lava sequenccs filling Ihc prcvious
collapse embaymenL giving place lO successive ncst·
ed calderas. This process was anticipaled by Bravo
(1962) who named this plastie fonnation «fanglome-
rale». although this au!hor imerpreted the sediments
as weathcred volcanic fOnntllions preceding and nol
resulting fram an earlier giam landslide.
fi:lIllts.jissures al1d roc:kfalls
No important faults or regional fractures have becn
observed in La Palma. As already discussed. somc
features inlcrpretcd as major fractures or collapse
scarps appear lO be. in facI. local unconformities. prtT
bably fossilized paJaeobarrancos. Tensional fractures
close lO aOO parallel to lhe cliff edges are rclatively
abundan l. apparently precursors of lhe numerous
rockfalls observecl al the foot of!he eoaslal cliffs of
!he northcm shield and in lhe walls of lhe Caldem de
Taburienle. They are aetivalec! by marine erosion of
the base of the c1iffs and show differenl slages of
fragmentalion, oceasionaly presclVing large blocks in
which thc collnpsed volcanic fonmllions can be easily
reeognizcd, as in lhe Fajana de Los Hombres and
Playa de La Veta rockfalls (Fig. 52). Rockfalls in !he
walls of lhe Caldera de Taburientc are very frequcnl.
sorne very large and recen!. such as !he Risco Liso. al
the cenlre of the wcstern waJI. They draslically
modify Ihe drainage system inside !he Caldera.
Bonelli Rubio (1950) first described the 2.5 km
long, en cehelon faults or fraclures that opened
during ¡he 1949 eruption (Fig. 53). These fractures.
with vertical jumps exceeding 5 metres in somc pla-
ces, apparently eonneetcd thc vents of me 1949




Fig. S3.-Faults lhal opened during lhe 1949 eruplion (phOIO
Bonelli Rubio). B) Map of [he 1949 cruplive VClllS and faults.
Numbcrs indicale obscrvcd or infcrred vcnical jump.
Fi~. 54.-Estimatoo cXlcnsion of the successivc vo1canocs for-
mlllg lhe nonhcm shicld of L1 Palma; Thc eross seclion iIIus-
trates holA' the scquential \'olcanocs rcsurfacc and cnlargc {hc
island. fomling extended coaslal plalfomls in each cycle.
erupt'ion (Fig. 53 B). Carraccdo (1994). Carracedo
et al. (1999 a. b) and Day et al. (1999) analyscd
lhcir potenl'ial associalion Wilh a detachcd block al
Ihc WCSlem nank of lhc Cumbre Vieja volcano. of
which lhese faults could be lhe surficial manifcsla-
tion However. Ihc lack of seismicilY and ground
deformalion (Moss el aL, 1999) seems lO point lo
an inactive shallow feature, that should be. nol-
wilhstanding, fully invesligaled and monitored.
Main patTerns in shield grolVlh
The disposilion of the successive volcanoes mal
coalesced lO form Ihe norlhern shield is a good
examplc of how these juvenile shields evolve. As
shown in Fig. 54, Ihere is a progressive increase in
lhe eXlension and elevalion of lhe island as Ihe suc-
cessive volcanoes aggregale. Each volcano under-
goes a succession of constructive and destructive
phases. wilh enlargemem and mass wasting (marine
and meleoric erosion and gravitalional collapses).
respeclively. As shown in the cross seclions, each
volcano resurfaced Ihe island, and lava nows fossi-
lized lhe cHffs and formed new coastal platforms.
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The apparently progressive differentiation of
magmas and, possibly, decreasing eruptive rates and
frequency of eruptions during the late stages of the
Taburiente vo1cano, may explain the growth of a
centralized editice and the general change in slope
observed (P2 and PI in Fig. 54). This feature can be
readily observed in Tenerife, where recent eruptions
stop mid-slope and seldom reach the coast, making
the central part of the island increasingly steeper.
GEOLOGY AND VOLCANOLOGY
OF THE ISLAND OF EL HIERRO
Geomorphological features
The island of El Hierro, the smallest and western-
most of the Canaries, is the emergent summit of a
280 kmz vo1canic shield which rises from a 3700-
4000 m deep seafloor (see Figs. 1 and 6). The most
characteristic feature of the island is its truncated
trihedron shape, with three convergent ridges of vol-
canic cones separated by wide, horseshoe embay-
ments (Fig. 55).
Unlike the island of La Palma, which has had
seven eruptions in historic time (the last 500 years),
there are only questionable records of a single
eruption (Lomo Negro volcano, 1793) in El Hierro
(Hernández Pacheco, 1982), although most pro-
bably this event may have been an offshore eruption
which produced the seismicity felt in that year. A
sample from a group of recent emission vents on
the central plateau, near the village of San Andrés
(Mña. Chamuscada-Mña. Entremontañas volcanic
group), yielded a 14C age of 2,500 ± 70 years BP.
Previous work on El Hierro itself is relatively scar-
ce. Hausen (1964) and Bravo (1968) made general
descriptions of the geology of the island. The former
provides interesting data on the subsurface structure
of the El Golfo embayment and the latter suggests
for the first time a possible tectonic origin for the El
Golfo embayment. Abdel Monem and co-workers
(1972), and Fúster et al. (1993) pravided the first
(whole rack) K-Ar ages, recently revised by Guillou
et al. (1996), using an unspiked technique on
micracrystalline groundmass separates and combi-
ning the radiometric dating with the magnetic strati-
graphy. Pellicer (1977, 1979) carried out the first
comprehensive geological and petrological study of
El Hierro, including a schematic geological map,
revised by Carracedo et al. (1997 c) and in this work.
Offshore studies by Masson (1996), Urgelés et al.
(1997), and Masson et al. (2002) based on swath
bathymetry coverage, detected debris deposits on the
island slopes and adjacent ocean floor, c1ear eviden-
ce of recent landslide activity in the island. Submari-
ne prolongation of the active rifts has been clearly
outlined by these oceanographic data (see Fig. 5).
Age of volcanism
About 16 radiometric (K/Ar and 14C) ages have
been published from volcanics of El Hierro by
Abdel Monem et al., 1972 (5 ages) and Fúster et al.,
1993 (11 ages). Guillou and co-workers (1996)
approached the dating of El Hierro volcanism with the
same technique described for La Palma, with strin-
gent constraints in the sampling, replicating measu-
rements and using geomagnetic reversals and sec-
tions to control the consistency of the ages. These
authors obtained 1 14C and 18 K/Ar ages, and,
recently, another 9 new K/Ar ages, to complete the
geochronology of the island (Table 3 and Fig. 56).
As discussed in Guillou et al. (1996), the pre-
vious ages were notably inconsistent, ranging fram
3.05 ± 3 to 0.19 ± 0.01 (Abdel-Monem et al., 1972)
or from 0.80 ± 0.06 to less than 0.05 ma (Fúster et
al., 1993). The age of 3.05 ma of the former authors
praved to be a grassly excess single age, whereas
the assumption of the latter authors that the island
was developed entirely in the Brunhes epoch is not
consistent with the reverse polarity vo1canic units
identified in a prelirninary study (Carracedo, 1994),
later confirmed by Guillou and co-workers (1996).
When aH the ages are considered (Fig. 57), the
island of El Hierro shows a short period of shield
development, inferior by about 0.5 ma to La Palma.
The vo1canic history of the island comprises the
entire Brunhes normal polarity epoch and the upper
part of the Matuyama reverse polarity epoch, inclu-
ding the Jaramillo normal event (see Fig. 56).
The absence of reliable island-wide stratigraphic
markers and the major volcano-tectonic events
complicate precise reconstruction of the volcanic
history of El Hierro based solely on radiometric
dating and standard geological observations.
Mapping with K-Ar dated geomagnetic reversals
has allowed stratigraphic correlation between sec-
tions, permitting the reconstruction of the geologi-
cal evolution of this volcanic edifice.
Four main magnetozones were defined fram
magnetic polarity stratigraphy and radiometric ages
in outcropping volcanic units and inside wells and
galerías (Fig. 58) and correlated in the main cliffs
and sections of the island (Fig. 59). The lowest
reverse magnetozone (Rz) appears only along the
NE side of the island, generaHy in lavas dipping
steeply (30-35°) towards the sea fram the NE ridge.
Rz lavas were also detected in galleries and bore-
holes in this part of the island. The oldest age,
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Table 3.-Location, type of rock, geomagnetic polarity and age of volcanics from El Hierro
(Ages from Guillou et al., 1996, and Szérémeta et al., 1999)
Sample Locality Type ofrock UTM ma.s.l. Poi Method Age mean value
LPC14-1 Lavas from Mña. Chamuscada Basalt 2098/30762 1,050 N 14C 2.5 ±0.07 ka
Cl HI 16 Borehole S-lO, at a depth of 23 m Basalt 2019/30732 160 N KlAr 12 ± 7 ka
S103 Cliff of El 1ulan Basalt 2011130658 120 N KlAr 15 ± 2 ka
CI HI 11 Borehole S-16, at a depth of 68 m Basalt 2032/30732 190 N KlAr 15 ± 2 ka
CI HI 07 Borehole S~16, at a depth of 266 m Basalt 2019/30732 15 N KlAr 21 ± 3 ka
S102 Cliff of El 1ulan Basalt 2007/30661 80 N KlAr 31 ± 2 ka
S101 Cliff of El 1ulan Basalt 2005130660 20 N KlAr 41 ± 2ka
CI HI 15 Rift lavas cascading into Las Playas Basalt 2081130701 205 N KlAr 44±3ka
embayment
CI HI 13 Punta del Guincho Basalt 2115/30715 80 N KlAr 76 ± 6ka
CI HI 40 Cliff of El Golfo Basalt 2065/30787 740 N KlAr 134 ± 4 ka
CI HI 14 Rift lavas cascading into Las Playas Basalt 2088/30702 95 N KlAr 145 ±4 ka
embayment
CI HI 01 Cliff of El Golfo Basalt 2064/30785 650 N KlAr 158 ± 4 ka
CI HI 02 Cliff of El Golfo Trachyte 2064/30784 600 N KlAr 176 ± 3 ka
CIHI03 Cliff of El Golfo Basalt 2064/30783 510 N KlAr 261 ± 6 ka
EG 16 Cliff of El Golfo Basalt 2062/30780 460 N KlAr 275 ±6 ka
EG22 Cliff of El Golfo Basalt 2061130778 420 N KlAr 331 ±6ka
EG40 Cliff of El Golfo Basalt 2060/30776 395 N KlAr 347±6ka
CI HI 04 Cliff of El Golfo Basalt 2059/30775 370 N KlAr 442 ± 5 ka
CI HI 27 Cliff of El Golfo, at the end of galería Basalt 2053/30748 280 N KlAr 543 ± 8 ka
Los Tincos
CI HI 05 Cliff of El Golfo Basalt 2048/30758 100 N KlAr 545 ± 11 ka
CI HI 06 Valverde Basalt 2128/30796 640 R KlAr 882 ± 13 ka
CIHI~100 Barranco del Balón Basalt 2118/30752 405 R K/Ar 1.03 ± 0.02 ka
ClHI 18 El Toril Basalt 2103/30760 980 N KlAr 1.04 ± 0.01 ma
CI HI 12 Crater of Mña. Ventejís Basalt 2114/30785 910 R KlAr 1.04 ± 0.02 ma
C1HI-I0l Barranco de Tiñor Basalt 2126/30769 400 R KlAr 1.04 ± 0.02 ma
CI HI 08 Barranco de Tiñor Basalt 2126/30769 400 R KlAr 1.05 ± 0.02 ma
CI HIlO Barranco del Balón Basalt 2124/30748 160 R KlAr 1.11 ± 0.01 ma
el HI 09 Road to Puerto de La Estaca, Km 1 Basalt 2139/30768 110 R KlAr 1.12 ± 0.02 ma
1.12±0.02 ma, comes from the steep dipping lavas
of El Tiñor volcanic edifice (Rz magnetozone) nearPuerto de La Estaca. A similar age of 1.l1± 0.01 ma
was obtained for the same formation 2.5 km apart
(Barranco del Balón). The latest emission vents of
El Tiñor volcanic edifice corresponding to the R¡
magnetozone, from samples coHected near Tiñor,
gave two ages of 1.05±0.02 and 1.04±0.02 ma.
Normal polarities corresponding to the N2 magne-
tozone were detected in subhorizontal lavas overl-
ying R2 on the San Andrés plateau. Sorne of these
lavas spilled over the rim of the central plateau and
fiHed canyons carved into the steep dipping Rz lavas.
The subhorizontal lavas of the San Andrés plateau,
corresponding to Nz magnetozone, yielded an age of1.04±0.01 ma. The late xenolith-rich lavas from El
Tiñor edifice, from the Ventejís volcanic (R¡ magne-
tozone) vents, gave the youngest age of 882 ±13 ka.
The Tiñor volcano appears to have been active for
a period of at least 0.20-0.27 ma, taking into account
the uncertainties in the ages. However, the main
parts of the edifice, the steeply dipping lavas, seem
to have been emitted in a surprisingly short period of
about 100 ka. At a later stage the emission rates
declined and erosion of canyons around the central
plateau resulted in the development of marked
unconformities and a more complex outcrop pattem.
This control of the distribution of lavas by erosio-
nal features is unusual in the shield-building stage
of volcanic activity (Le.: compared to Hawaii) and
perhaps reflects the lower rate of eruption of lava in
El Hierro.
A few xenolith-rich lavas (forming a very distinct
unit since xenoliths are generaHy absent from the
lavas of El Hierro), of reverse polarity (R¡), uncon-
formably overlie both Rz and Nz lavas (see Fig. 59).
These R¡ lavas correspond to a late event of the Ven-
tejís group, a cluster of cinder cones to the NW of the
town of Valverde. They flow towards the sea over an
already deeply eroded topography, carved on the ear-
lier volcanic formations. On the basis of radiometric
age data we assigned R¡ and R2 to the Matuyama
reverse epoch and Nz to the Jaramillo normal-pola-
rity event within that epoch (Figs. 56 and 59).
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Fig. 56.--Corrclalion of the radiometric ages from lavas of El Hierro and magm:tozom:s.
Finally, lava flows and cinder cones of normal
polarily unconformably overlie R l volcanics. These
normal-polarily rocks conlinue up wilhout interve-
ning reverse-polarilY inlervals, allhough a number
of discordances are presenl. to lavas of subhisloric
age. On the basis of radiomelric ages discussed
below wc assigned the whole of this sequence lO Ihe
Brunhes normal polarity chron (Figs. 56 and 59).
These youngesl (NI) normal polarity rocks fOrol
lhe bulk of El Hierro, including all lhe rocks in lhe
soulh and west of the island, and form very thick
sequences. Magnetic polarity profiJes in the I lOO-m
vertical escarpment of El Golfo are entirely compo-
sed of normal polarity volcanics (Figs. 59 and 60).
Normal lavas likewise partly fill the El Golfo
embayment. as evidenced by samples from a 280
m-deep borehole Jocaled inside the embayment.
The galerlas localed al Ihe foOI of Ihe El Golfo
escarpment also cut consistcnlly normal polarilY
lava flows and dykes.
The limited outcrop of rcversc polarity lavas in
lhe NE of lhe island, lhe presence of the Jaramillo
normal-polarilY lavas, and the catastrophic disrup-
tion of the island by several giant lateral collapses
may explain the difficulties encounlered by pre-
vious researchers in their reconSlIUctions of lhe vol-
canie history of El Hierro.
Main stratigraphic units and volcanoes
of El Hierro
The radiometric and magnetoslratigraphic evi·
dence allows lhe division of lhe subaerial rocks of
El Hierro into lhree main volcanic uruts thal corres-
pond lO successive vo1canic edifices:
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Fig. 57.-Comparison of the ages published fmm volcanics and intrusives of El Hierro.
1) The first subaerial edifice, the Tiñor volcano
(the seamount stage does not outcrop in El Hierro);
2) The El Golfo edifice; 3) The rift volcanism which
forms a relatively thin sequence with emission vents
distributed in three volcanic rift branches that have
not as yet produced a topographically distinct edifice
(see Fig. 56 and the geological map). These main
volcanoes are separated, as in La Palma, by major
tectonic events (gravitational collapses).
Although the main geological and geomorpholo-
gical features of El Hierro are very similar to those
of La Palma, both islands being similar in age and
magmatic components, their final shape and mor-
phology are remarkably different. As discussed
below, this feature may reflect the differences in
the stability of the magmatic plumbing, that is sta-
tionary in El Hierro and southward migrating in La
Palma.
Geological and volcanological description of the
stratigraphic units and volcanoes of El Hierro
Tiñor volcano
Tiñor VOlcano forms the first stage of subaerial
growth of El Hierro. Its present outcrop is confined
to the NE flank of the island and inside the Las Pla-
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Fig. 58.-Definition of the magnetozones in representative
sections of El Hierro.
flanks, and 3) A group of emission vents with well-
preserved wide craters (the Ventejís volcano group)
and lavas occupying valleys and canyons carved into
the older rocks. The flows of the Ventejís unit are
very easily identifiable by their significant xenolith
content: in contrast with the lavas of La Palma, most
El Hierro flows are xenolith-poor.
These three units have different geomagnetic
polarities, corresponding to magnetozones Rz, Nz
and R¡, respectively, as already discussed.
The Ventejís eruptions may have been a terminal
explosive stage, as suggested by the morphology of
the vents and the high xenolith content of the lavas.
This explosive stage may have immediately prece-
ded the collapse of the NW flank of Tiñor volcano,
as discussed below.
Cross sections in Fig. 60 show the relative strati-
graphic position of Tiñor and the subsequent volca-
noes. The limited extent of Tiñor volcano towards
the S and W is evident in sections 1 and 5 of this
figure and in Fig. 61.
After Tiñor volcano collapsed a new volcanic edifi-
ce (El Golfo volcano) developed (see Fig. 61 E),
filling the NW-facing collapse embayment and finally
spilling lavas towards the E coast overlying Tiñor vol-
cano (see section 4 in Fig. 60 and G in Fig. 61).
El Golfo volcano developed entirely in the Brun-
hes periodo Qne of the lowest lavas filling the El
Golfo embayment gave an age of 545 ka. Therefore,
an important break in the activity of El Hierro may
have taken place between Tiñor and El Golfo volca-
noes, probably coinciding in time with the period of
rapid grawth of the Cumbre Nueva volcanic rift
zone in the nearby island of La Palma (see discus-
sion in section III-l and Fig. 72).
The radial dips of the lava flows indicate that
the El Golfo edifice was centred near the town of
Frontera, inside the later collapse embayment. The
summit region may have been as much as 1500-
2000 metres highl. Two sub-units may be identi-
fied in this volcano from morphological differen-
ces and fram the local development of unconfor-
mities: 1) a basal unit, predominantly composed of
strombolian and surtseyan pyroclastics (cinder
cones and tuff rings), with subordinate lava flows,
and 2) an upper unit predominantly composed of
lava flows. The lower unit is cut by numerous
dykes which form NE-, ESE- and WNW- trending
swarms that match the present volcanic vent sys-
tems and indicate that a triple rift system was an
important feature of the El Golfo edifice. In con-
trast, the relatively small number of exposed fee-
The El Golfo volcano
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yas embayment (see Figs. 56 and 60, and the geolo-
gical map and cross sections). This is the result of
the destruction of the NW part of the volcano by a
giant collapse, as discussed below, and partial cove-
ring of the volcano during the later stages of growth
of the island.
Tiñor volcano developed very rapidly and there is
no consistent compositional variation with time that
can be mapped in the field. However, there are seve-
ral differences between units that may reflect the
morphological evolution of the developing edifice: 1)
a basal unit of relatively thin, steeply-dipping flows,
probably corresponding to the initial stages of growth
of the volcano, with steep flanks. 2) An intermediate
unit of thicker lavas, that progressively trend to sub-
horizontal flows in the centre of the edifice, probably
reflecting the lower slopes of this mature stage of
growth of the volcano, but which fill canyons on the
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Fig. 59.-Disposition and extension of the magnetozones in galerías and boreholes in El Hierro.
der dykes in the Upper El Golfo unit indicates that
the lavas which make this up mainly originated
from near the summit of El Golfo volcano, although
sorne flank vents are spectacularly exposed in the El
Golfo cliffs. This central concentration of volcanic
vents is in marked contrast with the younger rift
series volcanism. The upper El Golfo unit is topped
by several differentiated (trachybasalts, trachytes)
lava flows and block-and-ash deposits. We interpret
these volcanic differentiates as the terminal stages
of activity of El Golfo volcano, prior to the esta-
blishment of the Rift volcanism (see below), similar
to the central differentiated volcano developed at
the late stages of the Taburiente volcano in La
Palma.
The duration of the growth of El Golfo volcano
can be estimated to be about 360-380 ka as indica-
ted by the lower age of 545 ka and the age of the
trachytic lavas (176 ka) in the collapse scarp section
(see section 2 in Fig. 47).
The Rift volcanism
Although a multiple rift system was present in
the El Golfo volcano, and may also have controlled
the development of the NE - trending Tiñor volca-
no, we define the rift volcanism as the late stage of
growth of the ¡sland when the three arms of the rift
have been simultaneously active. The rift series
lavas are broadly conformable on El Golfo lavas in
much of the island, but striking local unconformi-
ties are present especially near the old coastlines.
As a result of this wide distribution of vents a relati-
vely thin layer of basic lavas has covered much of
the island. These lavas have largely filled the El
Julan collapse embayment and partially the El
Golfo embayment (see sections 1,4 and 5 in Fig. 47
and the geological map).
The maximum age of these eruptions is constrai-
ned by the differentiated emissions topping El
Golfo volcano (134 ka).
Radiometric ages from 145 to 2.5 ka (K-Ar ages
from 145 ka to 11 ka (Guillou et al., 1996); 14C-ages
oí" 6.74 ka (Pellicer, 1977) and 2.50 ka (Guillou et
al., 1996) indicate that activity in this late volcanic
stage is continuing, although the eruptive rates are
relatively moderate. As yet the rift-series volcanism
has not, therefore, produced a well-defined volcanic
edifice comparable to the Tiñor and El Golfo volca-
noes. This may be the consequence of the migration
of volcanic activity to the nearby is1and of La
Palma, where the very active Cumbre Vieja volcano
developed in this period (see section 111.1 and
Fig.72).
Petrology and geochemistry
The recent reconstruction of the volcanic history
of the island of El Hierro by Guillou et al. (1996),
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Fig. 61.--Canoon skclching lhe geological c\'olution of El Hic:lTO.
K/Ar dating, allows the pctrological and geochemi-
cal analysis of representalive samples of (he volca-
nostratigraphic units dclincd (Table 4). This appro-
ach aims lo define lhe lrends of pctrographical and
chemical variation of the magmatism in Ihis early
slage of me island's developmenl. as well as mode-
lIing the genesis and (he nature oC Ihe El Hierro
magmaLic source.
Samples of (he oldest liñor volcano are possibly
(he mosl representalive of the ¡nitial magmalism of
the ¡stand, while the conlinuous lava sequence
observed al the 1500 m vertical scarp of (he collap-
sed El Golfo volcano evolvcd fram basahs lO
trachytes. FinaJly. lhe lasl eruplive cycle. relaled to
volcanic activity al the triple·anned rifl struclure.
spread over Ihe entire island. does nol show a signi·
ficant temporal gap with the final stages (trachYles)
of the El Golfo volcanic edificc.
The major. trace and REE elemenls were deter-
mincd by ICP. at Ihe Centre de Recherches Petro-
graphiques et Geochimiques (Nancy, France). with




The oldest subnerial lavas of El Hierro (sample
CIHI-09) oulerop al Ihe base of Ihe Tiñor volcanic
edificc. al Ihe SE coasl near Puerto de La Estaca.
These massive oceanitic lavas are typical mane
basalts (see Fig. 62) wilh phenocrystals sueh as
euhedral olivine and augile and several ore mjne·
rals. The groundmass has a porphyrie texture with
microcrystals of plagioclase. c1inopyroxcne aod Fe·
Ti oxides. These lavas are not altered and only
some crystals of olivine present slight t<iddingsite
rims». Qlher flows inside lhe late Ventejís xenolith-
rich lavas. of the same volcanic edifice. such as
sample CIHI-oS, are rich in phenocrystals of olivi-
ne. sorne with pressure shadows and partial resorp-
lion. indieating their xenolithic origino The remain-
iog samples (CIHI-IO and CIHI-18) fr011l the Tiñor
edifiee are subaphyric hawaiitc flows, with searcc
phcnocrystals of clinopyroxcnc in a eryptocrystalli-
ne matrix and sorne phenocrystals of plagioclasc.
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El Golfo volcano
similar 10 those observed in lhe upper lavas of the
1iñor volcano.
lava nows, such as thase filLing the El Golfo embay-
ment (sample CIHI-I) show a cryplocryslalline
matrix and an almost tOlal absence of c1inopyroxene
phenocrysts, in contrast Wilh the oceanitic Oow, oli-
vine..dinopyroxene rich lavas of thc NE riff al Las
Lajas and Punta de El Guincho (sample CIHI-I3),
with evident resorption proccsses in some olivinc
crysl'als. The recenl lavas of lhe NW rift al Lomo
Negro, Hemandez~Pacheeo (1982). show a specla-
cular abundance of clinopyroxene-olivine phc-
nocrysls and ore minerals (sample CIHI~30).
Geochemical!eafllres
The geochemical compositjon. major and Irace
elemenls of samples represenlalive of the three
eruplive cycles are presented in Table 4. The 101al
alkali vs. Si02 diagram (TAS) of Fig. 62 indicates a
significant range of varialion in composition. from
picrile basalts lO mafic trachyles. Wilh abundant
intermediale lerms. The shaded areas show. for
comparison. the analytical data published by Pelli-
cer (1979). The increase in alkalinity is c1early
apparent along Ihe enlire volcanic evalulion of El
Hierro, with normative nepheline consislenlly pre-
sent in all lhe lavas sampled (see Table 4).
The Tiñor volcano shows a relatively limited
r:mge of composilions. from manc basanile (Bsn)
and picrile (Pc) I¡¡vas wilh high Mg numbers (Mg#
65-70), lo more evolved tephrile (Tph) and trachy-
basalt (TrB) lavas with lesser Mg numbers (Mg#
48~SO). The lavas of Ihe El Golfo volcano sho\V a
wider composilional range, with the most basic
basanites (Bsn) corresponding lo the early stages of
(he volcano (sample CIHI~05). The Mg number
(Mg# 58) and Ni content of 147 ppm indicates a
relative more cvolved charJ.cler than lhe basanile-
picrite lavas of the Tiñor volcano. The El Golfo
sequence continues wilh the emission of lrachyba-
sahs (sample C1HI-Q4) and mafic trachYles (TM).
(sample CIHI-02), probably indicating lhe lalesl
phase of acLivity of El Golfo volcano (Guillou el aL.
1996). The younger rift volcanism comprises some
basanite-picrite (Bs~Pc) lavas (samples CIHI-13 and
C1HJ30). in consonance wilh their aforemenlioned
high eonlenl in olivine-c1inopyroxene phenocrys-
lals. Part of the rift volcanism is characterised by







The lower lava sequenee of El Golfo volcano is
fonned by massive lava nows wilh pelrographical
characteristics similar lO those of lhe 1iñor volcano.
Wilh olivine-augite basalts at the base of (he escarp-
ment (samplc C1HI-OS). Mierocrystals of plagiocla-
se, clinopyroxene and oxide microlites, and small
erystals of chlorile fonu the groundmass. The sequen-
ce evolves to more microcryslalline lavas. sOllle
subaphyrie hawaiiles (sample CIHI-03). wilh scaree
micro-phenocrystals of clinopyroxene and olivine in
a cryplocrystalline rnalrix with plagioclase, c1inopy-
roxene and ore mineraJs. and trachybasahs (sample
CIHI-04), wilh sorne isolaled olivine in a ncar crys-
talline matrix Wilh microcryslals of c.Iinopyroxene.
oxide oljvine and ore minerals. The more evolved
lavas of lhe El Golfo edifice are trachytes. well
represented by sample C1HI-02. wilh abundant phe-
nocryslals of plagioclase feldspars, aegirine-augite
and ore minerals. The amphibol homblende appears
in isolated phenocryslals wilh slrong corrosion rims.
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Fig. 62.-Alkalis \'5. 5ilica plOl rOl' El Hierro \·olcanism. The
field limilS are laken from Brandle et al. (1984):md Le Basel al.
(1986). The shaded areas correspond lO the analytical dala of
PelliceT(1917.1979).
The Rift volcanism
The recent rift lavas present varied compositional
and textura] characteristics. Sorne massive hawaiite
Major and trace elemenl varialion
Ch¡¡nges in signifieant majar and trace elemems,
especially the transilional lrace and incompatible
elemenls, in relation wilh the MgO (Fig. 63) shows
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Table 4.-Analytical data of El Hierro volcanism
Historie Fissura1 Rift Volcanism El Golfo Edifice Tiñor Edifice
Samp1e CIH130 CIHIll C1HI15 CIHI13 ClH101 ClHJ02 ClHI03 ClHJ04 C1H105 CIHI18 CIHJ08 CIHIIO ClH109
Rock type PC-Bsn Tph Tph Bsn Tph Tr Tph Tr-B Bso Tph PC-Bso Tph-TrB Bso
Ages 1790 ? 15 ka 44 ka 76 ka 158 ka 176 ka 261 ka 442 ka 545 ka l.04ma 1.05 ma 1.11 ma 1.12 ma
wt%
SiO, 41.33 44.64 44.16 41.19 45.30 55.61 44.30 47.27 41.45 45.67 44.46 46.17 43.41
TiO, 4.07 4.00 3.88 4.26 3.65 1.24 3.83 3.20 4.25 3.92 2.71 3.55 3.07
AlZO) 9.82 16.37 15.21 11.03 16.03 19.02 16.79 16.30 \3.09 16.55 12.09 16.58 13.10
FeZO) 5.70 6.48 4.81 4.66 3.48 3.53 5.15 6.40 4.65 4.51 2.84 4.67 4.41
FeO 9.01 4.43 7.78 9.51 8.35 2.34 7.08 5.33 9.26 6.91 10.07 6.40 8.69
MoO 0.17 0.18 0.20 0.17 0.20 0.28 0.20 0.18 0.19 0.19 0.18 0.19 0.18
MgO 14.21 4.77 5.47 1200 5.07 1.31 4.98 4.76 8.31 4.61 13.16 4.80 10.91
CaO 11.42 9.94 10.07 11.89 9.76 5.65 9.85 8.67 11.01 9.88 10.46 9.71 10.79
Na,O 2.04 5.01 4.52 2.81 4.51 7.13 4.66 4.37 2.98 4.38 2.29 4.19 2.63
K,O 0.84 2.02 1.76 1.02 1.61 2.39 1.32 1.25 1.16 1.72 0.57 1.65 0.88
P,05 0.52 1.20 1.22 068 1.04 040 1.02 0.85 1.04 0.96 046 0.93 0.63
H,O+CO, 0.56 0.49 0.50 043 0.60 0.49 0.45 1.09 2.27 0.34 042 0.77 0.99
Mg# 68.8 50.5 49.8 65.8 49.2 34.3 48.3 48.5 57.6 48 69.6 49.8 65.4
nef(CIPW) 7.1 14.9 12.5 11.6 10.1 8.2 11.4 3.7 7.8 9.2 2.1 7.1 5.2
Ppm
Cr 733 6.75 40.3 571 63.1 1.97 1.51 33.6 242 1.59 760 19 537
Ni 365 27.5 39.5 307 35.8 6.32 8.47 32.2 147 23.5 389 31.7 269
Co 69.7 28.4 34.7 64.3 30.4 3.71 29.7 27.8 49.3 31.1 63.5 29.7 55.2
Se 27.6 13.8 16 25.2 14.8 5.9 14.8 15 21.2 15.8 23.7 15.6 23.3
V 365 277 282 365 248 34.6 230 201 316 263 263 248 327
Cu 86.6 39.9 48.2 130 44.3 10.3 18.5 38.2 122 30.8 78.9 37.8 95.2
Zn 127 138 164 133 151 186 140 138 156 132 116 131 121
Rb 19.8 50.5 45.5 21.5 36.7 684 27.9 27.5 27.9 38.6 12.6 38.7 19.4
Ba 197 549 450 258 394 801 416 346 336 410 155 389 198
Sr 522 1,369 1,219 734 1,070 2,099 1,124 780 952 1,056 467 994 569
Ga 21.5 29.2 304 23 27.5 329 25.2 27.5 26.5 27.6 19.4 26.5 21.2
Be 0.96 1.67 3.12 0.94 2.27 4.95 1.33 1.6 2.31 1.89 0.85 1.55 1.14
Nb 37.9 108 92.8 49.6 85.5 172 82.5 71.9 71.7 79.8 31.9 74.8 41.5
Zr 241 505 541 281 475 857 334 351 392 426 186 412 267
Y 22.2 42.2 43.4 25.5 39.9 58.5 38.5 36.8 35.3 39 22.8 34.5 25.5
Tb 2.74 9.07 6.89 3.23 6.19 14.9 5.14 4.93 5.76 5.95 2.21 6.37 2.89
La 29.03 84.98 76.26 39.7 69.01 150.7 64.7 52.99 61.01 63.27 25.52 57.78 33.66
Ce 64.81 170.8 162.6 88.29 144.4 305.2 136 114.2 130.4 138.1 53.95 123.6 73.59
Pr 8.91 20.15 20.48 11.14 17.87 36.23 16.48 14.16 16.24 16.88 6.83 15.07 9.29
Nd 40.88 81.82 83.5 46.73 74.57 139 68.3 58.26 67.73 70.29 30.57 65.35 41.15
Sm 8.57 16.22 16.64 9.92 14.57 24.53 13.79 12.54 14.02 14.27 7.04 13.03 8.02
Eu 2.68 5.09 5.14 3.11 4.5 6.91 4.17 3.77 4.26 4.38 2.25 4.05 2.7
Gd 7.13 12.83 12.73 7.79 11.28 \7.02 10.9 10.14 10.75 11.47 5.99 10.67 6.98
Tb 0.99 1.76 1.86 1.14 1.64 2.3 1.53 1.32 1.47 1.54 0.88 1.44 1.06
Dy 5.09 8.81 9.25 5.71 8.42 11.99 8.06 7.29 7.8 7.92 4.8 7.46 5.33
Ho 0.91 1.65 1.74 0.99 1.61 2.41 1.55 1.49 1.51 1.65 0.92 1.34 0.97
Er 1.89 3.64 3.79 2.17 3.56 5.34 3.43 3.2 3.01 3.48 2.05 3.04 2.22
Tm 0.23 0.5 0.5 0.29 0.5 0.71 0.47 0.46 0.44 0.48 0.27 0.42 0.32
Yb 1.4 3 3.11 1.69 2.87 4.52 2.75 2.6 2.34 2.88 1.77 2.53 1.88
Lu 0.21 0.41 0.44 0.22 0.42 0.63 0.37 0.39 0.3 0.39 0.26 0.4 0.28
a characteristic bend at values of about 6-7%, pos-
sibly reflecting the transition from basanites (Bsn-
Pc) to more evolved terms (Tph, Tr-B, TM). This
feature points to a significant degree of control of
ferromagnesian rninerals, such as olivine, clinopy-
roxene, and ore rninerals, in the differentiation pro-
cess. Furthermore, the maximum values of MgO are
observed in the basanites-picrites (Bsn-Pc) of the
Tiñor volcano and the rift volcanism. Contrarily,
basanites from the lower sequences of El Golfo
volcano show intermediate values, the end-terrns
being related to the trachytes (TM). Samples of the
successive flows lavas overlap in the range of 5%
MgO, a clear indication of the wide range of com-
positions in the volcanism of the island.
The Si02 vs. MgO plot (Fig. 63a) shows positive
correlation trends in basanite-picrite lavas, and
negative in the more evolved lavas corresponding to
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Fig. 63.-MgO variatíon diagrams for major oxides (wt%) and
trace elements (ppm) of lavas of El Hierro. See text for díscussion.
Symbols as in Fig. 62.
the El Golfo and Rift volcanism. The CaO/Alz0 3 vs.
MgO variations, with positive eorrelation trends in
aH compositions, may reflect olivine and clinopyro-
xene segregation along the entire sequenee and
especially in the more evolved terms (Tph-TrB-
TM). The trends observed in the variations of total
Fe203 and TiOz, practically identical in the range
MgO < 6%, differ for higher values, suggesting that
the fractionating of Fe-Ti oxides is constrained to
the evolved terms. Finally, PzOs vS. MgO variations
show negative correlation in the basic lavas, with
significant evidence of apatite fractionation in the
differentiated lavas.
The more compatible elements with respect to
olivine and c1inopyroxene, such as Ni and Cr
(Fig. 63 b), show a significant decrease at values
of MgO > 6%. The other transitional metals such as
Co, Se and V show general positive correlation
trends, corresponding to fractionating of ferromag-
nesian components. The trachytes (TM), nearly
totally depleted in these transitional elements, cons-
titute the end-term of the series, in agreement with
their eruption in the final stages of differentiation.
The content in trace elements such as Zr, Nb, Sr,
Ba and Th with respect to MgO has been analysed
for the three main volcanic units (Fig. 63 c). A ten-
dency towards negative correlation c1earIy predomi-
nates with these highly incompatible elements, with
progressive enrichments ranging from basanite-
picrites (Bsn-Pc), intermediate terms: tephrites-
trachybasalts (Tph-TrB), to trachytes (TM). The
samples of the three main eruptive phases overIap
in the range of 5% MgO.
The geochemical trends observed point to a cer-
tain degree of continuity or systematic differentia-
tion in the lavas emitted in the Tiñor and El Golfo
volcanoes. The oldest lavas of the former edifice
(sample CIHI-09, 1.12 ma) have compositional cha-
racteristics close to those of primary materials, with
high contents in MgO and compatible trace elements
Ni, Cr, Co and Sc, but low contents in incompatible
elements such as Zr, Nb, Sr, Ba, and Th. The lavas
of the El Golfo edifice are more evolved, with
decreasing values of compatible elements, while the
values of incompatible elements overIap with the
more evolved terms of the Tiñor volcano. The
trachytes of the El Golfo volcano show the maxi-
mum enrichment in incompatible elements. Finally,
the lavas related to the rift volcanism, the late stage
of volcanic activity in El Hierro, with eruptions
spread over the entire island, present diverse com-
positions, from basanite-picrite to more evolved
tephritic terms.
The overIapping compositions observed suggest
that lavas evolved parallel to the volcanic growth of
El Hierro. The abundance ratios involving elements
of similar incompatibility have been proposed by
Chen et al. (1991) and Frey et al. (1994) as defining
temporal ehanges in the Hawaiian volcanoes. In the
island of El Hierro, ratios such as Nb/La (1.2 ±
0.12), La/Ce (0.47 ± 0.01), Sm/Nd (0.20 ± 0.01),
SrlNd (14.8 ±1.1) and PlNd (63 ± 3) are relatively
constant, pointing to a homogeneous source and,
likely, a eomagmatic origin of the lava sequence.
Fractional crystallization
The systematic enrichment observed in the abun-
dance of incompatible trace elements seems to be
primarily controlled by crystal fractionation, indu-
cing segregation of mafic mineral phases such as
olivine, clinopyroxene and ore minerals, that cons-
train the variations observed in the content in MgO
and transition metals.
The best-suited lava to represent a theoretical
«parent magma» is possibly sample CIHI-09, from
the lower sequences of the Tiñor volcano. This is
the oldest lava sampled and does not present
xenocrystals or accumulative processes. The calcu-
lations of the simulated fractional erystallization
process were carried out with the program CRYS-
TAL (Barca et al., 1993). The results obtained are
shown in Table 5 and plotted in Fig. 64 (see for
comparison the analytical values of Table 4). The
incompatible element abundance normalized to
primordial mantle values (Sun and McDonough,
1989) fit, in general, with the ealculated values. In
summary, the greater part of the more evolved lavas
from the island of El Hierro may be derived from a
primary magma, represented by sample CIHI-09




Table 5.-Trace Element Crystal Fractional Model oC El Hierro volcanism
Mineral phase subtracted (wt%) Residual Melt
:-
PARENT Type and Location samples Age MgO % DAUGHTER Type and Location sample Age MgO% 01 Cpx Ox Fsp Ap F% STO 0
n
RIFT VOLCANISM )-;:o
Tph flow filling El Golfo 15 ka 4.80 30.6 61.4
;:o
CIHI-05 Bsn El Golfo. base 545 ka 8.31 CIHI-ll 7.9 68.4 0.16 )-
esca¡pment (85 m) ntr1
CIHI-09 Bsn Puerto Estaca (Tiñor) 1.12 ma 10.91 CIHI-15 Bsn Las Playas 44 ka 5.47 61.4 32.6 6.0 - 46.7 0.20 t:I
CIHI-09 Bsn Puerto Estaca (Tiñor) 1.12 ma 10.91 CIHI-OI Bsn End flow lavas 650 m l58 ka 5.07 57.1 36.0 7.0 - - 52.5 0.17 .oro
p:i
THE EL GOLFO VOLCANIC EDIFICE ro)-
CIHI-05 Bsn El Golfo base esca¡pment 545 ka 8.31 CIHI-02 Tr Trachytes 585 m 176 ka 1.31 45.6 25.3 26.5 2.2 0.4 40.9 0.21 8O
CIHI-09 Bsn Puerto Estaca (Tiñor) 1.12rna 10.91 CIHI-03 Tph Flow lavas 505 m 261 ka 4.98 55.0 37.7 7.4 57.5 0.23 l'
CIHI-09 Bsn Puerto Estaca (Tiñor) 1.12 ma 10.91 CIHI-04 Tr-B Flow lavas 295 m 442 ka 4.76 48.3 40.4 11.2 64.3 0.14 .?>
CIHI-09 Bsn Puerto Estaca (Tiñor) 1.12 ma 10.91 CIHI-05 Bsn El Golfo. base 545 ka 8.31 63.3 34.7 2.1 62.4 0.22 ;r:
esca¡pment 85 m elc:::
F
l'
THE TIÑOR EDIFICE O
.c:::
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El Golfo edifice
means of a continued process of fractional crystalli-
zation, with segregation of ferromagnesian mineral
phases and Fe-Ti oxides. However, the origin of the
trachytes from the final activity of the El Golfo vol-
cano and the more tephritic fIows filling the El
Golfo embayment require a more evolved parent
magma, similar in composition to the basanites at
the lower part of the sequence of the El Golfo
escarpment (sample CIHI-05). This is particularIy
evident for the derivation of the trachytic lavas
(sample CIHI02), which requires the addtion of new
mineral phases such as feldspar and augite for the
postulated fractionated crystallization model. A dis-
tinct and consistent enrichment in regard to the
more primary lavas is evident in the three main
eruptive phases (Fig. 64), aIthough the patteros rela-
tive to a primitive mantIe composition are similar.
In summary, the fractional process induces a
general enrichment in incompatible elements, evi-
denced by the uniform trend of enrichment in light
REE (LREE) vs. heavy REE (HREE) elements in
the (LalYb)N variations of Fig. 65 a. The plotting of
(LalYb)N vS. MgO and (LalYb)N vs. (La)N' shows
the lesser significance of basanitic-picritic terms in
the Tiñor volcano when compared with the subse-
quent El Golfo and Rift volcanism. These values
increase towards the more differentiated lavas
(tephrites-trachybasaIts), that overlap in the range
of 5% MgO. The process reaches the maximum in
the end terms (mafic trachytes).
Partial melting
Since the composition of the mantIe source is
unknown, a quantitative evaluation of partial mel-
ting is unfeasible. However, a semi-quantitative
approach to the characteristics of the source can be
inferred from the samples of relatively more pri-
mary composition, by application of the method
proposed by McKenzie and ü'Nions (1991) for
deriving melt distribution from inversion REE data,
similarly to the evaluation of the rate of plume meIt
production in Hawaiian volcanism (Watson and
McKenzie, 1991), or the modelling of the composi-
tion of basaltic magmas of oceanic islands (McKen-
zie and O'Nions, 1996). As shown by ThirIwall et
al. (1994), this requires the definition of the parage-
nesis of the source, since these features constrain
significantIy the applicability of the inversion me-
thod (Watson, 1993).
Plotting of LaIY vs. ZrlNb and LalYb vs. Dy/Yb
variations, from representative primary samples, as
proposed by ThirIwall et al. (1994,2000) and Baker
et al. (1997) helps in the characterization of the
paragenesis of the source. In El Hierro, the lavas
Rb ea TI! K Nb la Ce Sr Nd Zr Sm Eu TiGd Dy Y Er Yblu
Rb BOl Th K Nb La Ce Sr Nd Zr SmEu TiGd Dy Y Er YblU
Rb Be Th K Nb La Ce Sr Nd Ir SmEu TiGd Dy Y Er YbLu
Fig. 64.-Primitive mantle norrnalized plots (Sun and McOo-
nough, 1989) for the different volcanoes of El Hierro. The sha-
ded area corresponds to the fractional crystallization model cal-
culated from data of Table 5. See text for discussion. Symbols
as in Fig. 62.
selected from the Tiñor edifice (samples CIHI-OS
and CIHI-09) may be considered to be near primary
(Mg# 65-70), as well as sorne rift volcanism lavas
(samples CIHI-I3 and CIHI-30), as indicated in
Fig. 65 b. The ZrlNb-LaIY diagram (ThirIwall et al.,
2000) of these samples shows them to be constrai-
ned to gamet-facies meIting trajectories, in interme-
diate position with Gran Canaria and La Palma. The
basanitic-picritic terms are cIearIy separated from
the more evolved lavas. Likewise, the (Dy/Yb)N-
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FIg. 65.--(a) Vaml.llOn of(LaIYb~ vs. MgO (acompallble elerneol) aoo V5. La¡.;(the moslllloompallblc REEclemcnl) rOf (he SllCCes·
si\'c vo1caooes of El Hierro. (b) LaIY vs. 7..r1Nb aOO DyfY~ vs. L..,IYb¡.; d¡agrnm.~. similar lO those proposcd by Thirlwall el al. (2000)
lO evaluatc lhe sourcc of basalts (mm lhe shield stage ofTencrifc. See ¡ext ror discussion. Symbols as in Fig. 62.
(LalYb)N diagram (Thirlwall et al., 2(00) shows the
sumples from El Hierro bound between Gran Cana-
ria and Tcnerifc. nnd overlapping La Palma. Lavas
from the Tiñor volcano group in the field of low
(DylYb)N when compared with lhe succeeding El
Golfo and Rirt volcanism. Dispersion of (LafYb)N
values may rencct fractionaling of dinopyroxene.
If the composilion of lhe source is assumOO to be
of a homogeneous nalure. and the volcanics of the
different eruptive phases of El Hierro are presumcd
to be cogenetic. the modelling by inversion of REE
data, as McKenzie and O'Nions (1991) proposed.
will be feasible. In lhis assulllplion, it must be accep-
too !hat !he initia! magmatism presenls cOlllpositio-
nal characteristics c10se to lhose of the ahove-men-
lioned primitivc lavas, whereas the remaining more
diITerentiated magmas would be derived by possible
fract.ionation under lower prcssure. The result of the
eXlraclion melt obtaincd by inversion from lhe
depleted upper mantle used for the nonnalization
(Fig. 66 a) shows lhe element concenlration REE
ralios in remarkablc agreement wilh lhe mean
values eonsidered to be lhe primary subaerial volca-
nism of the island. The besl fil caleulated melt dis-
tribution (Fig. 66 b) conforms to the decompression
melting of depleted mande arter !he extraclion of a
meh originated al SO-lOS km. and increasing mch
fraetion in !he gamet-spinel transilion zone bctwecn
SI-93 km. The maximum values of melt fraction
would be in !he mnge of -1.16. wilh an uppcr limil
of 2.2 %, afler correction for 24% fraetionation. As
depicted in Fig. 66 c. the best tit of!he model requi-
res a relative enriehment in rare earth elemcnts by a
factor of -1.5 with respect lo ¡he depleled uppcr
mamle, possibly in response to changes in the sour-
ce of the shield stage lavas (McKenzie and O'Nions.
1991: Watson. 1993).
Geochemical cvolution of El Hierro
The island of El Hierro. the weslemmost of the
Canary Archipelago, presents a simple geochemical
evolut'ion. possibly in consonanee wilh rapid tem-
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Fig. 66.-Results obtained after application to samples of El Hierro of the REE inversion model of McKenzie and O'Nions (1991):
(a) Observed and ca1culated elemental concentration ratios and standard deviation for basalts from El Hierro in relation with the
depleted upper mantle source. (b) Variation of melt fraetion distribution with depth obtained by the inversion model. (e) Enriehment
ratios required in the source regian melts in relation to the depleted upper manlle.
poral growth. This can be related to the activity of
the Canarian hotspot, presumably located at present
under this island. As established by Guillou et al.
(1996), the first subaerial eruptive cycle gave place
to the Tiñor edifice, characterized by more primary
or less evolved lavas. The lavas of the ensuing vol-
canie cycle, that constructed the El Golfo edifice,
show more evolved geochemica1 characteristics,
with high1y differentiated final term trachytes.
However, overlapping is evident in the intermediate
terms of the Tiñor and El Golfo edifices.
The last eruptive cycle, corresponding to wide-
spread eruptions distributed along a triple-armed rift
system, is characterized by the wide compositional
variance of the lavas. The trace-element data sug-
gest that the eruptive cyc1es seem to be connected
by the same stationary magmatic source. They seem
to be related to fractional crystallization processes
leading to a systematic enrichment in incompatible
elements correlative to the evolution of the island.
The contents in REE in the more primary lavas of
the island (Tiñor edifice) suggest that this alkali
magmatism may have originated in the garuet facies
mantle at about the 12 km gamet-spinel transition
zone, by a relatively low proportion of melting
(1.16-2.2 %) of depleted mantle apparently enriched
in REE by a factor of -1.5.
The more primary volcanics of El Hierro show
re1atively low ratios of highly incompatible ele-
ments, BaJNb and higher LaJNb ratios (Fig. 67), in
comparison with other oceanic island volcanoes
(Weaver et a1., 1987; Weaver, 1991 a,b; Sun and
McDonough, 1989). The plot reveals that the mean
values of La Palma are projected close to the limits
of the island of SI. Helena. In contrast, El Hierro
appears in theoretical continuity to the normal
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Fig. 67.-BaINh vs. LaINh diagrams. 018 mean values of South Atlantic islands from Weaver et al. (1987) and Sun and McDonough
(1989). Data of the different volcanoes of El Hierro and La Palma are plotted for comparison. See text for discussion.
Symbols as in Fig. 62.
MORB component, with clearly lower values in
comparison with the islands of Ascension and St.
Helena.
On the basis of the above-mentioned ratios, and
until more accurate isotopic determinations are
available, it can be postulated that the more primary
materials of the island of El Hierro provide eviden-
ce of the interaction of the plume HIMU OlE SOUf-
ce with a depleted source of normal mid-ocean
ridge basalts (MORB). These results coincide with
the inversion model proposed, and with those repor-
ted earlier by Hoernle et al. (1991) for the western
Canary lslands (La Palma and El Hierro) on the
basis of Sr-Nd-Pb isotopic data. The interpretation
of these authors is based in the interaction of the
Canary hotspot (HIMU-like) and the asthenosphere
depleted mande with minor amounts of enriched
mantle material (DM + EM). In a more recent
model by Hoernle and Schmincke (1993) the basa-
nite magmas in the two youngest and westernmost
islands of the Canary archipelago would be related
to a «blob-type» process.
Structural geology
Rift zones
Rift development played a major part in the confi-
guration of the island of El Hierro, as clearly shown
in Fig. 55. Since rifts were, as well, a principal force
triggering and confining giant landslides, they can
be considered to be a key feature in the geological
and geomorphological evolution of the island.
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Fig. 68.-Dislribulion of eruptive vents in El HierT'O. oUllining
a wcll·defined regular Iriple.armed rifl syslem.
----Rifts are defined by coneenlration of eruptive
vents (Carracedo. 1979. 1984, 1994, 1996, 1999).
The c1ustering of vcnts along three main tecto-vol-
canie lineaments is c1early apparent in Fig. 68.
Vents appear tightly grouped al the upper parl of
the island and spread downslope. Observa(ion of
submarine vent diSlfibution in a Poseidon dredging
campaign in 2000 shows this dispersion lO increa-
se at the lower flanks of Ihe island. This feature
may eorrespond to the higher anisolr0PY, IhcrmaJ
mcmory and gravitalional stresses at Ihe apical
par! of lhe island edifice. correlalive to lhe greater
eruptive concentration. as discussed in Seclion 1II-
3 and Fig. 73.
Rift lavas ensued after (he central, differentiated
emissions that ended lhe building of Ihe El Golfo
volcano at about 176 ka. These rift eruptions conti-
nued, with relatively low eruptive frequency and
volumes, from aboul 158 ka lO 1000 years before
presento from the Ihrec arms of the rift system (see
Fig. 56 and the geological map). There is no evi-
denee of historical eruptions in the island.
Gravirational fIank collapses
The volcanic history of El Hierro c1early exem-
plifies the intense interaction between volcano
growth and latcral collapse episodes in Ihe very
early stages of subaerial development of an oceanic
island. At leasl four main flank collapses have been
clearly identified from on- and offshore observa-
lions. Ln this islund outcrops an eXlensive and well-
preserved faull searp related to a detached bloek
from an incomplete flank collapse.
Fig. 69.-View ofllle San Andrés f:lull.
Catastrophie collapses generated Ihe submarine
debris avalanche deposits observed al the nanks of
El Hierro (see Fig. 5) as reported by Holcomb and
Searle (1991), Urgelés et al. (1997) and Musson et
al. (2002).
The presen(-day island of El Hierro is lhcrefore a
fraetion of lhe three suceessive voleanoes accreled
onlo earlier, partially deslroyed edifiees. The pre-
sent subaerial volume of the island is probably less
(han a third of ¡he voleanic products erupled. which
gives an idea of the difficulties encountered in lhese
islands in the evalualion oC magma production and
erupti ve rates.
The Tiñor giant collapse
Probably soon afler the late explosive episodes of
{he Tiñor volcano activity (Ihe xenolilh-rich, Vente-
jís eruptions about 882 ka ago of Figs. 46 and
48 C). the volcanic edifice collapsed towards ¡he
NW, producing lhe first giant landslide of El Hierro
(Figs. 47 and 48 O). This collapse may have remo+
ved more than half of ¡he volumes of Ihe subaerial
part of the Tiñor edifice (see sections in Fig. 47).
The evidence for Ihis giant collapse is shown in
Ihe cross seclions 2·4 of Fig. 47. Section 4 of this
figure shows a galería exeavatcd in (he El Golfo
embayment scarp and progressing towards the lavas
of the Tiñor volcano. Al the end of the tunnel, the
El Golfo lavas of 543 ka and normal (Brunhes)
polariry are at Ihe same level as gently easl-dipping
lavas more lhan 1.04 ma old and of reverse polarilY
(Matuyama prc-Jaramillo), which are exposed at the
surface and in galería.~ lO the easl.









Fig. 70.-Comple~ scquence of c1ifT- and ~-forming C\'CnlS in lhe El Golfo escarpmenl inconsislenl with lhe 13-17 ka dating by
Masson (1996) and Massoo el al. (2002) of the El Golfo coIlapse. Sec 1eJl.t ror c:xplanalton.
The El Julan giant collapse
This (eature was identified in 1991 by Holcomb
and Searle, and considere<! older than !he El Golfo
collapse. The lack of oUlcrops of lhe collapse scarp
makes the dating of Ihis cvent from onshore eviden·
ce difficult. Water galerías in (he El Julan collapsc
cmbayment cross part of the filling lavas. bclonging
lO the Rifl volcanism. This conslrains the minimum
age of Ihe collapse in about 150 ka. The lava nows
that fill the embayment huve been dated at the SW
coast at betwecn 41 and 31 ka (Figs. 43 and 47·1).
The El Julan callapse. which destroyed the SW
nank oC (he El Golfo volcano. probably occurred
when Ihis volcano was well developed.
The San Andrés giant slump
Thc SE f1ank of the island is a detached block
bounded by a syslem of faults (the San Andrés fault
of Carracedo el aL, 1997 c. and Day et al, 1997) para·
tlel lO ¡he coast and Wilh downthrows up lO 300 m
lowards Ihe coast (Figs. 42 and 55).
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This fault (Fig. 69) is a relatively young (developed
between 545 and about 261-176 ka), although inacti-
ve lateral collapse structure, constrained between the
last ernissions of El Golfo volcano at about 176 ka
and the rift lavas cascading down the collapse scarp
dated at 145 ka (Guillou et al., 1996). It was interpre-
ted as an aborted giant fIank collapse by Day and
coworkers (1997), but recent offshore evidence sug-
gests that the faults are the headwall of a slump, part
of which rested on1and while the remainder collapsed
forrning the Las Playas embayment and debris ava-
lanche reported by Masson and coworkers (2002).
The well-deve10ped topographic fault scarp associa-
ted with the San Andrés fault system led to the hypot-
hesis that it was an active incipient collapse structure
and, therefore, a major natural hazard. However, the
age re1ationships of the faults to lavas and other volca-
nic rocks which have been dated recently (Guillou et
al., 1996) constrain the fault between the ages mentio-
ned aboye. This relatively old and inactive structure is
unlikely to be reactivated since the El Golfo giant
landslide occurred after the tectonic event, without
further reactivation ofthe San Andrés fault.
The El Golfo collapse
The El Golfo embayment is perhaps the most
spectacu1ar featme of El Hierro. It is sorne 15 km
across from Roques de Salmor to Arenas Blancas,
extends about 10 km inland from these points, and
its headwall is still in excess of lA km high in
places. Taking into consideration the likely origi-
nal height of the El Golfo edifice (about 2000
metres) the probable volume of subaerial material
removed in the formation of the embayment is at
least 120 km3• In addition the available bathymetry
indicates that a similar volume has been removed
below sea leve!.
Formation of the El Golfo embayment by catas-
trophic lateral collapse was first proposed on the
basis of the discovery of a giant debris avalanche
deposit offshore to the north (Holcomb and Searle,
1991; Masson, 1996). The age of the El Golfo
embayment is still in debate. Sorne authors propo-
sed a single collapse that occurred between 13 and
17 ka, based on the correlation of the collapse
debris avalanche deposits found offshore to the
north with a turbidite in the Madeira abyssa1 plain.
This offshore information strong1y conflicts with
on-shore evidence for the age of the embayment
exposed at the embayment headwall (Fig. 70) and
in several boreholes emplaced within the collapse
embayment
The morphology of the marine abrasion platform
beneath the lavas which fill the embayment is
accessible through numerous boreholes drilled for
underground water exploration (Guillou et al.,
1996; Carracedo et al., 1997 c). These features
imply a long period of post-collapse erosion prior to
the emplacement of those lavas.
The embayment cliff shows a complex geomorp-
hology, incompatible with the simple features expec-
ted from a recent and single event collapse. Multiple
(at least four) generations of screes can be identified
at the foot of the embayment cliff and perched on
the cliffs (Fig. 70). The first scree, possibly associa-
ted with debris avalanche deposits (inaccessible),
underlies the remains of rift lava flows cascading
down the scarp (scree-forming lavas of Carracedo et
al., 1997 a, b, 1999 a, b). The second scree covers
these lavas, and the whole appears perched over a
200-m vertical marine erosion cliff (Fig. 70). The
prolongation of the fIow and screes profile points to
a wide completely eroded platform (see Fig. 70).
The marine cliff has been fossilised by subsequent
platform-forming flows from vents within the
collapse embayment (see Figs. 61 H and 70, and the
geological map), fIowing on the marine cut platform
originated by the erosion of the first post-collapse
lava platform. The third generation of screes under-
lies these late lavas, dated at least at 21 ka (Guillou
et al., 1996). Finally, the late lava platform underlies
the last (4th) generation of scree deposits (see inset
in Fig. 60).
The details of these lines of evidence suggest that
the subaerial embayment may have formed soon
after the emplacement of the lavas at the top of the
cliff sequence (134 ka) during the previous intergla-
cial period (Fig. 71).
An interesting observation by Szérémeta et al.
(1999) is the easterly deviation of the mean declina-
tions of the El Golfo and Rift sequences at the El
Golfo escarpment by about 50 and 150 respectively,




FEATURES IN THE WESTERN CANARIES
Correlation oC ages and periods oC growth
An interesting feature of the Canarian archipela-
go is the fact that the islands of La Palma and El
Hierro are coetaneous in construction and form a N-
S-trending dual Hne of island volcanoes, perpen-
dicular to the general trend of the archipelago (Fig.
3). Large-scale distribution and age progression in
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B Post-collapse, platform-forming lavas fossilise the c1iff.
A Early post-collapse, scree-forming lavas.
Fig. 7l.-A probable correlation of the successive cliff- and scree-forming events in the El Golfo escarpment and the changes of sea
level in the glaciations.
most of the oceanic island chains are well explained
by the steady movement of lithospheric plates over
fixed mantle plumes, yielding chains of consecutive
diserete volcanoes, In this model one island starts to
form when the bulk of the previous one has already
developed, the inter-island distance govemed by lit-
hospheric thickness and rigidity (Voght, 1974; Ten
Brink, 1991). At the initiation of an oceanic is1and
chain the first magma cuts through unloaded pristi-
ne lithosphere. As the first island develops the vol-
canic load grows; increasing compressive flexural
stresses eventually exceed the tensile stresses of the
mantle plume, blocking magma pathways to the
surface. This prec1udes the initiation in the vicinity
of any new island volcano (Ten Brink, 1991; Carra-
cedo 1998; Hieronymus and Bercovici, 1999).
Dual-Hne volcanoes, such as the Kea and Loa
trends in the Hawaiian Islands, have been associa-
ted to changes in tectonic-plate motion, resulting in
the location of a volcanic load otT the hotspot axis.
Compressive stresses related to the off-axis volcano
block the formation of the next island and split the
single Hne of volcanoes in a dual line of altemating
positions of volcanoes (Hieronymus and Bercovici,
1999). However, in the Canarian chain the associa-
tion of the dual Hne of volcanoes with a change in
direction of the African plate is not c1ear.
In the Canaries an interesting aspect to consider is
the periods of growth of the islands. Although La
Palma and El Hierro developed at the same time the
altemating periods of eruptive activity and quiescence
are not concurrent. Most of the volcanic formations of
these islands have been dated and correlated by means
of extensive radiometric dating and geomagnetic
reversals. When the ages are plotted and the corres-
ponding eruptive volumes evaluated (Fig. 72), altema-
ting periods of high eruptive rates and frequencies
with intervals of lesser volcanic activity are c1early
recognized. This trend suggests the switching back
and forth of intense periods of growth in both islands.
The mechanism is far from c1ear, but the migra-
tion of volcanism from one island to the other coin-
cides with the occurrence of giant gravitational
collapses (Fig. 72).
Although El Hierro is geologically younger than
La Palma, most of the volcanic activity of the wes-
tem Canaries in the last 120 ka has been located in
the latter, inc1uding aH the historical eruptions.
A comparative analysis oC rift development
The comparison of La Palma and El Hierro offers
a good opportunity to analyse the processes contro-
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Fig. n.-Alternation of phases of intense volcanism in La Palma
and El Hierro, apparently in relalion lo Ihe main gravilational
landslides.
lling the development of rifts in juvenile shield vol-
canoes. These islands show striking differences in
the evolution and geometry of rifts, notwithstanding
their short period of growth. Rifts are incompletely
defined in the Taburiente volcano in contrast with
El Hierro and Cumbre Vieja volcano. However, in
El Hierro the rift system shows a regular three-
armed geometry, unlike Cumbre Vieja volcano,
with a clearly predominant single armo
As mentioned before, emission centres are dis-
persed throughout the early subaerial growth of La
Palma (the Garafía and early Taburiente volcanoes)
as evidenced by the widespread outcrops of pyro-
clastics. During the upper Taburiente, however,
emission centres started to group in poorly-defined
branches (see Figs. 19 and 49), while dyke direc-
tions tend to be spread in a radial disposition.
Eruptive vents in El Hierro started to define rifts
during the growth of Tiñor and El Golfo volcanoes,
and formed the distinct present three-armed rift sys-
tem in the latest eruptive activity (the Rift volca-
nism, see Fig. 68).
Increasing anisotropy




C) MATURE, UNSTABLE STAGE
Fig. 73.-Skelch of the development of rift zones in oceanic
island volcanoes.
The Cumbre Vieja volcano developed buttres-
sed in and as a prolongation of the Taburiente vol-
cano. During its fast growth, the initial dispersed
eruptive centres rapidly grouped along a N-S
trend, conforming a prominent dorsal (Figs. 21,
23 and 24). In the last 7 ka this process progres-
sed, most of the eruptions being located in the
summit region of the rift (Carracedo 1997 a, b;
Day et al., 1999).
Submarine volcanoes are abundant at the flanks
of La Palma and El Hierro and without any apparent
grouping, as observed in a dredging campaign of the
Poseidon vessel in 2001 (Hansteen et al., 2001; Gee
et al., 2001). The clustering of vents increases
towards the crest of the islands, to a maximum in the
summit regions. Gravitational stresses seemingly
could account for this grouping, but these stresses
only build as the island volcano reaches a threshold
elevation after a sustained period of growth. Gravi-
tational stresses are the consequence and not the pri-
mary mechanism of rift development. Besides, these
strains do not explain the regular geometry in sorne
volcanoes. As shown in the sketch of Fig. 73, a pro-
bable mechanism is the magmatic doming and regu-
lar fracturing present from the earliest stages of
island growth (Carracedo, 1994, 1996). These initial
fractures will act as preferred paths for eruptions,
steadily increasing the grouping of vents, anisotropy,
thermal memory and, therefore, rift progression.
Eruptive volumes and magmatic differentiation con-
sistently augment with time and towards the centre
of the rift system, eventually giving place to central
volcanoes. Gravitational and extension (wedging)
stresses build up to make the volcano progressively
unstable, eventually triggering catastrophic flank
collapses that consistently involve the sectors boun-
ded by the rifts (Fig. 73 C).
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A comparative analysis oC magma plumbing
mobility and general patterns of island
development
The Canaries and oceanic islands in general form as
the result of aggregation of coalescent vo1canoes with
different pattems. The successive shields may overlap
concentrically, as in El Hierro, La Gomera and cen-
tral Tenerife (Fig. 74 A, B), or may align as indepen-
dent shield volcanoes in predominant directions, as
in Fuerteventura-Lanzarote and La Palma (Fig. 74 C).
Only the islands formed by concentric overlapping
volcanoes fram persistent stationary magmatic sour-
ces may be successful in developing well-defined
triple-armed rifts. The evolution of La Palma differs
in that the volcanic activity migrated southwards
before completion of the definition of rifts in the
northern shield. On the other hand, the Cumbre
Vieja volcano grew attached to the flank of the
Taburiente vo1cano. Volcano grawth on the flank of
an older volcano which acts as a supporting but-
tress may explain the rapid change to a single-arm
configuration (Fig. 74 D).
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APPEND 1
ANALYTICAL DATA FROM SAMPLES
OF THE LA PALMA VOLCANISM
NOTE
The referenced samples and analytical data are taken fram the memory
ofLa Palma Geological Map (MAGNA).
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Table 2-1.-Analytical data from samples of the Seamount
ReL Sample 95 105 59 96 98 109 103 104 108 102 106 107 177 178 181
Geol. Unit' I 2 3 3 3 3 12 12 12 D D D D D D
wt%
SiO, 45.67 60.84 47.50 43.53 45.44 40.19 44.53 44.68 40.97 63.59 53.20 51.69 47.34 37.65 58.69
TiO; 3.23 0.43 3.26 3.21 2.96 4.71 1.89 1.35 3.41 1.16 1.93 1.03 2.44 0.57 1.36
Al¡03 14.01 17.03 16.66 9.23 7.84 15.20 7.32 7.27 12.59 19.68 17.96 20.82 14.25 2.19 17.57
Fe,O] 7.00 0.56 5.91 3.92 4.59 6.28 5.75 4.89 4.93 0.49 4.86 2.87 5.92 5.06 2.21
FeO 4.14 0.54 4.39 8.44 6.12 6.50 5.68 6.22 7.06 1.35 2.26 1.67 5.26 8.58 2.23
MoO 0.24 0.03 0.22 0.15 0.14 0.15 0.16 0.14 0.18 0.00 0.16 0.17 0.20 0.18 0.08
MgO 5.82 0.39 3.32 12.85 11.16 6.56 16.41 17.45 7.84 0.18 2.35 0.83 5.73 29.18 1.47
CaO 735 5.93 806 14.19 17.68 11.27 13.10 13.38 14.64 0.52 5.90 4.38 8.51 6.36 2.59
Na,O 4.61 9.76 4.61 1.12 1.30 3.22 0.86 0.67 2.89 7.02 4.75 6.65 4.86 0.09 6.01
K20 1.62 0.06 2.03 0.39 0.48 1.29 0.72 0.40 1.84 3.53 2.83 3.85 1.28 0.06 4.49
P20 j 0.50 0.17 0.99 0.16 0.21 1.04 0.20 0.11 0.90 0.33 0.55 0.19 0.49 0.08 0.33
H,O+CO, 5.72 3.83 2.85 1.17 1.07 2.45 2.41 2.27 1.46 1.73 2.99 6.15 3.39 9.30 2.42
Mg# 53.0 41.0 37.9 65.7 66.0 49.0 72.9 74.5 54.9 16.9 41.8 28.3 49.10 81.8 41.3
ppm
Cr 58 8 8 560 480 2 l371 1545 124 8 53 8 45 1599 8
Ni 52 16 7 225 133 19 336 401 91 7 52 6 67 1209 9
Ca 41 24 20 65 48 44 67 75 48 2 19 6 42 141 7
Sc 29 9 13 52 73 20 47 47 28 8 12 7 30 16 10
V 306 21 183 442 427 382 249 198 390 32 108 84 308 75 73
Cu 71 19 27 84 58 62 73 72 147 44 45 22 86 52 44
Pb 8 6 7 9 3 4 3 3 3 17 9 18 153 11 9
Zn 115 32 154 95 90 123 88 80 113 78 122 105 125 87 73
Sn 2.06 3.13 2.24 1.93 1.92 1.96 1.98 1.85 2.07 2.28 2.21 1.86 3.27 1.76 1.83
Mo 8.28 12.07 12.56 5.18 7.18 9.20 7.08 5.20 10.84 17.53 10.78 8.89 1.18 8.26 6.09
Rb 24 1.30 47 9 11 25 17 9 38 93 71 135 26 3 66
Cs 0.92 0.46 1.38 0.59 0.56 0.63 0.73 0.68 1.18 0.59 0.98 2.74 005 0.49 0.54
Ba 356 8.01 504 143 156 460 114 96 726 1,086 796 908 4.05 16 695
Sr 316 139 852 418 302 1,100 248 235 1,070 200 936 1,429 971 184 318
TI 0.04 0.03 0.07 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.15 0.13 0.37 0.03 0.04 0.04
Ga 18 21.06 25 16 17 23 13 11 22 29 27 35 20 5 26
Li 6.32 4.11 15.98 8.65 8.73 9.73 9.42 9.15 10.99 5.95 14.02 22.77 6.50 7.68 8.17
Be 1.85 7.52 3.62 0.86 1.45 1.93 1.30 0.74 1.91 3.21 4.27 7.65 1.48 0.71 3.11
Ta 3.32 24.70 6.71 1.34 1.39 4.55 1.24 0.61 5.39 9.54 6.47 5.46 2.97 0.73 4.77
Nb 47 352.08 95 17 19 65 17 8 77 144 99 136 48.5 7 65
Hf 5.79 30.05 7.98 4.03 5.11 5.51 3.09 1.89 7.21 12.90 10.97 13.47 9.31 0.81 8.74
Zr 234 1,213.74 375 127 152 225 95 54 295 624 537 802 2.14 33 417
Y 28 24.08 42 15 22 34 17 11 27 34 39 21 26 4 29
Th 3.28 26.49 6.43 1.13 1.21 3.37 1.31 0.77 4.78 17.13 10.24 14.46 2.94 0.48 589
U 0.88 6.94 1.68 0.32 0.32 0.84 0.34 0.17 1.22 3.86 2.41 3.79 0.77 0.17 1.46
La 33.83 48.15 66.32 14.68 17.69 49.39 16.45 8.53 54.40 112.24 97.81 79.18 32.56 4.89 58.35
Ce 71.46 91.96 132.53 33.66 42.62 104.87 37.70 19.38 112.37 196.05 168.74 122.29 69.79 10.57 11565
Pr 9.02 9.38 15.80 4.68 6.08 13.40 5.09 2.70 14.09 18.03 19.79 11.63 8.53 1.39 13.26
Nd 37.83 30.06 63.36 22.03 28.41 57.81 21.82 12.99 59.79 60.00 70.90 37.50 35.76 5.34 50.84
Sm 7.92 4.99 12.19 5.21 7.30 11.98 5.26 3.31 11.70 9.43 11.39 6.06 7.58 1.29 9.00
Eu 2.49 0.61 3.55 1.55 2.12 3.71 1.52 1.07 3.45 2.35 3.34 1.71 2.41 0.38 2.21
Gd 7.36 3.88 10.85 4.57 6.33 10.40 4.71 2.90 9.60 7.58 9.30 4.70 6.87 1.11 768
Tb 1.09 0.65 1.57 0.65 0.97 1.52 0.71 0.44 1.37 1.19 1.41 0.71 0.99 0.17 1.13
Dy 5.60 3.82 8.83 3.35 5.16 7.43 3.91 2.40 6.39 6.56 7.34 4.00 5.30 0.96 592
Ha 1.11 0.84 1.68 0.64 0.94 1.34 0.75 0.45 1.15 1.34 1.43 0.74 0.93 0.18 1.13
Er 2.76 2.53 3.98 1.42 2.20 3.08 1.76 1.11 2.40 3.60 3.72 1.91 2.28 0.43 2.69
Tm 0.37 0.49 0.59 0.20 0.29 0.41 0.25 0.15 0.30 0.53 0.55 OJO 0.34 0.06 0.41
Yb 2.32 3.46 3.45 1.21 1.60 2.37 1.39 0.85 1.84 3.30 3.17 l.88 1.85 0.37 2.33
Lu 0.30 0.53 0.50 0.16 0.22 0.31 0.20 0.12 0.25 0.46 0.45 0.27 0.26 0.05 0.34
95.-Tr-Basalt-plag. Bco. de las Angustias. MAGNA*.
I05.-Trachyte fragment intrusive dome. Bco. de las Angustias. MAGNA*'
59.-Gabbro anf. Plutonic intrusive rack. (Lomo de la Juraga). MAGNA*.
96.-Gabbro px-ol. Plutonic intrusive rock. (Lomo Gazmil). MAGNA*'
98.-Gabbro px. Plutonic intrusive rock. (Ball'anco de Rivanceras). MAGNA*'
I09.-Gabbro anf. Plutonic intrusive rock. (Barranco de Taburiente). MAGNA*'
103.-Gabbro px-ol. Plutonic intrusive rack. (Barranco del Salto del Agua). MAGNA*.
104.-Gabbro px-ol. Plutonic intrusive rock. (Barranco del Salto del Agua). MAGNA*.
108.-Gabbro ale. (px-ol-nel). Plutonic intrusive rack. (Barranco de Rivanceras). MAGNA*.
102.-Trachyte dike. Bco. Salto del Agua. MAGNA'.
106.-Mafic trachyle dyke. Lomo del Escuchadero. MAGNA*.
107.-Phonolile dyke. Bco. de Madera de Garcia. MAGNA*'
177.-Basalt dyke in lhe seamount. MAGNA*'
178.-Dunite breccia. MAGNA*.
181.-Syenite alea1ine. MAGNA'.
(') Carracedo el al. (2001) Mapa Geológico de España (MAGNA): Norte de La Palma, Hojas 1083-1 a 1083-IV, !TGE, Madrid.
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Table 2-2.-Analytical data Crom samples oC the Garafía volcano
Ref. Sample n 78 SO 134 144 157 171 170 172
Geol. Unit· 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
wt%
Si02 47.27 50.25 46.36 49.22 49.00 48.50 48.50 49.00 48.22
Ti02 2.72 3.37 3.24 3.21 3.04 2.34 3.39 3.04 2.14
A120 3 11.38 14.58 10.75 16.33 14.55 11.56 14.08 14.56 8.82
Fe20 3 2.88 1.16 4.05 3.88 4.61 4.84 4.54 6.23 4.24
FeO 8.00 9.40 8.54 5.99 6.71 5.78 7.35 4.55 7.26
MnO 0.18 0.19 0.21 0.19 0.17 0.13 0.17 0.19 0.18
MgO 13.62 6.44 11.98 4.88 6.93 12.74 6.32 5.15 15.80
CaO 10.15 9.10 11.33 9.46 10.53 9.42 10.79 10.52 10.40
Na20 2.41 3.25 2.00 4.06 2.65 2.34 2.43 2.51 2.02
K20 0.58 1.21 0.55 1.37 0.82 0.47 0.67 0.95 0.34
P20 S 0.48 0.78 0.56 0.78 0.54 0.41 0.49 0.63 0.31
H2O+C02 0.09 0.09 0.47 0.07 0.09 0.93 0.79 2.42 0.08
Mg# 72.23 55.49 66.54 51.00 56.35 71.77 50.63 52.78 74.26
Ppm
Cr 397 121 466 36 148 433 173 32 920
Ni 279 86 266 27 131 409 128 52 516
Ca 61 44 69 36 44 54 49 37 69
Sc 28 24 31 17 25 26 28 19 29
V 310 290 363 303 330 256 351 312 242
Cu 87 88 108 38 103 76 120 89 70
Pb 2 3 3 5 3 1 4 2 1
Zn 124 126 129 133 121 117 146 117 96
Sn 1.56 2.26 1.84 3.99 3.56 3.98 5.50 4.42 3.17
Mo 1.51 6.06 2.10 3.44 1.95 1.02 1.66 1.19 0.64
Rb 17 34 27 41 25 13 31 44 9
Cs 0.19 0.72 0.34 1.06 0.22 0.71 0.68 0.61 0.04
Ba 249 577 329 484 286 149 271 334 148
Sr 653 953 699 943 700 444 637 734 381
TI 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.08 0.01
Ga 20 23 21 25 23 19 24 22 15
Li 5.76 9.73 5.93 8.49 6.38 3.34 6.62 7.82 3.74
Be 1.62 2.23 1.91 3.46 1.70 1.37 2.09 1.76 1.24
Ta 2.79 4.87 3.90 4.60 3.25 2.07 2.95 3.71 1.80
Nb 46 65 66 85 57 34 52 64 31
Hf 5.46 7.32 6.47 7.00 5.95 5.02 5.89 5.93 3.37
Zr 217 344 266 329 258 213 250 267 134
Y 23 33 25 32 29 24 30 30 19
Th 2.73 2.82 3.67 5.20 3.25 1.36 2.73 3.19 1.64
U 0.68 0.69 1.04 1.52 0.88 0.31 0.75 0.71 0.36
La 31.84 52.96 41.99 55.74 37.45 20.15 32.95 40.15 21.29
Ce 69.22 115.01 89.77 113.47 78.80 49.67 72.61 86.28 44.66
Pr 8.65 14.34 11.02 13.51 9.97 6.91 9.11 10.55 5.51
Nd 37.14 59.92 45.35 54.44 41.42 31.21 38.88 43.14 23.14
Sm 7.78 11.78 9.38 10.59 8.62 7.36 8.81 9.65 5.42
Eu 2.49 3.50 2.91 3.30 2.76 2.29 2.68 2.84 1.73
Gd 7.04 9.88 8.03 8.98 7.86 6.66 7.76 8.73 5.28
Tb 0.97 1.38 1.10 1.24 1.13 0.91 1.15 1.18 0.76
Dy 5.07 7.00 5.42 6.33 5.85 4.97 5.91 6.11 4.19
Ho 0.92 1.36 0.96 1.14 1.09 0.95 1.07 1.15 0.77
Er 2.26 3.04 2.19 2.82 2.60 2.21 2.59 2.77 1.81
Tm 0.30 0.41 0.28 0.39 0.34 0.31 0.34 0.39 0.25
Yb 1.54 2.42 1.60 2.29 2.07 1.66 1.99 2.03 1.35
Lu 0.21 0.35 0.22 0.30 0.28 0.24 0.28 0.30 0.19
n.-Basalt. Marcos-Cordero lava flow directly over discordance al the upper spring. MAGNA'.
78.-Basalt /Ir-Basalt. Bco Los Tilos, 1,365 m (lower sping of Marcos-Cordero). MAGNA"
SO.-Basalt. Bco Franceses, ofTagamentera section. (1,920 m). MAGNA'.
134.-Tr-Basal. Garafia Volcano. MAGNA*'
144.-Basalt. Galería de los Hombres 1.650 m. MAGNA*'
157.-Basalt. Galería de Los Hombres, 2,100. MAGNA *.
17l.-Basalt. Galería de Los Hombres, 1,500 m. MAGNA'.
170.-Basalt. Galería Cuevitas, 2,700 m. MAGNA*.
In.-Basalt. Galería Cuevilas, 2,000 m. MAGNA'.
(') Carraccdo el al. (2001) Mapa Geológico de España (MAGNA): Norte de La Palma, Hojas 1083-1 a 1083-IV, ITGE, Madrid.
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Table 2-3.-Analytical data from samples ofthee Lower Tabnriente volcano
Ref. Sample 44 48 85 148 156 [67 204 217 243 263 225
Geol. Unit* 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 D
wt%
SiOz 43.59 44.20 49.09 51.70 46.28 45.20 48.30 49.50 49.00 45.00 47.60
TiOz 2.24 2.12 2.40 2.26 3.25 3.11 2.71 2.68 3.51 2.99 3.03
A1P3 11.23 12.24 17.57 18.42 16.07 12.48 11.34 12.77 14.85 12.99 11.07
FezO j 2.89 6.58 5.89 3.08 3.91 5.57 4.78 4.89 2.91 4.40 5.73
FeO 7.94 7.18 4.46 5.16 8.86 7.77 7.97 6.93 955 7.45 8.06
MnO 0.15 0.18 0.22 0.22 0.18 019 0.17 0.18 019 0.16 0.18
MgO 14.13 9.84 3.20 2.31 6.14 10.67 11.77 10.07 6.30 11.76 10.66
CaO 1354 11.86 7.92 6.67 11.00 9.45 9.15 8.85 8.71 10.92 9.53
NazO 2.58 2.61 4.15 6.30 2.80 2.40 2.27 2.15 2.68 2.43 1.50
KzO 0.77 0.68 1.99 2.46 1.07 0.83 0.58 0.92 1.17 0.67 0.40
PzOs 0.59 0.91 0.99 0.71 0.59 0.49 0.42 0.57 0.96 0.49 0.46
HzO+COz 0.32 0.97 2.03 0.34 0.10 0.85 0.37 0.26 0.10 0.67 1.53
Mg# 73.1 60.3 39.9 37.1 50.1 62.8 66.0 64.3 51.2 67.6 62.0
Ppm
Cr 602 453 8 16 28 448 563 392 57 430 485
Ni 252 179 O 5 60 274 300 210 55 l89 226
Co 62 51 16 13 40 65 61 56 44 54 65
Se 33 24 7 6 22 32 31 28 22 33 40
V 304 298 126 l30 332 338 325 317 346 319 375
Cu 115 86 12 14 97 97 100 88 72 122 104
Pb 3 3 6 9 3 3 3 4 5 7 4
Zn 109 112 138 143 130 143 114 127 156 102 122
So 2.07 2.80 3.78 4.27 3.83 3.52 2.48 2.76 391 2.05 2.67
Mo 8.06 2.79 4.11 4.91 1.79 1.44 1.69 2.20 2.48 8.83 1.20
Rb 24 22 63 75 22 18 20 28 37 20 14
Cs 0.66 0.33 0.75 1.67 0.79 0.70 0.19 0.29 0.42 0.75 0.25
Ba 310 481 700 735 312 250 299 356 465 313 274
Sr 700 968 1,355 1,307 724 660 587 730 1,042 642 636
TI 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.07 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.01
Ga 19 20 27 29 23 21 20 22 26 19 20
Li 9.43 6.70 13.69 16.46 5.75 6.55 7.49 7.82 8.83 9.80 6.15
Be 1.92 2.05 4.44 6.06 1.63 1.75 2.03 3.08 3.46 2.03 2.20
Ta 3.64 4.93 8.55 8.21 3.81 2.76 3.11 3.74 5.30 3.41 2.68
Nb 51 92 151 l50 63 49 53 62 100 48 49
Hf 5.95 6.15 12.65 11.70 6.18 5.38 5.25 6.34 9.14 5.77 5.20
Zr 252 296 594 592 262 230 222 266 415 236 221
Y 24 30 46 41 30 25 24 26 36 26 24
Th 3.86 4.74 9.58 9.22 3.40 2.60 3.07 3.61 5.65 3.27 2.77
U 0.91 1.21 2.60 2.62 0.80 0.71 0.69 1.03 1.46 0.80 0.79
La 41.89 54.79 102.44 95.01 41.07 33.07 35.08 41.40 69.49 35.92 34.93
Ce 87.01 112.44 200.06 183.73 84.33 71.70 73.41 87.01 143.75 75.72 73.92
Pr 10.78 13.94 23.91 20.57 10.38 8.89 8.99 10.51 17.51 9.55 9.02
Nd 44.69 55.76 89.00 77.78 43.09 37.05 36.63 42.85 71.09 39.38 37.10
Sm 8.76 10.70 16.00 13.69 9.04 8.21 7.80 9.20 13.25 8.44 7.78
Eu 2.64 3.42 4.66 4.08 2.82 2.57 2.42 2.72 3.92 2.42 2.32
Gd 7.69 9.28 14.26 11.24 8.58 7.10 6.78 7.63 11.09 7.14 6.80
Th 1.05 1.23 1.81 1.57 1.16 1.02 0.97 1.07 1.50 1.02 0.89
Dy 5.19 6.09 9.19 7.64 6.31 4.97 4.98 5.32 7.32 5.14 4.68
Ho 0.97 1.08 1.72 1.43 1.20 0.89 0.89 0.96 1.32 1.01 0.87
Er 2.25 2.49 4.16 3.53 2.90 2.19 2.15 2.34 3.22 2.53 2.01
Tm 0.31 0.34 0.61 0.53 0.40 0.29 0.30 0.33 0.44 0.35 0.29
Yb 1.83 2.00 3.27 3.03 2.15 1.66 1.79 1.83 2.45 2.13 1.65
Lu 0.25 0.26 0.49 0.45 0.33 0.25 0.24 0.26 0.37 0.28 0.23
44.-Basanite. Northem wall of the Caldera de Taburiente, 50 m. asl. MAGNA**.
48.-Basanite. Northem wall of the Caldera de Taburiente, 650 m. asl. MAGNA**.
85.-Tr-Basalt. Headwall of Bco. Franceses, Tagamentera trail, 2,160 m. Asl. MAGNA*.
148.-Tephrite mafic. Lower Taburiente. MAGNA*'
156.-Basalt. LowerTaburiente. MAGNA*.
167.-Basalt-Basanita. Lower Taburiente. MAGNA'.
204.-Basalt. Bco. Franceses. West ofroad, 450 m asl. MAGNA'.
217.-Basalt. Fajama Los Hombres, 30 m. asl. MAGNA*.
243.-Basalt. Lower Taburiente. MAGNA*'
263.-Basalt-Basanita. Bco. Los Hombres, 60 m. asl. MAGNA*.
225.-Basalt. Basaltic dyke over agglomerates, La Cumbrecita. MAGNA'.
(*) Carracedo el al. (2001) Mapa Geológico de España (MAGNA): Norte de La Palma, Hojas 1083·! a 1083-IV. !TGE, Madrid.
(**) Carraccdo et al. (2001) Mapa Geológico de España (MAGNA): Sur de La Palma, Hojas 1085 I-IV a 1087 I-Il, !TGE, Madrid.
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Table 2-4.-Analytical data froro samples of the Upper Taburiente volcano
Ref. Sample 76 122 125 129 130 183 184 187 188 189 202 213 240 241 245 248 267
Geol. Unit' 11 11 11 11 11 I1 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11
wt%
SiO, 49.18 45.21 46.02 51.00 49.50 48.50 49.30 49.92 51.30 4990 49.50 48.00 4914 43.78 44.30 42.05 4618
Tia, 313 3.16 3.38 2.65 3.07 3048 3.07 2.75 2.71 2.11 3.32 3.07 2.84 3.99 3.44 3.45 3.70
A1,O) 15.21 18.30 15.21 11.83 15.57 15.64 13.79 16.47 16.32 1820 13.85 15.83 1871 16.20 15.87 14.26 15.15
Fe,O) 3.06 5.13 5.95 0.90 1.75 4041 1.34 6.75 5.70 2.63 2.36 4.71 346 4.97 9.44 4.33 3.82
Fea 7.81 6.09 8.59 9.71 8.03 6.62 10.30 3.08 3.85 4.60 9.26 7.94 4,45 7.53 3.87 8.78 1012
MnO 0.19 0.23 0.18 0.18 0.19 0.19 0.20 0.19 0.18 0.21 0.20 0.21 0.17 0.22 0.21 0.17 0.18
MgO 5.66 3.76 5.50 9.09 6.21 4.82 6.76 4.25 4.32 3.17 6.09 5.04 3.1! 5.57 5.27 7.01 5.97
CaO 9.79 10.15 10.78 10.74 9.17 9.09 9.74 8.40 8.08 661 8.78 8.1! 7.35 10.77 9,45 12.22 11.10
Na,o 3.83 4.68 2.89 2.67 4.10 4.60 2.94 4.00 4.19 728 3.74 3.81 6.96 4.78 3.79 4.93 2.93
K,O 0.97 2.21 0.79 0.60 1.32 0.93 1.13 1.45 153 3.39 1.30 1045 301 L18 1.89 0.90 1.01
P,Os 0.80 1.08 0.71 0.49 0.82 0.97 1.00 0.75 0.79 0.80 0.97 1.06 0.80 1.01 1.24 0.87 0.62
H20+C~ 0.09 0.44 0.10 O.I! 0.09 0.66 025 1.76 0.65 1.02 0.10 0.65 0,48 0.36 L14 0.91 0.05
Mg# 52.01 41.53 44.37 63.60 56.66 47.93 54.30 48.43 49.32 47.92 51.97 45.56 0,48 0.36 46.30 52.79 47.10
ppm
Cr 74 9 23 361 128 I 171 8 9 9 74 25 12 27 15 49 8
Ni 52 O 36 237 104 20 80 7 O 4 55 28 O 28 10 49 35
Ca 39 22 44 58 39 37 43 28 24 15 43 34 17 40 35 44 48
Se 19 8 24 32 17 19 25 16 10 2 21 16 5 18 14 22 29
V 277 200 339 351 258 374 3ll 243 218 217 333 250 201 332 262 350 428
Cu 59 20 43 157 64 43 86 32 16 14 76 56 20 33 52 47 99
Pb 3 7 2 3 3 7 5 10 4 7 5 6 6 5 5 4 14
Zn 135 201 132 128 126 130 138 121 116 125 146 144 115 147 139 131 125
Sn 3.22 2.99 3.35 2.51 2.68 2.15 2.93 2.13 4.52 3.02 3.59 3.67 348 4.34 4.71 2.02 2.10
Mo 2.30 3.22 2.19 1.53 2.29 9.11 2.31 11.01 2.80 5.32 2.58 3.24 3.31 2.42 3.96 2.59 9.46
Rb 29 47 16 19 37 20 36 45 45 72 37 47 26 19 49 11 30
Cs 0.33 0.54 0.23 0.81 0.32 1.08 0.33 0.84 1.12 1.26 0.37 0.64 130 1.06 1.39 0.50 0.75
Ba 382 599 317 263 461 610 422 507 497 977 503 536 923 51! 584 541 374
Sr 937 1142 811 583 886 1,083 900 1,008 940 1,498 1,017 1,093 1.366 999 1,171 983 802
TI 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.04 005 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.05
Ga 24 24 23 21 24 24 24 24 24 27 25 27 26 24 25 23 24
Li 5.71 6.80 4,40 6.75 8.58 13.04 8.36 13.66 4.74 15.74 9.38 11.58 12.70 9.61 6.25 9.54 10.24
Be 2.35 2.94 1.49 1.99 2.69 2.69 3.16 3.25 2.72 4.55 3.69 4.70 363 3.93 3.58 3.66 2.55
Ta 4.27 5.84 2.75 2.60 4.74 5.71 4.41 5.32 5.05 8.54 5.22 5.87 7.55 4045 6.54 5.08 4.24
Nb 77 103 51 45 82 83 79 78 87 160 92 108 147 83 1!5 89 62
Hf 6.81 7.73 5.30 4.86 7.00 7.33 762 7.64 7.39 780 8.15 9.50 7.89 7.32 9.64 7.72 6.65
Zr 318 384 217 200 332 324 332 351 354 446 369 449 441 346 469 335 276
Y 29 37 31 24 31 34 32 33 32 35 33 38 31 34 37 33 28
Th 4.36 5.58 4.27 2,48 4.59 5.54 4.59 6.02 5.68 9.81 4.83 6.73 10.15 4.60 6.63 5.32 4.20
U 1.19 1.50 1.15 0.72 1.03 1.35 0.96 1.74 156 276 1.14 1.76 2,46 1.21 1.82 1.22 1.04
La 52.32 66.91 54.60 32.05 52.97 58046 56.70 58.54 57.38 86.28 58.47 76.32 76.54 57.13 77.79 63.70 46.96
Ce 107.90 139.04 108.88 68.20 110.79 119.85 119.01 117.42 119.16 163.71 124.63 154.32 144.23 121.05 160.17 124.12 95.44
Pr 13.10 16.33 12.81 8045 13.18 14.75 14,46 14.08 14.03 18.31 15.25 18.14 1607 15.04 19.16 15.50 11.73
Nd 52.25 64,49 50.23 34.43 53.60 62.07 59048 56.71 54.73 68.33 62048 70.95 59.38 62.04 75048 62.60 47.89
Sm 10.26 12.43 10.17 7.83 10.66 ]1.88 11.43 11.06 10.92 12.16 12.74 13.51 1086 12.28 14.56 12.02 9.78
Eu 3.16 3.76 3.13 2.39 3.24 3.63 3.39 3.25 3.33 3.75 3.65 3.77 3,43 3.58 4.19 3.68 2.78
Gd 8.91 10.59 9.32 6.89 9.11 10040 9.71 9.23 9.56 10.21 10.77 11.13 9.33 10.44 11.95 10.05 8.44
Th 1.20 1.45 1.28 099 1.24 1.49 135 1.30 1.27 1.37 1.40 1047 1.29 1.46 1.57 1.39 1.17
Dy 5.97 7042 6043 5.15 6.29 7.38 6.76 6.66 6.52 6.73 6.98 7.39 6.33 7.1! 7.82 6.86 5.83
Ha 1.11 1.37 1.17 0.88 1.18 137 1.20 1.26 1.21 1.21 1.18 1.32 1.11 1.27 1.39 1.24 1.09
Er 2.60 3.23 2.71 215 2.79 3.17 3.04 2.99 2.86 3.03 2.84 3.18 2.71 2.97 3.20 2.79 2.54
Tm 0.34 0045 0.38 0.30 0.37 0042 0.41 0.41 0041 0.44 0.39 0045 0.39 0.41 0.47 0.38 0.35
Yb 1.94 2047 2.04 1.63 2.02 2049 2.37 2.55 2.17 2.39 2.00 2048 1.98 2.39 2.38 2.02 2.16
Lu 0.26 0.38 0.29 0.24 0.32 0.34 0.33 0.34 0.35 035 0.29 0.38 029 0.32 035 0.29 0.30
76.-Tr-Basalt. Upper Taburiente post-eollapse. MAGNA'.
122.-Tephrile. UpperTaburiente- basaltie lavas. MAGNA**'
125.-Basanitc. UpperTaburicnte- basaltie lavas. MAGNA".
129.-Basalt. Upper Taburiente. MAGNA*'
130.-Tr-Basalt. Upper Taburientc. MAGNA*'
183.-Tr-Basalt. Southern wall ofBeo. del Jorado, Orn. asl. MAGNA*'
184.-Basalt. Southern wall ofBeo. del Jorado, 140m. asl. MAGNA*'
I87.-Tr-Basalt. Southern wall ofBeo. del Jorado, 225 m. asl. MAGNA'.
188.-Tr-Basalt. Southern wall ofBeo. del Jorado, 260 m. asl. MAGNA'.
189.-Phon-Tephrite. Southern wall ofBeo. del Jorado, 265 m, asl. MAGNA'.
202.-Tr-Basalt. Road to Barlovento, 180 m. asl. MAGNA'.
213.-Tr-Basalt. Laguna Barlovento. 850 m. Asl. MAGNA'.
240.-Pbon-Tephrite. Coast of Tijarafe - Pta. Los Gomeros, 350 m. asl. MAGNA'.
241.-Bsnlfephr. Coast ofTijarafe - Pta. Los Gomeros, 392 m. asl. MAGNA'.
245.-Basanile. UpperTaburiente. MAGNA'.
248.-Basanite. Upper Taburiente. MAGNA*'
267.-Basalt. Road lo Pico de las Nieves. 2.100 m. asl. MAGNA*.
(') Carracedo et al. (2001) Mapa Geológico de España (MAGNA): Norte de La Palma. Hojas 1083-1 a 1083-N. !TGE. Madrid.
(00) Carracedo et al. (2001) Mapa Geológico de España (MAGNA): Sur de La Palma. Hojas 1085 I-IV a 10871-11. ITGE, Madrid.
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Table 2-5.-Analytical data from samples of the Upper Taburiente volcano (Terminal differentiated lavas)
Ref. Sample 212 260 268 269 270 272
Geol. Unit' 13 13 13 13 13 13
wt%
Si02 51.63 53.11 49.42 52.85 49.30 52.78
Ti02 1.30 1.76 2.14 2.13 2.48 1.58
Alz0 3 20.46 19.78 20.02 17.93 18.32 20.77
Fe203 5.02 2.00 0.94 1.10 2.83 2.86
FeO 1.04 4.40 5.77 6.74 5.68 2.59
MnO 0.18 0.18 0.19 0.17 0.22 0.14
MgO 1.40 1.72 1.89 2.82 2.61 1.12
CaO 5.93 5.90 6.34 6.81 7.95 5.58
Nap 6.85 6.79 6.98 5.98 6.66 7.72
K20 3.87 3.26 3.79 2.38 2.76 3.14
P20 S 0.32 0.48 0.47 0.76 0.78 0.30
Hp+C02 1.69 0.42 1.52 0.24 0.03 1.05
Mg# 33.8 35.9 36.6 42.5 39.1 30.5
Ppm
Cr 11 8 8 10 13 8
Ni 5 6 5 1 2 2
Ca 8 10 9 13 15 5
Se 2 8 7 6 5 1
V 99 101 177 114 166 101
Cu 13 24 23 8 18 6
Pb 11 28 10 5 9 8
Zn 115 111 119 112 129 104
Su 2.32 2.02 1.99 2.27 2.42 2.29
Ma 4.68 20.43 14.43 4.44 4.99 506
Rb 99 81 92 51 82 75
Cs 1.32 1.42 1.86 0.69 1.22 1.34
Ba 880 815 1,096 646 835 947
Sr 1,468 1,293 1,597 968 1,440 1,588
TI 0.06 0.12 0.11 0.08 0.09 0.06
Ga 29 27 27 24 27 25
Li 17.56 18.23 20.11 12.65 16.08 12.92
Be 6.73 5.14 4.67 3.12 5.11 4.32
Ta 8.15 9.85 10.78 6.28 9.32 8.51
Nb 162 139 155 106 163 169
Hf 12.22 10.75 8.05 9.23 11.95 8.34
Zr 643 566 458 403 605 470
Y 33 34 34 36 39 33
Th 12.66 11.74 11.92 7.75 11.92 11.04
U 3.57 3.05 3.01 2.00 3.02 2.76
La 99.42 101.61 90.11 73.84 103.97 93.34
Ce 183.98 186.19 166.80 148.38 196.24 171.67
Pr 18.93 20.03 18.44 17.13 22.13 18.26
Nd 66.55 72.85 67.94 66.45 81.03 62.35
Sm 10.99 11.37 12.26 12.10 13.93 10.22
Eu 3.32 3.33 3.59 3.64 4.26 3.07
Gd 8.72 9.44 9.47 10.03 11.01 8.28
Tb 1.27 1.30 1.36 1.43 1.55 1.18
Dy 6.43 6.73 7.20 7.70 7.77 6.24
Ha 1.19 1.26 1.32 1.43 1.42 1.17
Er 3.20 3.22 3.02 3.42 3.50 2.96
Tm 0.47 0.48 0.44 0.49 0.47 0.44
Yb 2.68 2.86 2.51 2.91 2.92 2.50
Lu 0.39 0.40 0.37 0.39 0.41 0.35
212.-Phonolite.- West wal! of La Sornada, 1,930 m. asl. MAGNA*
260.-Tephr-Phonolite. West wall of La Caldera. MAGNA'.
268.-Tephr-Phonolite / mafic Fhonolite. Peak Piedra Llana, wall of La Caldera, 2,300 m. asl. MAGNA'.
269.-Tr-Basaltl mafic Trachyte. Pico de Las Nieves, 2,232 m. asl. MAGNA'.
270.-Tephr-Phon. Northem of Roque Palmero, wal! of La Caldera, 2,200 m. asl. MAGNA*
272.-Tephr-Phon. Peak ofLa Sabina, top eastem pan ofLa Caldera. MAGNA*
(') Carracedo et al. (2001) Mapa Geológico de España (MAGNA): Norte de La Palma, Hojas 1083-1 a 1083-IV, ITGE, Madrid.
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Table 2-6.-Analitycal data from samples of the Bejenado volcano
Main stratovolcano Adventive vents Terminal ditIerenciated vents
Ref. Sample 73 45 273 72 81 82 221
Geol. Unit** 17 19 19 21 21 21 dyke
wt%
SiO, 44.40 49.87 43.91 47.79 45.39 48.60 54.67
TiO; 3.20 2.63 3.70 2.75 3.26 2.38 1.33
Alz0 3 1339 15.59 13.92 17.36 15.21 18.66 21.68
FeZ03 3.35 4.95 5.69 5.33 6.56 4.56 2.73
FeO 8.54 6.00 7.62 4.27 5.03 3.92 2.71
MnO 0.19 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.26 0.20 0.14
MgO 10.23 3.96 5.03 2.99 3.75 3.24 1.04
CaO 9.94 10.08 11.82 6.67 8.95 6.43 4.00
NazO 3.66 4.18 3.10 7.29 6.40 6.17 7.25
KzO 1.66 1.01 1.55 3.53 2.89 3.28 4.15
PzOs 0.62 1.16 0.98 0.84 1.26 0.72 0.30
HZO+C02 0.50 0.25 1.56 0.61 0.99 1.6 0.77
Mg# 64.16 43.38 44.4 40.01 40.96 44.96 28.93
Ppm
Cr 349 8 96 12 16 36 4
Ni 234 12 81 O O 23 O
Ca 50 30 49 18 22 20 5
Se 21 15 22 7 8 7 1
V 295 249 366 201 223 216 58
Cu 105 55 69 32 32 35 8
Pb 2 8 4 9 8 9 9
Zn 123 134 136 134 155 104 85
Sn 3.62 2.27 3.18 3.71 4.81 2.29 3.10
Ma 1.94 11.04 2.35 2.95 4.42 3.61 10.46
Rb 32 29 23 101 83 97 111
Cs 0.42 1.26 0.61 0.77 0.94 1.44 1.03
Ba 452 745 520 923 882 864 878
Sr 787 1,280 1,006 1,591 1,538 1,428 1,042
TI 0.02 0.07 0.05 0.08 0.12 0.13 0.14
Ga 21 27 22 31 30 27 28
Li 5.84 17.10 7.70 11.53 13.19 17.06 14.31
Be 1.92 4.37 2.51 5.82 6.07 4.69 4.77
Ta 4.80 7.98 5.16 10.48 11.60 9.85 8.66
Nb 86 117 96 196 189 170 156
Hf 5.87 10.62 6.83 14.85 16.14 10.56 9.25
Zr 252 500 318 795 773 581 523
Y 23 41 33 38 42 30 22
Th 3.57 9.18 5.54 10.15 8.74 11.68 10.82
U 0.88 2.16 1.14 2.52 1.18 3.39 2.50
La 39.03 93.65 64.07 94.69 98.18 83.96 67.93
Ce 81.72 183.36 128.33 183.99 198.63 156.58 120.93
Pr 9.84 21.38 15.33 20.68 23.55 17.26 12.26
Nd 40.07 81.57 61.14 78.68 91.54 62.74 41.41
Sm 8.60 14.64 12.12 14.38 17.09 10.90 7.04
Bu 2.64 4.28 3.44 4.19 5.06 3.45 2.19
Gd 7.71 11.66 10.22 11.82 14.32 8.90 5.82
Tb 0.96 1.67 1.37 1.56 1.93 1.26 0.87
Dy 5.10 8.33 6.75 7.79 9.06 6.14 4.59
Ha 0.89 1.61 1.18 1.37 1.58 1.16 0.81
Er 2.03 3.83 2.92 3.21 3.41 2.81 2.06
Tm 0.27 0.54 0.40 0.44 0.47 0.38 0.31
Yb 1.45 3.07 2.09 2.23 2.43 2.19 1.78
Lu 0.21 0.42 0.30 0.32 0.36 0.30 0.27
73.-Basaaite. Lava from Bejenado, 1,070 m. asl. MAGNA*.
45.-Tr-Basalt. Lavas from Bejeaado adventive vents interbedded in sediment ofEl Time, 85 m. asl. MAGNA*".
273.-Basanite. Lavas from Bejeaado adventive veats. MAGNA'*,
n.-Tephr-Phonolile. Lava from Bejenado, 1,810 m. asl. MAGNA**'
81.-Tephite. Lava from Mña. La Yedra, an adventive vent ofBejenado. MAGNA'*,
82.-Tephr-Phonolite. Lava from top of Bejeaado 1,580 m. asl. MAGNA**.
221.-Phonolite.-Dyke in lbe lop of Bejenado. MAGNA**.
(*) Carracedo et al. (2001) Mapa Geológico de España (MAGNA): Norte de La Palma, Hojas 1083-1 a 1083-IV, ITGE, Madrid.
(**) Carracedo el al. (2001) Mapa Geológico de España (MAGNA): Sur de La Palma, Hojas 1085 I-IV a 10871-II, ITOE, Madrid.
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Table 2-7.-Analytical data from samples ofthe Cumbre Vieja volcano, Cliff-forming eruptions (Domes and lava domes)
Ref. Sample 7 8 26 41 62 168 276 278
Geol. Unit" 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24
wt%
SiOz 57.00 55.10 55.10 54.65 49.24 55.04 55.47 58.15
TiOz 1.23 1.32 1.64 1.59 2.42 1.41 1.03 0.22
AIP3 18.86 20.78 19.60 18.48 18.20 20.54 21.52 22.87
Fez03 1.36 3.21 1.72 4.13 3.57 3.49 3.24 1.70
FeO 1.99 1.77 3.30 2.19 4.67 1.97 1.27 0.77
MnO 0.14 0.17 0.18 0.19 0.21 0.17 0.16 0.14
MgO 1.50 1.07 1.68 2.01 2.90 1.33 0.86 0.41
CaO 3.96 3.91 5.35 6.21 6.83 3.87 2.90 1.10
Na20 8.68 7.97 7.30 6.54 6.72 7.61 8.48 8.77
KzO 4.21 4.40 3.25 2.51 3.62 4.20 4.84 5.64
P20 S 0.28 0.30 0.38 0.58 0.81 0.37 0.23 0.54
H2O+COz 0.29 0.54 0.26 0.34 0.03 0.59 0.84 0.87
Mg# 48.6 31.7 41.2 40.8 42.7 34.5 29.4 8.1
ppm
Cr 21 9 12 11 16 8 18 10
Ni O 2 7 3 13 O 8 1
Co 9 6 9 11 17 8 6 1
Se 4 2 3 4 7 4 3 2
V 102 73 110 131 176 82 75 23
Cu 19 9 11 10 25 14 12 3
Pb 27 15 18 12 16 22 23 18
Zn 87 106 101 105 113 99 95 70
Sn 3.03 1.17 3.06 1.53 3.03 2.26 2.88 2.36
Mo 9.81 8.57 9.24 7.63 6.93 12.63 13.15 11.79
Rb 149 128 103 85 97 127 113 233
Cs 1.38 1.46 1.60 1.10 1.42 1.91 2.05 2.77
Ea 1,185 1,273 1,071 1,063 982 1,225 1,451 89
Sr 1,487 1,104 1,567 1,708 1,532 1,749 1,716 59
TI 0.22 0.13 0.10 0.04 0.07 0.16 0.94 0.34
Ga 33 29 28 26 28 31 37 41
Li 17.93 20.74 18.41 15.45 17.32 19.60 20.59 17.10
Be 8.49 6.32 5.53 5.09 5.14 6.89 10.59 16.40
Ta 6.42 5.10 9.21 6.51 9.24 8.84 6.41 3.24
Nb 195 138 191 143 187 219 235 178
Hf 14.79 12.74 9.82 10.19 10.64 14.90 17.32 23.37
Zr 807 683 543 516 569 837 1,006 1,247
Y 26 24 35 34 37 33 25 14
Th 37.62 22.10 24.17 21.47 22.54 32.70 40.32 33.80
U 9.98 6.47 6.49 6.06 6.02 9.11 17.79 13.62
La 142.60 122.92 128.96 138.36 124.79 163.11 152.57 128.01
Ce 208.69 182.74 211.54 228.49 215.81 242.61 210.98 132.00
Pr 18.61 16.45 21.39 23.12 22.78 22.13 18.71 8.84
Nd 56.43 49.83 70.49 77.15 77.88 67.87 55.30 20.53
Sm 8.35 7.31 11.23 11.81 12.82 9.81 7.67 2.21
Eu 2.41 2.23 3.47 3.49 3.87 2.83 2.11 0.53
Gd 7.09 5.71 8.99 9.48 10.63 8.13 6.09 1.92
Tb 0.95 0.82 1.25 1.26 1.43 1.12 0.83 0.31
Dy 4.94 4.24 6.55 6.38 7.02 5.81 4.04 1.83
Ho 0.90 0.88 1.24 1.21 1.32 1.06 0.81 0.39
Er 2.33 2.41 3.07 3.16 3.24 2.89 2.20 1.35
Tm 0.40 0.36 0.45 0.46 0.46 0.45 0.38 0.26
Yb 2.29 2.48 2.83 2.88 2.75 2.58 2.30 1.87
Lu 0.36 0.38 0.39 0.41 0.39 0.43 0.35 0.34
7.-Phonolite. Dome of Doña María MAGNA".
8.-Tephr-Phono1ite. Lava dome of Roque de Fuente Pino de La Virgen. MAGNA**.
26.-Tr-Phonolite. Lava dome ofDon Menda. MAGNA".
41.-Phonolite. Lava from dome of los Campanarios. MAGNA".
62.-Tephri-Phono1ite from Cabrito. MAGNA".
168.-Phonolite. Roque Niquiomo. MAGNA'*,
276.-Phonolite. Roque Teneguia. MAGNA".
278.-Phonolite. Montaña Enrique. MAGNA'*,
(') Carracedo el aL (2001) Mapa Geológico de España (MAGNA): Norte de La Palma, Hojas 1083-1 a 108HV, !TGE, Madrid.
(**) Carracedo et aL (2001) Mapa Geológico de España (MAGNA): Sur de La Palma, Hojas 10851-IV a 1087 I-Il, !TGE, Madrid.
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Table 2-8.-Analytical data from samples of the Cumbre Vieja volcano, Cliff·forming eruptions (Basaltic lavas)
Ref. Samplc 4 9 13 14 15 19 118
Geo!. Unit** 25 25 25 25 25 25 25
wt%
SiOz 44.92 43.11 46.00 49.62 46.00 49.60 43.37
TiOz 2.46 3.19 3.29 2.76 3.23 2.55 3.47
Alz0 3 12.19 12.37 15.09 17.81 14.73 16.43 14.42
Fe203 3.73 5.49 4.24 3.65 5.59 4.30 8.33
FeO 9.27 8.40 7.31 5.83 7.00 5.26 4.50
MnO 0.19 0.18 0.20 0.17 0.18 0.19 0.19
MgO 12.53 11.78 5.98 3.89 7.67 3.87 7.46
CaO 9.19 10.16 9.77 7.13 8.89 7.12 10.97
Na20 3.06 3.00 4.80 5.95 4.37 6.59 4.88
KzO 0.92 0.84 1.86 1.81 1.51 2.43 1.76
P20 S 0.78 0.79 1.08 1.07 0.81 0.77 1.28
HzO+COz O.LO 0.09 0.08 0.06 0.08 0.06 0.15
Mg# 66.74 64.11 52.09 46.33 56.32 46.16 55.71
Ppm
Cr 508 468 59 14 159 15 159
Ni 361 258 43 O 96 19 90
Co 59 57 36 20 42 25 41
Se 24 26 18 10 23 11 20
V 281 304 287 174 319 241 298
Cu 104 84 58 18 85 46 61
Pb 3 2 4 6 5 13 4
Zn 120 115 122 125 123 127 124
Sn 2.82 1.88 3.94 4.17 3.05 2.77 2.64
Mo 3.44 2.89 4.31 7.27 4.47 11.61 4.13
Rb 19 20 44 52 48 95 34
Cs 0.23 0.20 0.52 0.53 0.60 1.08 0.34
Ba 350 361 638 828 641 999 556
Sr 832 896 1,265 1,241 1,155 1,443 1,296
TI 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.09 0.03
Ga 19 20 23 26 23 29 23
Li 5.26 6.31 8.06 9.09 8.67 14.13 6.97
Be 1.51 2.00 2.80 3.15 2.59 4.42 2.54
Ta 3.41 3.44 6.42 7.58 4.98 8.37 5.26
Nb 59 60 L08 139 94 183 97
Hf 4.90 5.14 7.96 9.14 6.58 10.92 6.93
Zr 207 216 358 432 315 544 340
Y 27 28 39 40 32 34 37
Th 4.14 4.48 8.13 12.24 7.84 21.18 7.76
U 1.07 1.24 2.11 3.74 2.07 8.32 2.11
La 54.62 57.16 92.65 114.44 75.53 146.08 92.69
Ce 111.99 117.03 183.09 206.54 143.64 231.82 180.89
Pr 13.23 13.90 21.09 22.01 16.25 23.26 20.78
Nd 53.25 55.46 80.18 80.44 62.66 77.83 78.92
Sm 10.46 10.65 14.85 14.54 11.05 12.68 14.97
Eu 3.07 3.25 4.31 4.20 3.36 3.78 4.22
Gd 8.97 9.02 12.49 12.46 9.48 9.97 12.23
Tb 1.20 1.22 1.64 1.68 1.29 1.37 1.58
Dy 6.07 6.13 8.23 8.48 6.11 6.70 7.72
Ho 1.05 1.10 1.48 1.51 1.15 1.19 1.35
Er 2.33 2.47 3.52 3.68 2.69 3.11 3.02
Tm 0.33 0.32 0.50 0.51 0.35 0.44 0.42
Yb 1.66 1.81 2.74 2.77 2.16 2.59 2.21
Lu 0.25 0.25 0.38 0.44 0.30 0.37 0.32
4.-Basanite.-Early lava of Cumbre Vieja volcano. MAGNAo*.
9.-Basanite.-Lava ofCumbre Vieja, Beo. de Torres. MAGNA**.
13.-Tephritc. Lava from Montaña Cosme (Los Chumasquinos). MAGNA**.
14.-Tephr-PhonolitefTr-Basalt. Lava from Ihe cliff of El Puertito de Tigalate. Pahoe-hoe lavas of Monte de Luna. MAGNAo*.
15.-TephritcfTr-Basalt. Lava from the cliff of Puerto Tigalate, 80 m. as!. Playa del Rio. MAGNA**.
19.-Tephr-Phonolite. Lava from Llanos de Tazacorte, cliff of Tazaeorte. MAGNA**.
118.-BsnrTephr. C1iffTeneguia. MAGNA**.
(*) Carracedo el al. (2001) Mapa Geológico de España (MAGNA): Norte de La Palma, Hojas 1083-1 a 1083-IV, TTGE, Madrid.
(**) Carraeedo el al. (2001) Mapa Geológico de España (MAGNA): Sur de La Palma, Hojas 1085 I-IV a 1087 l-lI, ITGE, Madrid.
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Table 2-9.-Analytical data from samples of the Cumbre Vieja volcano, Platform-forming eruptions
Mña. Dioquen Mña. Cabrera-Faro Mña. Goteras Other basaltic lavas of platform-forming eruptions
Ref. Sample 2 ][2 264 36 66 84 113 143
Gea!. Unit' 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28
wt%
SiOz 45.10 49.64 43.68 44.81 43.90 43.00 41.68 41.99
TiOz 3.09 2.34 3.53 3.27 3.61 3.39 3.46 3.58
Alz0 3 15.97 18.13 16.08 13.94 14.77 12.71 14.94 10.97
Fez0 3 4.55 3.90 4.38 5.58 6.89 3.82 2.65 3.84
FeO 7.19 5.37 7.06 6.52 5.45 8.44 9.96 9.24
MoO 0.21 0.21 0.22 0.19 0.21 0.20 0.20 0.18
MgO 5.81 2.95 6.56 7.36 7.07 11.10 9.35 12.29
CaD 9.39 6.81 11.24 11.24 10.00 11.07 11.05 12.73
NaoO 5.39 6.45 4.36 3.36 3.95 3.38 4.64 3.06
Ki> 2.18 2.78 1.98 1.93 2.15 1.67 1.96 1.48
PzOs 0.97 0.85 0.91 0.84 1.02 0.80 0.94 0.89
HzO+COz 0.08 0.06 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.09 0.11 0.10
Mg# 51.0 40.2 54.7 56.3 55.1 65.4 61.9 66.2
Ppm
Cr 95 19 149 253 140 472 222 460
Ni 44 10 85 101 82 271 130 306
Ca 32 20 40 44 39 54 46 58
Se 15 9 22 25 22 27 27 28
V 254 191 301 320 310 317 345 331
Cn 46 28 72 88 65 162 91 92
Pb 6 11 4 5 6 4 8 4
Zn 122 135 124 114 126 109 267 124
Sn 4.18 2.83 2.93 1.95 4.54 3.53 2.52 2.82
Mo 8.03 6.94 5.11 4.19 5.48 3.68 3.20 4.12
Rb 61 89 49 41 55 38 43 29
Cs 0.82 1.70 0.59 0.53 0.64 0.46 0.51 0.34
Ba 777 977 651 573 708 534 583 477
Sr 1,504 1,776 1,215 1,109 1,295 1,009 1,090 1,007
Tl 0.05 0.06 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.03 0.05 0.03
Ga 25 28 23 22 24 20 23 21
Li 9.22 15.66 8.48 8.36 7.39 6.64 7.41 5.82
Be 3.40 6.08 3.11 2.76 2.63 2.48 2.61 2.28
Ta 7.31 7.30 5.84 4.83 6.35 4.55 5.10 4.57
Nb 132 154 109 86 121 84 98 83
Hf 8.90 10.41 7.21 7.70 8.30 6.47 6.83 6.31
Zr 440 548 346 337 389 294 332 284
Y 39 39 36 32 37 30 33 30
Th 11.46 16.42 9.09 8.11 10.57 7.73 7.74 6.75
U 3.46 5.32 2.33 2.13 3.05 1.96 2.16 1.96
La 108.66 127.48 90.43 77.87 112.73 76.83 81.55 74.05
Ce 206.66 221.23 169.08 151.78 208.09 147.83 156.61 144.33
Pr 22.76 23.64 18.91 17.93 22.73 16.71 17.58 16.36
Nd 84.19 83.15 70.87 69.91 84.72 62.75 66.93 63.77
Sm 14.57 14.34 13.11 12.60 15.11 11.75 12.39 12.26
En 4.26 3.94 3.79 3.69 4.23 3.44 3.54 3.46
Gd 12.33 11.19 11.32 10.27 12.54 9.96 10.48 10.29
Tb 1.63 1.54 1.48 1.38 1.60 1.31 1.34 1.34
Dy 8.20 7.47 6.96 6.63 7.88 6.54 6.57 6.48
Ho 1.48 1.33 1.26 1.21 1.40 1.16 1.18 1.13
Er 3.49 3.41 3.04 2.83 3.15 2.54 2.70 2.50
Tm 0.50 0.51 0.42 0.40 0.43 0.34 0.37 0.34
Yb 2.71 2.88 2.36 2.30 2.36 1.96 2.03 1.83
Lu 0.40 0.44 0.37 0.31 0.36 0.29 0.31 0.28
2.-Tephrite. Mña. Dioquen. Punta del Banco. MAGNA'.
112.-Tephrite-Phonolite. Tephritic lava from Mña. Cabrera. MAGNA*.
264.-Basanite. Mña. Goteras. MAGNA'.
36.-Bsnlfephr. Lava from Laderas del Gallo. MAGNA'.
66.-Bsnlfephr. Lava from Los Valentines. MAGNA*
84.-Basanite. Platform-forming lava from Cumbre Vieja. MAGNA'.
113.-Basanite. Basaltic lava from Mña. Pelada. MAGNA*.
143.-Basanite. Platform-forming lava from Cumbre Vieja. MAGNA*'
(*) Carracedo et al. (2001) Mapa Geológico de España (MAGNA): Sur de La Palma, Hojas 1085 I-IV a 1087 I-JI, TTGE, Madrid.
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Table 2-1O.-Analytical data from samples of the Cumbre Vieja volcano, dated prehistoric eruptions
Birigoyo-La Barquilla S.Antonio Volcán Fuego-Volcán de La Fajana Malforada y Nambroque Mña. Quemada y Volcán Martín
Ref. Sample 37 279 277 6 16 17 18 61 71 20 63 274
Geol. Unit' 31 31 33 33 33 33 33 30 30 33 33 33
wt%
Si02 48.26 48.15 42.52 44.20 46.42 45.98 48.03 49.80 52.30 44.50 42.69 45.38
Ti02 2.70 2.97 3.82 3.40 2.79 2.91 2.71 2.28 1.86 3.04 3.57 3.72
AI20 3 15.79 17.54 14.65 15.54 17.26 17.\2 17.29 18.28 19.27 14.32 13.40 ]3.82
Fe203 6.05 5.46 5.03 4.69 4.35 2.72 33\ 4.02 3.73 4.77 4.15 6.\7
FeO 4.57 4.28 7.22 7.5\ 6.66 7.23 6.24 437 3.30 6.92 8.3\ 6.08
MnO 0.2\ 0.22 0.23 0.20 0.19 018 0\9 0.23 0.20 0.\9 0.2\ 0.2\
MgO 4.71 3.09 7.95 636 4.82 5.17 4.2\ 2.50 1.91 6.88 8.48 6.67
CaO 9.77 8.\6 \1.40 10.63 8.69 9.53 7.78 6.78 5.99 \1.87 12.87 11.25
Na20 4.59 6.09 3.94 4.64 5.58 5,40 6.0\ 6.74 7.03 3.86 3,44 3.51
K,O 236 2.47 1.71 1.31 2.00 2.07 2.56 3.83 3.80 1.73 \.30 1.53
P;Os 1.20 1.57 1.53 1.38 0.84 0.90 0.75 0.72 0.55 0.88 0.91 0.98
H2O+C02 0.10 0.05 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.08 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.15 0.09 0.07
Mg# 48.8 40.5 57.8 52.3 48.0 51.9 480 388 36.7 55.4 58.7 53.7
Ppm
Cr 23 13 185 59 48 62 \9 \5 O 164 27\ 210
Ni 19 8 86 4\ 35 42 22 10 13 81 \24 102
Co 30 22 47 37 29 3\ 25 18 13 4\ 46 50
Se \5 9 28 \8 \6 \8 \4 \2 10 20 27 28
V 258 209 363 322 245 268 239 \72 \45 298 325 376
Cu 45 26 83 56 49 65 46 38 32 66 102 105
Pb 6 9 5 4 7 6 8 13 \3 23 3 6
Zn 134 146 130 \24 \23 125 118 119 \13 135 116 149
Sn 2.67 3.45 3.04 3.29 2.43 1.93 2.82 2.09 2.15 3.23 3.]5 4.08
Mo 4.10 6.33 4.52 3.80 4.43 407 6.41 44.48 30.92 3.64 5.09 688
Rb 59 77 40 42 66 65 74 98 109 46 35 42
Cs 0.76 1.29 0.46 0.49 0.75 0.73 0.95 1.55 1.78 0.50 0.41 0.83
Ba 748 884 573 714 805 824 882 1,083 \,\58 627 552 643
Sr 1,440 1,629 1,098 1,465 1,338 1,353 1,514 1,719 1,701 1,177 1,146 1,353
TI 0.05 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.12 0.07 0.09 0.1\ 0.14 0.03 0.03 0.02
Ga 26 29 24 22 26 26 25 28 28 23 22 25
Li 11.15 14.40 8.99 8.20 \2.0\ 10.76 \2.66 20.89 22.91 9.6\ 6.70 9.66
Be 3.53 5.91 3.66 2.89 4.08 3.86 3.91 5.16 5.97 2.95 2.47 3.64
Ta 7.03 7.37 4.83 5.24 7.19 7.34 6.74 8.49 7.06 5.77 4.91 5.94
Nb \25 \53 92 100 147 \48 134 \47 \44 103 9\ 112
Hf 9.42 10.68 7.22 6.71 10.06 9.92 9.30 10.66 10.52 7.74 6.53 7.81
Zr 417 530 331 299 466 455 469 559 588 369 303 359
Y 39 41 34 40 35 35 36 37 34 35 34 40
Th 10.85 12.67 7.57 10.12 \1.17 \1.88 \4.\4 19.99 21.25 7,42 8.28 10.40
U 3.61 4.44 2.05 2.10 3.43 3.46 4.27 6.11 6.47 2,42 2.19 2.82
La 99.90 118.70 76.86 108.85 \13.18 \22.97 115.17 143.25 \41.94 79.16 85.63 \08.18
Ce \86.62 211.29 150.37 208.4\ \99.17 214.72 202.86 241.3\ 228.73 158.01 163.23 201.45
Pr 21.51 23.06 17.37 24.15 21.29 23.09 21.97 24.92 22.65 18.43 18.33 22.83
Nd 82.25 85.65 67.93 91.42 77.04 81.65 77.93 84.98 75.86 72.52 70.60 87.00
Sm 14.73 \5.28 12.77 \5.51 13.08 13.66 13.23 13,48 11.82 13.03 \3.10 16.10
Eu 4.42 4.32 3.68 4.59 3.96 4.0\ 3.93 3.81 3.25 3.91 3.74 4.43
Gd 12.12 12.08 10.93 12.97 10.45 11.04 10.61 10.99 9.37 10.96 1O.85 12.62
Th 1.64 1.65 1.43 1.66 \,43 1.51 1.44 1.52 1.27 1.44 1.49 1.67
Dy 8.18 7.61 6.69 8.09 7.13 7.65 6.85 7.33 6.69 7.12 7.11 8.17
Ho 1,48 1.40 1.27 1.48 1.30 1.33 1.29 1.31 1.26 1.28 1.25 1.40
Er 3.64 3.61 2.95 3.43 3.16 3.26 3.21 3.3\ 3.\8 3.19 2.88 3.31
Tm 0,49 0.51 0,41 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.43 0,49 0.48 0,4\ 0.38 0,45
Yb 2.94 2.97 2.27 2.55 2.68 2.63 2.78 3.12 2.9\ 2,40 2.08 2.63
Lu 0,40 0.43 0.33 0.34 036 0.38 0.38 0.46 0.43 0.34 0.30 0.35
37.-Tephrite. Terminal lava flow of Birigoyo. MAGNA'.
279.-Tephrite-Phonolite. Lava flow ofBirigoyo. MAGNA'.
277.-Basanite. San Antonio. MAGNA*-
6.-Bsnffephrite. East lava flow ofVolcán Fuego. MAGNA*-
l6.-Tephrite. West lava flow of Volcán Fuego (Coladas al Oeste). MAGNA*-
17.-Tephrite. Lavas Volcanes de la Fajana. MAGNA'.
18.-Tephr-Phonolite. East lava flow ofVolcán Fuego. MAGNA'.
61.-Tephr-Phonolite. Lava flow of La Malforada. MAGNA*-
71.-Phonolite. Northern lava 110w of Nambroque. MAGNA'.
20.-Basanite. Mña. Quemada (prehistorie). MAGNA*-
63.-Basanite (ol-epx). Pre historie lava flow of Martín voleano. MAGNA'.
274.-BsnlBasalt (cpx-anf). Pre historie lava flow of Martín volcano. MAGNA*.
(*) Carracedo et al. (200]) Mapa Geológico de España (MAGNA): Sur de La Palma. Hojas 1085 I-IV a 1087 ]-11, ITGE, Madrid.
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Table 2-ll.~Analyticaldata from samples of the Cumbre Vieja volcano, historical eruptions
XVI Century XVII Century XVIII Century xx Century
Coladas de Jedey Fon de Jedey Tigalate (1646) 1677 El Charco San Juan Duraznero Teneguia
Ref. Sample 28 33 280 132 275 121 24 110 60 119
Geol. Unj¡o 35 35 36 38 38 38 41 44 44 44
wt%
SiO, 45.04 44.86 54.56 42.37 42.96 42.15 44.50 44.00 44.50 44.50
Ti02 3.75 3.59 0.95 3.56 3.63 3.43 3.78 3.50 3.55 3.55
AI,O, 14.12 13.93 21.62 12.38 13.02 13.11 14.64 14.62 14.22 13.95
Fe,O, 4.27 4.00 3.04 4.66 4.26 4.35 4.05 2.82 4.15 4.24
FeO 6.19 8.24 1.65 8.36 7.95 7.59 8.06 9.39 7.52 8.43
MnO 0.19 0.18 0.15 0.18 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.17 0.19
MgO 7.58 7.44 0.71 10.74 817 11.40 6.48 8.60 8.22 8.94
CaO 10.95 10.71 4.32 11.19 13.17 10.14 10.04 10.46 10.95 9.78
Na¡Ü 3.48 3.48 8.21 4.74 4.02 4.87 3.77 3.56 3.06 4.51
K20 1.99 1.75 4.02 1.58 1.73 1.64 1.93 1.29 1.82 1.67
P¡Ü, 0.84 0.81 0.77 0.90 090 0.99 1.09 0.68 0.71 0.90
H,O+C02 0.69 0.09 0.36 0.09 0.09 0.70 0.80 0.10 0.80 0.09
Mg# 60.4 56.0 24.7 63.4 58.4 66.7 52.8 59.3 59.6 59.6
Ppm
Cr 206 230 11 296 274 272 147 296 289 181
Ni 93 95 4 130 116 121 78 129 112 102
Co 42 42 7 53 44 49 47 49 52 46
Se 22 23 3 33 26 27 25 25 29 24
V 297 301 86 394 326 348 370 302 311 315
Cu 75 81 10 122 97 90 93 87 102 86
Pb 4 4 14 7 3 6 6 3 4 5
Zn 122 122 107 215 119 143 156 117 118 175
Sn 3.42 1.98 2.30 6.31 4.03 4.08 6.76 1.62 2.10 2.93
Mo 4.39 3.43 9.41 5.94 4.34 5.45 6.76 3.26 11.85 4.43
Rb 43 41 123 44 36 38 54 29 28 31
Cs 0.50 0.50 1.91 0.50 0.43 1.14 0.67 0.40 0.74 0.37
Ba 586 575 1,140 674 569 571 817 411 435 482
Sr 1,180 1,146 1,585 1,415 1,154 1,200 1,653 907 955 1,079
TI 0.02 0.05 0.16 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04
Ga 22 22 30 26 22 24 28 22 23 23
Li 8.50 8.83 21.07 8.63 6.48 9.34 9.49 7.70 11.39 6.88
Be 2.74 2.53 7.42 3.16 2.45 3.48 3.80 2.21 2.89 2.20
Ta 5.65 5.59 5.15 6.31 5.18 5.15 7.41 3.98 3.41 4.52
Nb 103 99 142 110 92 95 133 70 63 83
Hf 7.54 7.69 11.31 8.28 6.93 7.10 9.36 6.06 6.48 6.48
Zr 339 331 657 363 302 328 421 270 277 308
Y 35 34 26 41 34 36 45 29 31 33
Th 7.48 7.52 19.59 10.34 8.61 7.85 12.03 5.59 6.05 6.24
U 2.04 2.04 6.30 2.63 2.30 2.31 3.39 1.58 1.60 1.77
La 82.62 79.66 119.62 105.17 87.14 88.27 124.85 58.15 64.26 73.87
Ce 158.73 154.77 184.46 200.43 166.81 168.46 233.91 116.53 126.25 147.10
Pr 18.46 17.87 16.81 22.48 18.99 19.40 26.02 13.66 15.01 16.64
Nd 70.09 68.36 53.28 85.93 72.08 74.73 98.47 53.43 59.41 65.35
Sm 12.83 12.60 7.94 15.70 13.06 13.42 17.79 10.24 11.21 12.32
En 3.75 3.74 2.30 4.67 3.93 3.99 5.27 3.16 3.26 3.65
Gd 10.60 10.65 6.31 13.62 11.41 11.71 15.17 8.98 9.27 10.51
Th 1.47 1.42 0.88 1.78 1.49 1.55 1.97 1.20 1.38 1.38
Dy 7.00 7.10 4.38 8.83 7.30 7.35 9.70 6.24 6.60 6.78
Ho 1.29 1.24 0.86 1.55 1.30 1.26 1.72 1.07 1.26 1.17
Er 3.02 3.11 2.36 3.46 2.87 3.01 3.96 2.63 2.85 2.76
Tm 0.41 0.42 0.37 0.50 0.41 0.42 0.55 0.37 0.39 0.37
Yb 2.36 2.39 2.29 2.74 2.23 2.32 2.90 1.92 2.37 1.95
Lu 0.32 0.32 0.36 0.39 0.31 0.34 0.42 0.30 0.32 0.29
28.-Basanite.(cpx-anf). Lava from upper vent of 1585. MAGNA'.
33.-Basanite (cpx-ol). Lava from lower venl of 1585. MAGNA'.
280.-Phonolile. Juvenile phonolite flow of 1585. MAGNA*'
132.-Basanite (cpx-ol). Basaltic flow of 1646. MAGNA*'
275.-Basanite (cpx-ol). Basaltic f10w of 1646. MAGNA*'
121.-Basanite (cpx-ol). Basaltic f10w of 1677. MAGNA*'
24.-Basanite (cpx-ol-anf). Lava from second upper vent of 1712. MAGNA*.
110.-Basanite (cpx-ol). Basaltic flow of 1949 (Llano del Banco). MAGNA*.
60.-Basanite (cpx-ol). Basaltic f10w of 1949 (Duraznero). MAGNA*.
119.-Basanite. Basallic f10w ofVolcán Teneguia, 1971. MAGNA'.
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